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Abstract
The clinical competency of pre-registration nursing students has raised questions about the proficiency of teaching strategies used to teach clinical skills in the undergraduate nursing programme. This study aimed to test the effectiveness of teaching clinical skills using a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA), which is underpinned by Gardner’s theory (1983) of multiple intelligences.

This study employed a randomised controlled trial with first year nursing students (n=90) in one third-level institute in Ireland. Participants were randomly allocated to a control group (conventional teaching) (n=44) and an experimental group (MITA intervention) (n=46) to learn clinical skills. From a suite of twelve clinical skills taught, three clinical skills were assessed and included hand washing, sub cutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy. The outcome was skill performance measured by the results in an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE).

Participant preference for learning was measured by the Index of Learning Styles (ILS). Participants’ multiple intelligence (MI) preferences were measured with a multiple intelligences development assessment scale (MIDAS), which included intellectual styles. MI assessment preferences were measured by a multiple intelligences assessment preferences questionnaire. The MITA intervention was evaluated using a questionnaire.

Results showed that participants in the experimental group had higher scores in all three OSCEs examined (p<0.05) at Time 1, suggesting that MITA had a positive effect on clinical skill acquisition. The strongest preference on ILS for both groups was the sensing style. The highest MI on the MIDAS questionnaire for both groups was interpersonal intelligence. The assessment preferences questionnaire results showed that the majority of students favoured practical examinations, followed by multiple choice questions and short answer questions, as methods of assessment. The participants in the experimental group were positive about the MITA intervention.

The findings of this study support the use of MITA for clinical skills teaching and advance the understanding of how MI approaches to teaching may be used in nursing education. This study builds upon the limited body of knowledge regarding the use of MI teaching strategies in a third level setting for clinical skills teaching. The findings may assist nurse educators in their choice of teaching strategies for clinical skills teaching that meets learner needs and promotes effective learning. Future research is needed to test the effectiveness of using the MITA intervention in practice placement settings to augment clinical skills laboratory teaching.
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**MITA:** Multiple intelligence teaching approach (Weber, 1999)
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**MIDAS:** Multiple intelligences development assessment scale (Shearer, 1996)
**Definition of terms**

For the purpose of this research, the following definitions apply:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>An Bord Altranais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA</td>
<td>American Heart Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Audio visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAL</td>
<td>Computer assisted learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO</td>
<td>Central applications office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Course management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSL</td>
<td>Clinical skills laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAQA</td>
<td>European Association for Quality Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETAC</td>
<td>Higher Education and Training Awards Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPS</td>
<td>Human patient simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>Health Services Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>Index of learning style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>Intelligence quotient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Intellectual styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>National Health Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>Nursing and Midwifery Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQAI</td>
<td>National Quality Authority Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Multiple Intelligences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDAS</td>
<td>Multiple intelligences development assessment scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MITA: Multiple intelligences teaching approach
MRC: Medical Research Council
OSCE: Objective structured clinical examination
PASW: Predictive Analytical Statistical Software
RCT: Randomised control trial
RN: Registered nurse
SP: Standardised patient
TPR: Temperature, pulse, respiration
UK: United Kingdom
URL: Uniform resource locator
USA: United States of America
VLE: Virtual learning environment
WHO: World Health Organisation
Chapter 1- Background to the Study

Introduction

This chapter introduces the research study and provides the background, purpose and rationale for undertaking this study. This chapter situates the research study in the context of professional practice in nursing education. The subsequent chapters will present the background for clinical skills learning and teaching in nursing; explore and review the literature in relation to learning style theory and multiple intelligences; and critically discuss the methodology and methods chosen to carry out the study. The last two chapters will focus on a presentation of the results, the discussion and the findings in relation to education, research and practice.

1.1 The research study

This study tested the effectiveness of using a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA) for clinical skills teaching and learning. The research project was carried out in the Republic of Ireland with first year undergraduate nursing students. The study aimed to measure the effectiveness of MITA as a teaching approach for clinical skills education. Using a randomised controlled trial (RCT), this study compared the use of MITA and conventional teaching approaches for clinical skills education.

1.2 Nursing developments globally

The realities of globalisation and the current economic climate affecting healthcare in the 21st century are radically changing the landscape of nursing practice in Ireland and worldwide (O’ Shea 2008). These realities relate to profound changes in how patients have become more active regarding their own health care. In addition, accountability and clinical governance have radically transformed nursing practice through an improved monitoring of healthcare performance (McEvoy et al. 2008). Accountability
means that the nurse has to account for his/her practice and the decisions that he/she makes (ABA 2000). Clinical governance is identified as a means of improving protection of the patient against poor practice and helps make clinical decision making more effective (Hope 2003). In recent years there has been a further development of the nurses’ role that requires a higher level of skill, knowledge and levels of competency (O’Shea 2008). This starts with undergraduate nursing education.

It has been reported that there are fewer clinical areas available for practice placement coupled with less qualified nurses available for supervision (Nehring & Lashley 2009; Stayt & Merriman 2012). Additionally, patients are having shorter hospital stays which creates fewer experiential learning opportunities for nursing students in the clinical area (Midgley 2005; Stayt 2011; Stayt & Merriman 2012). Ballie and Curzio (2009) and Stayt and Merriman (2012) have suggested that this problem is worldwide, as they described the learning experiences and opportunities for learning clinical skills as variable. Equipping students with the relevant knowledge, skills and attitudes, which constitute competency, should help the student adapt to the many changes in the clinical setting that have happened as a result of these global changes (Benner et al. 2010). Nurse educators are continually faced with finding ways to prepare students, both theoretically and practically, who are fit for purpose and fit for practice (Stayt 2011). This should encourage educators to question the ways that students are taught and prepared for the practice of nursing.

1.3 Nurse education in Ireland

Reform in nursing education in Ireland has been influenced by national, European and international nursing educational trends (Tully 2002; National Qualification Authority of Ireland (NQAI) 2004). The Bologna process, initiated in 1998, has changed the landscape of nursing education in the European Union by improving the international comparability of nursing programmes and providing similar academic requirements for nursing at entrance level (Zabalegui et al. 2006). The Tuning Project in Europe has had an impact on the development of pre-registration education in Ireland by identifying
core competencies that need to be achieved by nurses across Europe (Gonzalez & Wagenaar 2008) (Appendix 1). These include competencies associated with nursing practice and clinical decision making.

The education of nursing students in Ireland takes place in third level colleges (7 universities and 7 institutes of technology) in conjunction with clinical partners. All students who successfully complete the programme achieve a Bachelors of Science with honours in general, psychiatric, intellectual disability, paediatrics or paediatrics and general (integrated) nursing. In Ireland, since 2002, entry to nursing education has been a degree level entry profession and this is considered a major strength of the Irish nurse education programme. This is different to the United States of America (USA) where variations occur with a mixture of diploma and degree entry level. The United Kingdom (UK) has only moved to a degree entry level as the minimal educational level in the past year. A further strength of the Irish nursing education programme is the emphasis placed on the clinical component and this must include at least half of the programme hours (ABA 2005).

In 2002 nursing education in Ireland progressed into the higher education sector, but still maintained very close links with health care practice. Since the introduction of the national pre-registration degree programme, there has been a shift in clinical skills learning and teaching in the undergraduate nursing curriculum. In the past in Ireland, the teaching of nursing skills was facilitated solely in the clinical areas by the nursing staff and was based on the apprenticeship model of training. The apprenticeship model was task orientated and service needs took priority (Simons et al. 1998). Learning clinical skills situated in the clinical environment was considered appropriate at that time as the qualified nurses were considered to be the clinical experts and could pass on their skills (Larew et al. 2006). This, however, depended on the ability of staff to teach the students as they had limited education themselves regarding teaching clinical skills and based their teaching on past experiences (Simons et al. 1998). Apprenticeship training does, however, offer the trainee exposure to ‘real life’ conditions and treatments (DeVita 2007). A disadvantage of the apprenticeship system was the lack of underlying
Clinical skills education is a core element of nursing education, nationally and internationally. The teaching and learning of clinical skills in Ireland is guided by An Bord Altranais (Irish Nursing Board) and educators facilitate such learning in a multimodal way. This multimodal approach involves the use of clinical skills laboratories, computer assisted learning (CAL), use of audio-visual (AV) equipment, e-learning, didactic teaching and demonstration (Love et al. 1989; Jeffries et al. 2002; Bloomfield et al. 2008; Bloomfield et al. 2013). In contrast to Ireland, the UK Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) clearly outline essential skills clusters to guide educational and clinical staff (NMC 2010).

The literature suggests that the most common approach to teaching clinical skills has been the didactic approach where the lecturer provides the theory in relation to the skill followed by a demonstration of the skill to a large group of students (Jeffries et al. 2002; Khan et al. 2012). Didactic teaching and demonstration may leave a void in relation to the cognitive and affective domains of learning, which collectively constitute competency in skill and theory acquisition. The didactic approach is considered teacher focused and does not always accommodate the diverse learning styles or learning needs of the students (Khan et al. 2012). A lack of consistency in how the skills are demonstrated and a lack of consistency of the information provided by lecturers have been reported with use of the didactic approach (Corbally 2005).

Nurse educators are responsible for the teaching of clinical skills in Higher Education Institutes in clinical skills laboratories. This is then supported in the clinical area by qualified nurses who are trained preceptors / mentors. Clinical skills laboratories, often referred to as clinical laboratories or skills laboratories, are rooms that have been developed to simulate the real clinical environment and are dedicated to the teaching and learning of clinical skills (Nicol & Freeth 1998; Gaberson & Oermann 2007; Woolley & Jarvis 2007). Simulation is used in the clinical skills laboratories to facilitate the acquisition of core nursing skills, by means of various teaching and learning approaches (Houghton et al. 2012). Gaba (2007 p.127) defined simulation as a
technique used “to replace or amplify real experiences with guided experiences that evoke or replicate substantial aspects of the real world in a fully interactive manner”. The rationale of simulation is to replicate real patient scenarios where students can develop their problem solving and critical thinking skills in the context of teaching and learning (Schiavenato 2009). Simulation can assist students to reduce human error in practice placement and increase patient safety (Hogg et al. 2006; Ziv et al. 2007). Simulation can be described as low fidelity, for example, the teaching and learning of psychomotor skills and includes task trainers (Stayt 2011). Medium fidelity simulation offers increased realism and includes patient scenarios (Jeffries et al. 2002). High fidelity simulation produces the most realistic clinical experiences with computerized high fidelity simulation mannequins, for example, SIM Man® and Rescussi Anne™ (Alinier et al. 2006).

There is increased public concern in relation to how prepared undergraduate nurses are to practice competently once qualified, principally articulated in, but not confined to, the UK (NMC 2005; The Patients Association 2009; Wells & Norman 2009). These concerns are being raised in Ireland currently with specific reference to whether current models of nurse education are sustainable to meet the needs of the Irish population in the future (Behan et al. 2009; HSE 2009). More specifically, concerns have been raised regarding the students’ abilities in relation to drug calculations and medication management (Warburton & Kahn 2007; HSE 2009; Wright 2012), poor engagement with evidence based practice (Thompson et al. 2002; Caldwell et al. 2007) and the assessment of clinical competence (ABA 2005).

Hope et al. (2011) proposed that the profession of nursing needs practitioners with the requisite knowledge, abilities and work behaviours to meet the current health demands of the population. Educators are, therefore, challenged to prepare individuals who can deliver competent care and who have the ability to address future changes and acquire increasing technical abilities in the future (Ackermann 2009; Hope et al. 2011). The reported lack of continuity in teaching and learning clinical skills, the lack of engagement by students with clinical skills learning and a drive to engage in educational development have been the catalysts for this study.
In the past, active learner involvement has tended to be neglected in secondary education and in traditional universities (Denny et al. 2008). The use of traditional approaches to teaching has been directed to meeting the needs of two types of intelligence, namely logical-mathematical and linguistic intelligence or general intelligence (Gardner 1983). When educators teach for general intelligence, it is suggested they teach to students rather than facilitate learning with students (Gardner 1983). Nursing students, like all other students, have many varying learning needs and learning styles. This study explores one teaching and learning approach, namely, MITA, that facilitates all learners, regardless of ability, and encourages independent, self-directed and active uptake of knowledge in the skills laboratory, classroom and beyond. It is claimed that a MITA can help student nurses to learn with differing intellectual strengths, abilities or dispositions (Weber 2005).

This study provides an opportunity to contribute to and develop the professional practice of teaching and learning clinical skills in the clinical skills laboratory. The study, using a RCT, is an attempt to address this gap in the evidence base relating to teaching and learning in the clinical skills laboratory. The study findings can provide nursing colleagues with knowledge in relation to a method of teaching, namely, MITA, that can actively engage the student in their learning by viewing nursing students from a different perspective and perceiving them as being “smart in a number of ways” (Moran et al. 2006).

1.5 Organisation and content of the thesis

This thesis is presented in six chapters. Following this introduction chapter, Chapter Two presents a review of the literature that gives a background to skill development and the theories and models associated with skills development. This chapter also presents literature pertaining to learning styles, multiple intelligences theory and multiple intelligences teaching approach.

Chapter Three presents the research aims and objectives employed in this study and progresses to give a detailed account of the research methods used. This study
employed an experimental design using a RCT. The data collection instruments and data analysis strategies are clearly described.

The results of the study are presented in Chapter Four and a critical discussion of the results is presented in Chapter Five addressing the aims and objectives of the study. The results are interpreted in the context of existing nursing literature. The implications of the study for nursing education are also discussed.

Finally, Chapter Six presents the main conclusions from the study. Recommendations for the future practice of skills laboratory teaching, education and research are also identified.
Chapter 2 - Literature review

Introduction

An essential part of learning to be a nurse is the acquisition of clinical nursing skills and the relevant knowledge underpinning the enactment of those skills (Higgins et al. 2010). While there are many views about how clinical skills should be taught (Jeffries et al. 2002; Freeth & Fry 2005; Wellard et al. 2009; Stayt & Merriman 2012), there remains little consensus on the most appropriate method for teaching such skills. This chapter aims to contextualise the study by reviewing the literature related to skill development and approaches used for teaching and learning clinical skills. The concluding section of this chapter presents a discussion on learning styles, multiple intelligences theory and multiple intelligences teaching approach.

2.1 Literature searching strategy

The search for the literature review took place in three stages. Stage one explored the current state of the literature in relation to clinical skills learning and teaching. A range of subject headings and free-text keywords were used to identify as many relevant papers as possible (Appendix 2). This allowed for the detection of any gaps in current knowledge. Figure 2.1 identifies how the review process took place. The Consort Guidelines (2010) provided guidance for reporting experimental studies; the Strobe Guidelines (von Elm et al. 2008) provided guidance for observational studies and the COREQ Guidelines (Tong et al. 2007) provided guidance for studies that used qualitative research interviews and focus groups. Data were extracted regarding study design and sample, instruments and data collected and findings. A table of studies that met the inclusion criteria for clinical skills learning and teaching is included in Appendix 2.

Stage two of the literature review explored the literature in relation to learning styles and its impact on learning and knowledge retention (Appendix 3). A list of key search terms is included in Appendix 4. Stage three of the literature review explored the literature in
relation to multiple intelligences theory and the impact of multiple intelligences theory for learning and teaching (Appendix 5). A list of key search terms is included in Appendix 6.

Searching for research evidence was undertaken using a number of different sources that included searching five electronic databases which included ‘Science Direct’, the ‘Cumulative Index to Nurse and Allied Health Literature’ (CINAHL); ‘OVID’; the ‘British Nurse Index’ (BNI) and ‘Wiley Interscience’. It was important to make a decision early in the process about the coverage of the literature in terms of language and time span. Initially, only those studies published between 1994 and 2013 were included for clinical skills teaching and learning because from 1994 onwards nurse education in Ireland underwent substantial changes. The investigator used discretion if an older study was found that was thought to be relevant. Due to language, time and cost constraints it was decided to only use material that was published in English. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to keep the search focused (Appendix 7).

This strategy was supplemented by searching other literature sources which included text books that were specific to the topic belonging to the libraries of An Bord Altranais, King’s College London and Waterford Institute of Technology. Primary sources were also identified through the reference lists of selected articles. Regular searching of the literature took place to identify any new articles as they were published.
Figure 2.1: Stage 1 Literature search for clinical skills learning and teaching

Databases: Science Direct \((n=1077)\), BNI \((n=87)\), CINAHL \((n=846)\), OVID \((n=123)\), Wiley Interscience \((n=324)\),

Records identified through electronic databases

Excluded based on abstract reading against exclusion criteria, not original research, descriptive reviews, conference papers, poster presentations, dictionary entries, related to patient education, meeting abstract, duplicate publication, \(n=2142\)

Title and abstract identified and screened \(n=315\)

Excluded based on exclusion criteria, on duplicate publication, no health profession learners, descriptive reviews, conference papers, evaluations of students’ observations, not written in the English language, \(n=207\)

Full-text papers assessed for more detailed evaluation \(n=108\)

Excluded based on duplicate publication, not original research, descriptive reports, conference papers, \(n=83\)

Selected articles \(n=25\)

Reference lists of selected articles \(n=4\)

Research articles included in this review \(n=29\)
2.2 Defining clinical skills in nursing

Skill and skill development is a complex issue in nursing. ‘Skill’ can be defined as a level of performance or a level of expertise (Farley & Hendry 1997; p.46). Bachmann (1990) has argued that ‘skill’ involves forethought as to the outcomes to be achieved and suggested that skill is more than simply a task, as it brings together elements of theory and practice. The international literature proposes a number of nomenclatures for skills in nursing (Casey et al. 2004; Berkowet et al. 2009; Hickey 2009; DeBourgh 2011). These include use of the words ‘motor skill’, ‘psychomotor skill’, ‘affective skill’, ‘clinical skill’ and ‘practical nursing skills’.

The principal components of skill should include, psychomotor, affective and cognitive ability and these sub-categories should be synthesised to form a comprehensible model of what constitutes competency (DeBourgh 2011). On its own, the term motor skill can be conceptualised in two ways. First, a skill can be considered a task to be carried out, suggesting dexterity and mastery (Ong et al. 2010). Second, skill can be viewed as a level of performance proficiency that differentiates those who perform skills at a higher level from those who perform skills at a lower level (Fisher & Kielhofner 2005; Ong et al. 2010). However, this technical and limited definition merely identifies a motor skill as a task to be completed and suggests that performance is the most important element (Bjørk & Kirkevold 1999).

The term psychomotor skill has been used extensively in the literature, suggesting that there are a number of elements involved in each skill, in particular cognitive function and physical movement (Oermann 1990; Bjørk 1997). In essence, the term psychomotor places an emphasis on ‘doing’ the skill without necessarily ‘knowing how’ to do the skill (Chapelhow et al. 2005). Three types of psychomotor skills have been identified and include fine, manual and gross (Reilly & Oermann1990). Fine motor skills are described as those skills required for tasks that require precision, for example, preparing and administering an injection or removing sutures (Quinn 2007). Manual skills relate to those skills that require manipulation and possibly repetition (Gomez & Gomez 1987). Examples include the application of bandages or assisting a person with their personal
hygiene needs. Gross motor skills include the large muscle groups and need increasing movement, for example, helping to turn a patient or making a bed (Quinn 2007).

The cognitive element of clinical skills development refers to the knowledge, intellectual abilities and the processes necessary to perform the clinical skill (Saididen & Kneebone 2012). Students can evidence different levels of learning and achievement at the cognitive stage of learning clinical skills. According to Kneebone et al. (2002) the three domains of learning (namely, psychomotor, affective, cognitive) are all required for successful interaction with the patients in the clinical area despite the fact that they are usually taught separately.

In nursing, Staib (2003) argued that the affective element of skill development should have the same value as the psychomotor and cognitive elements. According to Brown (2011) the caring and ethical practice of nurses is an integral part of nursing care. The nurse needs be aware of the affective element, or ‘caring attitude’, and interpersonal skills required to carry out a skill because of the need to deliver quality care. Beattie (2006) further emphasised the need to develop beliefs, values and attitudes among nursing students that match professional purpose in the acquisition of clinical skills.

Bradley (2002) defined a clinical skill as any action undertaken by a healthcare professional aimed at bringing about an improvement in patient outcome. It is suggested this type of definition has a broader context than previous definitions of clinical skills and allows the outcome of the skill, as it relates to the patient, to be identified. An example in nursing education could be in the preparation of skills simulations by teaching staff. Using the three domains that constitute competency in clinical skills (psychomotor, cognitive, affective) and incorporating other elements of the curriculum, it is then possible to encourage nursing students to consider the impact for the patient, thereby, encouraging skills learning. The assessment of clinical skills informs the nurse of the level of competence achieved by the student and this can be conducted using an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) process.
2.3 Clinical competence and competency in nursing

Competence can be defined as “the ability to perform the task with desirable outcomes under the varied circumstances of the real world” (Benner, 1982, p. 304). Benner (1982) further suggested that competence was a progressive process achieved with experience. This definition must, however, be taken in the context that Benner’s (1982) model was developed using the apprenticeship system of education. The contemporary post technocratic model of competency is defined by the Irish Nursing Board as “…the ability of the Registered Nurse to practice safely and effectively, fulfilling his/her professional responsibility within his/her scope of practice” (An Bord Altranais 2005, p.12). This definition suggests that nursing is complex and multifaceted and, consequently, competence is the ability to perform effectively whilst promoting high standards of professional conduct in nursing.

It is argued that a distinction needs to be made between the terms competence and competency as it is suggested that both terms are used inconsistently and interchangeably (Manley & Garbett 2000; Higgins et al. 2010). Competence is considered to be job related and is the ability of an individual to perform a job while demonstrating an outcome of performance; essentially it is about how a person performs (Higgins et al. 2010). Competency, in contrast, is focused on the individual person, referring to the qualities, behaviour and characteristics of the individual, while performing a role in a given situation and involves psychomotor, cognitive and affective ability to perform in practice (McMullan et al. 2003).

Watson (2002) suggested that competency in nursing education should not be ignored as competency is considered an appropriate strategy in the teaching and assessment of student performance internationally. Watson (2002) was, however, critical of the fact that competence and competency remain so poorly defined and suggested that competence has been identified as “…often no more than not being incompetent?” (p.477).
2.3.1 Objective structured clinical examination

The assessment of clinical skills and clinical competence has become an essential element in nursing in recent years because of the need to know that students are safe and competent practitioners at the point of registration (Alinier 2003; An Bord Altranais 2005; Jones et al. 2010). The Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) has become accepted as the benchmark for assessing clinical skills competency in nursing education (Bartfay 2004; Mitchell et al. 2008). This is predicated on Miller’s (1990) pyramid, a theoretical model that demonstrates the “shows how” or “performance” of skills. An OSCE can be described as “an examination where students demonstrate their competence [in the performance of clinical skills] under a variety of simulated conditions” (Watson et al. 2002, p.242). Attention is also paid to assessor objectivity and parity (Mitchell et al. 2009).

The OSCE typically comprises a circuit or series of stations using short assessment tasks that are assessed by an examiner using predetermined objective marking criteria (Bartfay et al. 2004; Byrne et al. 2007). There is no consensus in relation to the number of stations an OSCE should comprise. Originally 16 to 20 stations were suggested (Harden et al. 1975), however, this number varies according to different authors. For example, one to eight stations has been suggested by Anderson & Stickley (2002) while Brosnan et al. (2006) refer to multiple station examinations without offering a specific number. During an OSCE the student is required to demonstrate a specific set of skills, behaviours and attitudes in a simulated environment under structured, standardised conditions within a specific timeframe (Harden & Harden 2003). Pioneered by the medical profession in 1975, the OSCE has since been employed by many other health care professions, such as nursing, dentistry and physiotherapy, to assess clinical skills acquisition (Harden et al. 1975).

Nursing has adapted the original format of the OSCE and as a result may have implications for validity and reliability of this assessment approach (Rushforth 2007). To prevent such problems nurse educators need to consider the design of the assessment
schedule as well as the quality of the student tasks presented at the stations (Rushforth 2007). As each new OSCE is developed it should be piloted prior to use and the OSCEs should be evaluated rigorously (Mitchell et al. 2009). Furthermore, Mitchell et al. (2009) argued that if the OSCE is used to measure student competence and not merely performance, professional behaviour and the students’ ability to integrate skills then this can address concerns in relation to validity and reliability. This can be done by testing a wide range of skills using a number of assessors which leads to increased assessor objectivity and consistency.

Validity of assessment refers to how well an assessment measures what it is supposed to measure. Reliability of assessment relates to the probability that if the assessment is repeated under stated conditions for a period of time that it will do so repeatedly (Quinn & Hughes 2007). Validity of the OSCE can be increased by assessing a wide range of skills and competencies, by using a large number of examiners, maximising assessor objectivity with pre-determined checklists and / or global rating scales and by assessing students on the same skills (Khattab & Rawlings 2001; Rushforth 2007; Selim et al. 2012). Identifying the learning outcomes and competencies to be assessed early in the process when developing OSCEs, is another way of helping to increase the validity of the OSCE process (Newble 2004; Barman 2005; Nulty et al. 2011). The identification of the skills that the student needs to be competent in informs the decisions in relation to the necessary skills to be undertaken at the OSCE stations at the correct level of competency.

It can be argued that the reliability of the OSCE can be improved in a number of ways. This includes the use of standardisation and objectivity (Bartfay et al. 2004). One way of improving objectivity is by having predetermined assessment checklists that include elements of a global rating scale (Barman 2005; Byrne & Smyth 2007). Reliability of the OSCE can be further strengthened by having a good design of the assessment schedule, by having a large number of stations, by being combined with other methods of assessment, by appropriate training of the examiners as well as appropriate training for the simulated patients if used (Nicol & Freeth 1998; Barman 2005; Rushforth 2007).
Using a simulated environment with the use of mannequins may also strengthen reliability of the OSCE because consistency, parity and less subjectivity with the OSCE assessment method can be achieved for each student in a controlled environment (Brosnan et al. 2006). Furthermore, the use of a written station has led to an improvement in the reliability of the OSCE (Verhoeven et al. 2001; Kramer et al. 2002; Brosnan et al. 2006). It is thought that when the theory and knowledge underpinning clinical skills are assessed in combination with the psychomotor element then a synthesis of the two forms of knowledge can take place. When the OSCEs were originally developed this is what Harden and Gleeson (1979) had intended. Good planning and administration of OSCEs is essential when trying to overcome some of the challenges related to reliability, validity, objectivity and cost (Barman 2005).

Preparation for the OSCE examination should include a process of checks and feedback (Bartfay et al. 2003; Bloomfield et al. 2010). When students are made aware of the marking criteria in advance of the OSCE process then learning has been enhanced because students can prepare in advance and this has also been found to reduce stress levels (Byrne & Smyth 2007). The potential drawbacks of this, however, may be rote learning of the skills to be examined and that the student may not necessarily understand the skill. Feedback has been identified as essential for helping students to focus attention on important aspects required for learning but this needs to be given in a timely and meaningful fashion (Childs & Sepples 2006; Nicol 2006; Smits et al. 2009; Gibbs 2010, Nulty et al. 2010). A discussion or a debriefing after the OSCE may help to focus the student on their learning and clinical competence (Alinier 2003; Nulty et al. 2011). Time constraints and large numbers of students rotating through the OSCE stations can lead to poor or no feedback being given to the students (Selim et al. 2012). Having extra time built into the OSCE process to provide valuable feedback to the student should perhaps be considered if student learning and clinical competencies are to be enhanced (Eldarir et al. 2010). This, however, may prove difficult due to cost and time constraints (Selim et al. 2012). A further way to support students in their learning is to provide practice sessions prior to the OSCE examination. At this practice session
feedback to the students in relation to their strengths and weaknesses and areas where performance can be improved is suggested (Ramsden 2003; Nulty et al. 2011).

One of the main weaknesses of the OSCE is their resource intensiveness, in relation to cost and the number of personnel required (Barman 2005; Brosnan et al. 2006; Mitchell et al. 2009; Palese et al. 2012). Using an OSCE as a method of assessment has, however, been shown to outweigh the running costs involved because it offers parity for all students and promotes increased assessor objectivity (Khattab & Rawlings 2001; Rushforth 2007; Palese et al. 2012). A further concern regarding the use of OSCE is the stress experienced by students which in turn can affect performance (Bartfay et al. 2004; Rushfort 2006; Byrne & Smyth 2008). This may be overcome by adequate student preparation, practice sessions in advance of the OSCE and staff preparation (Brosnan et al. 2006). Despite this the OSCE is comparable with how students would have to perform in the clinical environment (Bartfay et al. 2004). In studies that used OSCEs as an assessment method, students have identified that their confidence levels, their motivation and their preparedness for working in the clinical areas have increased following the use of an OSCE (Alinier 2003; Brosnan et al. 2006; Barry et al. 2012). This may be a result of the preparation and practice required prior to the OSCE and this may facilitate experiential learning.

2.4 Theories underpinning skills development

The theories underpinning skills development have been influenced by the sciences (sports and exercise science) and are concerned mainly with task development, task accomplishment and acquisition (Williams & Hodges 2004; Davids et al. 2008; Farrow et al. 2008). In addition, Davids et al. (2008) argued that skills vary in their level of complexity and developing skills requires an element of practice, depending on the complexity involved. Bond et al. (2007) suggested this is similar in the field of nursing as skills vary in complexity and repeated practice develops proficiency. Two main distinctions can, however, be made in relation to feedback and theories of skill acquisition. Firstly, repeated practice leads to skill refinement. Secondly, it is
suggested that repeated practice leads to greater knowledge and understanding of the skill and this in turn leads to improved skills performance because when the skill is understood then knowledge transfer can take place (Dall’Alba & Sandberg 2006). In order for an individual to develop and progress with their skill development and acquisition, feedback should be provided and this can be achieved by an external source or person or through self-monitoring. In addition, Bond et al. (2007) also argued that feedback is required to increase skill knowledge and improvement which supports Davids et al’s. (2008) contention of skill complexity.

The views of behavioural psychologists such as Skinner, Pavlov and Thorndike have significantly influenced the literature on skills development (Emerson 2007). Behavioural theorists believe that the learning process is straightforward and that thought processes are formed as a result of stimulus – response activities (Davids et al. 2008). Behaviourism, a theory that is based on purely observable phenomena, suggests that the learner is essentially a passive learner and responds to environmental stimuli where behaviour is shaped by either positive or negative reinforcement and punishment (as defined in behaviourism) (Race 2005). In relation to skills learning, the behaviourist school recognises the importance of drill, practice, memorisation (that is reinforced) and feedback, albeit positive or negative, and that learning occurs with resultant change in behaviour (De Young 2003).

In essence, behaviourism is still used in nursing education today as nursing skills are generally taught by the educator or the registered nurse (De Young 2003). In the behaviourist approach, each step of the clinical skill is broken down into a series of steps (task analysis) to help focus the nursing student on the learning outcomes to be achieved (West et al. 2007). In nursing the educator/nurse usually provides the reinforcement for the nursing skill being learned. For example, resuscitation training using the behaviourist approach entails practising a sequence of steps in order to achieve a specific outcome and each step is positively reinforced. Madden (2006) agreed with the behaviourist approach as students benefit from positive feedback during or after the demonstration of the resuscitation skills.
However, a number of criticisms have been levelled at the behaviourist approach, which include that it is a teacher-centred model; it lacks flexibility; it does not recognise individual learning styles of the students and it neglects higher level functions such as problem solving (conative factors) (Vandaveer & Norton 2005; McIntosh et al. 2011).

Therefore, the conclusions from this section focus on the fact there is no predominant theoretical view of motor skill acquisition in the nursing literature (Emerson 2007). Procedural knowledge, grounded in behavioural learning theories, is an understanding of knowledge that is specific to a discipline (Anderson et al. 2001). From a nursing perspective, procedural knowledge comprises the skills, techniques and methods used by the nursing discipline, while also taking into account when and where to use such skills (Emerson 2007). In order to achieve mastery at skill level, Emerson (2007) suggested that two necessary requirements are factual knowledge and conceptual knowledge. Consensus does exist on the models underpinning skill development, which will be discussed in the next section.

2.5 Models underpinning skill development

A model of skill development, initiated by Fitts and Posner (1967), who identified a three stage model of motor skill development, has been used in the context of nursing and medical education. The three phases include the cognitive phase, the associative phase and the autonomous phase and these phases should be considered as part of a continuum of practice (Fitts & Posner 1967). This model is still considered applicable in contemporary practice as it relates to the understanding of motor skill development for nursing since it informs the ‘how’ of skills acquisition.

The cognitive phase is when the learner is exposed to simple rules along with verbal instructions and starts with ‘what needs to be done’. During the cognitive phase the learner obtains a basic understanding of the movements necessary to carry out the specific skill while gaining an overall picture of what is required. The learner has the potential to make many errors in the cognitive phase and is considered to be consciously incompetent (Schmidt & Wrisberg 2004).
Phase two, the associative phase, occurs when the learner has developed the ‘what, how and when’ of carrying out the skill. This phase depends on the complexity of the skill while also taking into account the learner’s abilities. Different lengths of practice may be required in this phase to learn the skill. The associative phase involves the use of feedback, external and internal, to perfect the skill. The learner also has the potential to give internal feedback as they develop kinaesthetic awareness of the movement involved with the skill (Chang et al. 2011). In the associative phase the learner is considered to be consciously competent.

The third phase, the autonomous phase, is when the learner can perform the skill with minimal mental effort and makes very few errors. Since the learner has had much practice for this phase, the skill can be performed effortlessly. External feedback is necessary in this phase to help the learner develop the acceptable points of the skill. To maintain this level of skill development, the learner must continue to engage with persistent practice and should also be motivated to progress towards a level of skill expertise (Ericsson 2004; Kneebone 2005). The learner is considered to be unconsciously competent in the autonomous phase (McGill 2007).

As part of the autonomous phase, deliberate practice is considered essential for the development and mastery of clinical skills (Ericsson 2004). In the autonomous phase, the basic skills can be developed to an automated level, for example, in the clinical skills laboratory. This means that the nursing student should then be able to focus on more complex issues when they are working in the clinical area (Kneebone et al. 2002, Aggarawal et al. 2007). Therefore, it is important that the nursing student possesses the knowledge and theory of clinical skills prior to performing skills on their own in the clinical environment (Van Herzeele et al. 2008). The student can generalise experiential learning and apply knowledge to any new situations encountered. Bjørk (1997) and Freeth and Fry (2005) argued, however, that environmental and contextual influences and patient factors must be contemplated for this to happen successfully. The goal of the autonomous phase is to enable students transfer the knowledge gained in the simulated environment, such as the clinical skills laboratory, to the clinical area effortlessly.
Although Fitts and Posner’s (1967) model has been incorporated into most information-processing models of skill learning, little research has been generated to test this model because of the generic descriptions used to describe each of the three phases (Williams & Hodges 2004). Furthermore, Reznick and MacCrae (2006) argued that nurses work in a constantly changing environment due to changes in patients’ conditions and as a result students have to be able to adapt their skills to meet these needs. Therefore, Reznick and MacCrae (2006) suggested that students may not be able to achieve the autonomous phase fully unless they receive the necessary support and feedback from qualified staff. The theory by Fitts and Posner (1967) may, however, have relevance to the acquisition of clinical skills for nursing students because it clearly identifies three stages necessary for skill development.

Moreover, the work of Benner (1984) can also be linked closely to the work of Fitts and Posner (1967). Benner (1984) identified that movement through clinical skill acquisition comprised of three beliefs. The first belief relates to the use of past experiences and a move away from the ‘notion of abstract principles’. The first belief centres on the learner’s requirements to understand the task to be undertaken, but this necessitates specific instruction and feedback from expert staff during the phase (Botti & Reeve 2003; Kneebone 2005). The second belief is a move towards seeing the situation as a whole as opposed to a set of elements, similar to the associative phase of Fitts and Posner (1967), where the learner has determined the most effective way to carry out the skill. Finally, Benner (1984) identified the movement of the learner from detachment to involvement in a given clinical situation. In this regard it is judged that the learner can work independently using intuitive behaviour similar to the autonomous phase of Fitts and Posner (1967).

In a seminal piece of work, which adopted a behaviourist approach, Gomez and Gomez (1984) identified a model of skill acquisition developed by Gentile (1972). This model identifies two main stages that has relevance to skill acquisition in nursing. The goal for the learner in stage 1 is to develop an understanding of the skill to be completed and to identify the conditions that influence or do not influence skill performance. Stage 2, referred to as the fixation / diversification stage, involves the learner progressing to the
next stage only if they have successfully achieved stage 1. During the fixation stage the learner practices and refines the skill so that it can be reproduced identically each time. During the diversification stage the skill must be practiced in a changing environment so that the necessary modifications can take place and the learner strives to perform the skill with minimal effort as they endeavour to perfect consistency and continuity of the skill. Gomez and Gomez (1984) suggested that each skill can be practiced in the sequence identified or by breaking the skill down into its constituent parts and then laterally the skill is practised as a whole in order to enhance learning. Quinn (2007) and DeBourgh (2011) concurred with this task analysis approach to skill acquisition and the consequent uptake of knowledge.

Although Gomez and Gomez’s (1984) model provides information on the different stages involved in skill acquisition, there are a number of limitations identified with this model. The limitations relate to the variability of the time needed for practice for the skill development and the fact the learner may reach a performance plateau which results in slow progress. Gentile (1972) and Gomez and Gomez (1984), however, have not offered suggestions of ways to improve this impasse.

Gomez and Gomez (1984) further discussed open and closed motor skills that were categorised according to their environments. An “open” skill was described as a skill that takes place when the environment is variable and requires information processing. Most skills in nursing are considered “open” skills as the ‘regulatory’ conditions are constantly changing, for example, pulse variations of each patient (Quinn 2007). A “closed” skill, on the other hand, was described as a skill performed under stationary conditions and, therefore, the technique can be used repeatedly, for example, hand washing.

Most of the skills undertaken in nursing gravitate towards the open end of the continuum as opposed to the closed end. Therefore, learners need to be taught how changes in the environment will affect their performance. Gomez and Gomez (1984) further identified the need for repetition and frequency of practice when learning clinical skills. The authors, however, did not provide sufficient information regarding the research evidence to support their work. However, this could be related to when their work was carried out.
in 1984. Furthermore, the reader is not informed as to how Gomez and Gomez (1984) validated and adapted this teaching model for practice. What has been recognised, however, as a positive teaching strategy, is the breaking down of the skill components into parts (task analysis) coupled with the need for repeated practice as identified by Broomfield (1996), Bjork and Kirkevold (1999) and Quinn (2007).

All three models discussed can be applied to the development of clinical nursing skills. These models can help promote procedural competence and prepare nursing students for entry to clinical practice who are “fit for practise”. Table 2.1 displays the three constituents of competency that is based on a synthesis of three models of skill development (Fitts & Posner 1967; Gentile 1972 and Benner 1984).

Table 2.1: Synthesis of the three models of skill development and acquiring competency in nursing

|----------------------------|-----------------------|---------------|----------------------|
| Cognitive                  | Phase 1: Verbal - cognitive stage  
Identifies task goal  
Makes many errors  
Unable to determine cause of errors or correct them  
Attitude to instruction and knowledge commences | First belief:  
Uses past experiences, knowledge and skills to identify the goal.  
Needs to understand the task  
Beliefs on past experiences | Stage 1: Getting the idea of the movement.  
Identifies the goal to be achieved  
Learns to discriminate between regulatory and non-regulatory stimuli  
Develops a motor plan (Psychomotor)  
Develops an attitude towards instruction |
| Associative                | Phase 2: Feedback  
Refinement  
Achieves consistency in carrying out the task and giving feedback on performance  
Requires varying lengths of practice  
Better at detecting cause of errors  
Confidence is developed  
Attitude to receiving feedback is developed | Second belief:  
Sees the situation as a whole  
Determines the most effective way to carry out the skill  
Attitude to modelling is developed | Stage 2: Fixation / Diversification  
Selective attention  
Adapting  
Appropriate boy position  
Practice / Repetition  
Feedback  
Refinement  
Consistency  
Cognitive  
Attitude to receiving feedback is developed |
| Autonomous                 | Phase 3: Minimum mental effort and few errors  
Movement is controlled automatically  
Requires extensive practice  
Consistency with skill performance | Third belief:  
Works independently  
Uses intuitive behaviour | Decision for the next response can then be made  
Continues with the plan  
Internalises the skill into long-term memory |
All the models (Fitts & Posner 1967; Gentile 1972; Benner 1984) have important contributions to make to skill acquisition and development and importantly what constitutes competency in nursing. These models view skill development as a gradual accrual of a specific set of knowledge and skills and lay the foundation for the development of competency based clinical nursing skills and the preparation of nursing students for clinical practice.

2.6 Preparation of nursing students for clinical practice

For many years the focus of nursing has been on the development of practical skills, often referred to as the “art of nursing” (Bjork 1997) and is considered an essential part of the undergraduate nursing programme (Wellard et al. 2009). Freeth and Fry (2005) further argued that the preparation of nurses for safe practice in clinical areas must be underpinned by nursing knowledge and science. It is claimed that the knowledge and practice gained in pre-registration nursing programmes will be transferred to clinical practice facilitating what is referred to as a competent practitioner (Raines & Lynn 2010; Stayt & Merriman 2012).

The preparation of nursing students for clinical practice is fraught with issues including decreased exposure to teaching in the clinical areas (Nehring & Lashley 2009), the higher patient acuity levels (McKenna & Wellard 2004), approaches to teaching and learning of clinical skills (Wellard et al. 2009), less numbers of qualified staff to preceptor and help develop nursing students’ skills in the clinical areas (Billings & Halstead 2005); the transition to third level education (Freeth & Fry 2005), clinical competence at registration (Stayt & Merriman 2012) and the transferability of skills taught in the skills laboratory to clinical practice (Ballie & Cuzio 2009). In addition, patients go home sooner from hospital to be cared for in the community due to resource constraints which leaves less time for students to develop their clinical skills (Freeth & Fry 2005). Due to the current restructuring of health services, a transient workforce and rapid technological advancements, it is argued that developing clinical skills in the
clinical area with nursing students can be difficult (Alinier et al. 2006; McCallum 2007; Borneuf & Haigh 2010).

Taking the above issues into consideration, it is suggested that an innovative mode for the teaching and learning of clinical skills is required for the development of confidence and competence of nursing students, without causing detriment to the quality of education. This can take place effectively in the clinical skills laboratory.

2.7 Clinical skills and laboratory simulation

Nursing is said to be an art and a science that is dependent on theory to inform clinical skills and then practice to be able to perform clinical skills (Chambers Clark 2008). Until recently clinical skills were taught in the clinical areas using the apprenticeship model of training (Simons et al. 1998). However, this approach to training was not always consistent and depended on a number of factors for it to take place, such as, staff development, staff interest in teaching and workload in the clinical area (Bradshaw & Merriman 2008). Recent years have witnessed a development and growth in learning clinical skills in clinical skills laboratories through the use of simulation (Jeffries et al. 2002; Morgan 2006; Wellard et al. 2009).

The clinical skills laboratory (CSL) can provide a safe environment where students learn and practice their clinical skills (Freeth & Fry 2005). Advantages of the CSL include; increased time for practice (Woolley & Jarvis 2007), improved safety for students and patients (Gaberson & Oermann 2007; Houghton et al. 2012), reduced anxiety for the student (Peterson & Bechtel 2000), increased skill confidence and proficiency in the clinical area (Hilton & Pollard 2005) and positive experiences of self-directed learning (Jeffries et al. 2002). Conversely, barriers to successful use of CSLs include; investment costs for qualified staff, equipment and technology (Wellard et al. 2009), appropriate supervision (Issenberg et al. 2005) and a mismatch between resources and the curriculum (Wellard et al. 2009).

Clinical skills learning also takes place in conjunction with the clinical experience learning during practice placement. While the simulated environment is recognised as a
safe way to learn and practice clinical skills, it must be recognised that this method of learning clinical skills cannot replace clinical experience but can certainly enhance it (Kneebone 1999; Jeffries et al. 2002; Morgan 2006). Koerner (2003) claimed that if students do not have somewhere safe to prepare and practice their skills in advance of clinical placement, they will spend time trying to learn how to do the skill in the clinical area and, consequently, this may cause a threat to patient safety.

In order to investigate the role clinical skills laboratories played in preparing nursing students for clinical placement, Houghton et al. (2012) carried out a qualitative multiple case-study design in Ireland with academic staff, clinical staff and nursing students (n=58) to explore if there was a connection between laboratory skills learning and preparation for practice. Houghton et al. (2012) found that authenticity in the clinical skills laboratories was important to facilitate a clear pathway to clinical practice. Even though the students said that the mannequins in the clinical skills laboratories were appropriate for simulation, a number of students reported that they could not supplant the real life experience and, consequently, this interfered with their learning. Houghton et al. (2012) suggested the need for more appropriate use of audio visual equipment to encourage reflective practice and the critical thinking skills of the student, necessary for evaluating clinical practice. Other results found that effective links between higher education and the clinical settings needed to be maintained to maximise student learning. Assessment methods for clinical skills learning, such as the Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE), were found to be an appropriate form of assessment for clinical skills. The students reported that the OSCEs helped them to develop confidence in clinical skills performance.

A limitation of this study is that, while Houghton et al. (2012) identified the need for appropriate teaching approaches, they only alluded to the use of mannequins as a learning and teaching strategy. Furthermore, Houghton et al. (2012) did not discuss specific teaching approaches that may have informed the pathway to clinical practice.
2.8 Clinical skills teaching strategies

Teaching has been defined in a number of ways. Teaching can mean imparting knowledge or skill which results in learning, with this view of learning based on transmission (Biggs 2003). However, the main drawback with this interpretation of teaching is that it implies that learning is the responsibility of the teacher. It is argued that teaching at tertiary level is more than imparting knowledge or skill. In nursing, Jacobson (1966) identified six categories of effective teaching, namely; professional competence, interpersonal relationships, teaching practices, personal characteristics, evaluation practices and availability to students. These categories recognise teaching as supporting and facilitating student learning and this is an area of teaching the researcher wanted to explore more fully for the teaching of clinical skills.

Learning is concerned with gaining new knowledge, skills or behaviours (Biggs 2003). It is argued that this simplistic explanation of learning does not take into account why some people learn better than others, what individual learning preferences are when it comes to learning or the person’s motivation for learning. The use of a MITA (Weber 2005) in the current study was considered one method that might help the nursing students learn their clinical skills, because it supported a diverse approach to teaching and learning and is a departure from the conventional methods of facilitating teaching in the skills laboratory.

The literature is replete with discussions on the best way to teach clinical skills to undergraduate nursing students (Alinier 2003; Freeth & Fry 2005; Hall 2006; Moule et al. 2008; Murray et al. 2008; Wellard et al. 2009). The teaching and learning of clinical skills includes the use of theory to inform the skill and then practice to be able to perform the skill (Chambers Clark 2008). As previously identified, one of the environments considered for teaching the clinical skills in recent years is the clinical skills laboratories (Houghton et al. 2012). The learning of clinical skills is also reliant on clinical placement for practice, supervision and feedback (Stayt & Merriman 2012). However, it has been reported that students are sometimes unable to transfer the knowledge that they gain in the clinical skills laboratories into the clinical environment.
and this remains a concern for educators and clinicians (Murray et al. 2008; Wellard et al. 2009).

A number of different teaching approaches for clinical skills have been used such as demonstrations, simulation that is high or low fidelity, computer assisted learning (CAL), e learning, patient simulations, group seminars, role play and a combination of any of these (Murray et al. 2008; Bloomfield at al. 2010; Gunberg 2011). Two competing strategies for teaching psychomotor skills have been debated in the literature; namely, didactic instruction with lecture, demonstration and practice time (Salyers 2007) or a self-directed approach using technology and media (Jeffries et al. 2003; Bloomfield at al. 2010).

Salyers (2007) conducted a quasi-experimental study in the USA to ascertain the effects of two instructional approaches, traditional and web-enhanced learning, for clinical skills acquisition. All students \( n=36 \) attended a three hour skills session. Students assigned to the control group \( n=14 \) had a traditional lecture followed by a demonstration and then practice in each three hour session. Students assigned to the experimental group \( n=22 \) had a web-enhanced approach for learning clinical skills and this meant that they had increased time for practising because the time in the laboratory was merely for practising the skill. The students assigned to the experimental group were provided with the same course material but could access the material at their convenience. This material was a computer package that included computer assisted instruction, videos, reading material and out-of-class assignments.

Salyers (2007) found that the students in the experimental group achieved higher cognitive scores and performed better in the skills examination, but this was not statistically significant. However, Salyers (2007) also reported that the students in the experimental group were less satisfied with the web-enhanced approach than the students in the control group. A number of possible suggestions for this included technical problems and lack of knowledge in relation to web-enhanced technology. This study highlights that while technology is improving and students can learn at their own pace, the students preferred mode of learning may play a part in student satisfaction in relation to the use of technology as a strategy for learning. Understanding students’
intellectual dispositions and how they learn can help educators find methods of learning that match students’ learning needs.

In a similar study in the UK, Bloomfield et al. (2010), compared the use of a conventional teaching approach and computer assisted learning (CAL) for the acquisition and retention of the skill of hand washing using a randomised controlled trial \( n=231 \). All students were afforded equal time for the learning of the skill that was 90 minutes in duration. The students assigned to the control group \( n=113 \) were taught the skill of hand washing by a small group of experienced staff on-campus and watched a DVD depicting the process of hand washing. Students assigned to the experimental group \( n=118 \) were provided with a computer assisted learning package and worked independently through the hand washing information. The DVD for the skill of hand washing was embedded in the CAL module and the students could review this as often as they wanted.

The results for the hand washing knowledge test scores showed no differences between the control and the experimental group, but the score at Time 3 had improved for all participants. The hand washing skill performance scores were higher for the experimental group at Time 3 and this was statistically significant \( p=0.02 \). There were no significant differences in hand washing knowledge and skill retention scores between the control and the experimental groups at the time points used in the study. Bloomfield et al. (2010) suggested that the higher scores achieved at Time 3 by the experimental group for hand washing skill performance scores may have resulted from their ability to self-direct their own learning experiences. Bloomfield et al. (2010) suggested that CAL is as effective as conventional approaches for teaching the skill of hand washing. The use of CAL, and in particular the area of multimedia for student learning, can be used effectively to support student learning and incorporates multiple intelligence preferences.

There is no evidence to suggest that one method of teaching is better than another for the teaching of clinical skills (Meehan-Andrews 2009). The ability to learn is, however, believed to be influenced by a number of educational factors, which will be discussed in the forthcoming sections.
2.9 Factors that influence skill acquisition and development in nursing practice

A number of factors have been identified that have influenced skill acquisition and skill development in nursing and these factors include deliberate practice (Ackerman 2010), feedback (extrinsic and intrinsic) (McMorris 2004; Jeffries 2005; Quinn & Hughes 2007), reflection (Shepherd et al. 2007) and supervision (Freeth & Fry 2005; Nehring & Lashley 2009).

2.9.1 Deliberate practice

Deliberate practice includes a number of key processes, such as an evaluation of the skill performance, learning from errors in a safe environment and critical reflection (Clapper & Kardong-Edgrong 2012). The clinical skills laboratory is considered a safe environment where students have the opportunity to learn and practice their clinical skills before encountering them in the clinical areas (Freeth & Fry 2005). Timely clinical practice exposure must accompany clinical learning so as to reinforce learning and thus prevent contamination of the experience. A number of factors in the clinical area may prevent repeated practice from taking place such as lack of time, space and availability of staff necessary to give constructive feedback (Clapper & Kardong-Edgrong 2012), poor communication between the educational and clinical staff (Ericsson 2008) and the infrequency of practice based scenarios, which is dependent on the particular type of clinical exposure (Ackerman 2009).

De Young (2003) suggested that practice and refinement of clinical skills is essential for the learner to reach an adequate level of skill proficiency, which relates to the autonomous phase of Fitts & Posner’s (1967) model, previously discussed. During the deliberate practice process, the learner fixes the sequential order of movements required and the amount of time needed for practice. The amount of practice is dependent on the complexity of the skill (Andrews et al. 2006; Ericsson 2008; Nehring & Lashley 2009).

The suggestion that repeated practice is necessary for skill development is supported by Ackerman (2009) who carried out an experimental study comparing acquisition and
retention of cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) skills with undergraduate nursing students \( (n=67) \) at an American university. The purpose of the study was to compare the effects of two teaching methods, namely conventional teaching approaches and the use of simulation, over a three month time frame. Pre-test examination knowledge of CPR for the control and experimental groups took place followed by CPR review for both groups. The experimental group were provided with simulator experience while the control group received none. Both the experimental and the control groups completed a post-test for acquisition of CPR knowledge and skills followed up with a re-test of the same three months later. The results of the post-test scores found that the experimental group demonstrated significantly higher scores \( (p=0.015) \) for acquisition of CPR knowledge. Ackerman (2009) further identified that students who carried out CPR in a real life situation had higher scores starting the study, which is consistent with Benner’s (1984) competency framework.

Ackerman (2009) concluded that, when students were afforded the opportunity to have additional simulated practice, the acquisition and retention of CPR knowledge was improved. In addition, it was suggested that the simulated environment provided students with the opportunity to practice in a safe environment. While acknowledging the limitations of this study, Ackerman (2009) recognised that the sample for the retention phase was small \( (n=49) \) but, that frequency of training and different approaches to teaching should be considered for undergraduate nursing programmes if learning and retention of knowledge and skills is to take place.

In another American study, Oermann et al. (2012) conducted a randomised controlled trial with first year nursing students \( (n=606) \) to explore the effect of deliberate training for cardio-pulmonary resuscitation. Students in the experimental group had a six minute CPR practice session every month using a voice-activated mannequin. Students in the control group had no extra practice time. Results found that students in the experimental group had significant improvements in compression rate and depth, hand positioning and ventilation rate and volume.

This result supports the need for deliberate practice to improve skill retention. This result is important in light of the fact that the recommended time frame for re-training
for CPR is currently every two years (AHA 2010). Regular performance for skill proficiency is necessary and warrants that such training should take place in tandem with the provision of both constructive and appropriate feedback.

2.9.2 Student feedback post performance in the clinical skills laboratory

An important constituent of clinical skills teaching includes debriefing and feedback (Jeffries 2005). Intrinsic feedback comes from within the learner as they reflect on their own performance in relation to the learning outcomes (Clynes & Rafferty 2008). On the contrary, extrinsic feedback is usually provided by the educator, registered nurse or other significant person such as a patient who provides objective analysis of performance (Ballie & Curzio 2005). Rowntree (1987 p.27) has described feedback as the “lifeblood of learning”. Feedback should be considered as an interactive process that gives the student a deeper insight into their performance and ways in which they can improve in the future or to inform the student where their performance is currently situated (Clynes & Rafferty 2008).

According to Raisler et al. (2003) feedback should be timely, specific and objective. Jerome (1995) described the feedback process as happening in four stages as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: The four stages of the feedback process (Jerome, 1995, p.7).

| Stage 1: | Provide a description of current behaviours that you want to reinforce and re-direct to improve a situation; |
| Stage 2: | Identify specific situations where these behaviours have been observed; |
| Stage 3: | Describe impacts and consequences of the current behaviours; |
| Stage 4: | Identify alternative behaviours and actions that can be taken. |
Kurz et al. (2008) carried out a quasi-experimental study investigating diagnostic reasoning skills of graduate nursing students receiving feedback \((n=48)\), in one centre in the USA. Following a focused examination of a standardized patient (SP) nursing faculty completed a competency checklist that rated each student in four categories of patient assessment. The experimental group received feedback from the clinical instructors and from the SPs and as a result it is suggested they had a more realistic view of their assessment skills. While recognizing the study limitations including: the range of experience between 2 and 30 years; self-evaluation of assessment skills took place retrospectively away from the busy clinical areas and the number of students who completed the study decreased in the experimental group \((n=13)\) and in the control group \((n=11)\). Kurz et al. (2008) recommended using SPs for developing assessment skills of students and for providing feedback is warranted. However, they noted that caution should be taken when training SPs and standardized training is required so that SPs are formally trained to give constructive feedback.

In another American study, Grant et al. (2009) found the need for feedback was further supported. Grant et al. (2009) conducted a quasi-experimental pilot study with nursing students \((n=40)\) to evaluate the effect of videotape-facilitated human patient simulator (HPS) feedback. The study was conducted in a skills laboratory equipped with high-fidelity simulators and video debriefing equipment. Results demonstrated that there was no significant difference between the control and the experimental groups on total performance scores, however, the video intervention group had a higher mean score \((M=9.09)\) than the control group mean score \((M=8.44)\). Limitations of this study included the sample size, the limited time that students participated in practice sessions (4 hours) including both simulation and debriefing time and the use of two different people to debrief both groups. This study demonstrated that receiving feedback is, however, important for professional development and that video-facilitated feedback has the potential to increase clinical behaviour in students in a simulated environment.

These studies (Kurz et al. 2008; Grant et al. 2009) suggest that students should receive timely feedback on their clinical skill performance in order to develop their clinical practice and reinforce learning. Feedback should be given sensitively and in private.
such that the confidence and competence levels of students are not adversely affected. However, feedback must not be confused with praise (Conn 2002; Myrick & Yonge 2002). Nonetheless, feedback can have negative consequences when it is late or when it becomes personal (Clynes & Rafferty 2008). Feedback can also be given through the use of reflection that will now be discussed.

2.9.3 Enhancing clinical skills learning using reflection

Developing and enhancing a knowledge base through the use of reflection is not a new concept in learning and can be traced back to the Ancient Greek philosophers (Johns 2009). Contemporary reflective practice can be traced to Dewey (1933, p.30), a philosopher and educator, who wrote “we learn by doing and realising what came from what we did”. The ‘doing’ refers to the person’s experiences and the ‘realising’ refers to the process. Reflection is a broad term that encompasses areas of personal reflection to critical reflection and in the development trajectory of learning (Boud et al. 1985; Raine & Lynn 2010).

Reflection not only refers to what is known about a subject area but also what is not known so that the learner can identify areas that require further development (Suhre & Harskamp 2001). When learners reflect on their work, it is suggested that an internal learning process is developed (Staun et al. 2010). This encourages personal understanding, development of self-awareness and critical analysis in an area of concern as well as promoting a link between theory and practice (Boyd & Fales 1983; Schunk & Ertmer 2000; Freshwater 2002; Jasper 2003; Butterworth et al. 2008). This suggests that a change in how the individual thinks takes place (Freshwater 2007). Ruth-Sadd (2003) suggested, however, that not all learners know how to reflect and they require assistance and support from educators to achieve this. Furthermore, Arguel and Jamat (2009) and Mayers (2001) suggested that a combination of reflection and visual aids can further enhance learning. It is thought that the use of visual media is more notable than the use of text or verbal communication. In addition, they suggest that visual imagery has lasting effects on learning, particularly in relation to recall of information and critical thinking ability.
To find out how nurses understand the use of reflection in clinical practice, Gustafsson and Fagerberg (2003) carried out a phenomenological study with Swedish registered nurses (n=4) using phenomenographic method. The results were categorised into three main themes and included reflection, nursing care situations and the associated consequences. The nurses considered reflection to be a conscious activity that helped them to develop and mature as a professional nurse. Gustafsson and Fagerberg (2003) suggested that reflection helps nurses to integrate theory with practice which improves quality patient care.

In another study, Hatelevik (2011) explored the relationship between reflection, practical skills and theoretical knowledge with third year nursing students (n=446) in two Norwegian universities. The study found that if students are to make connections between theoretical knowledge and practical skills they need to have the relevant knowledge to be able to draw on in the clinical setting. Hatelevik (2011) further suggested that reflective thinking should not be considered as a generic skill only but in combination with professional knowledge and practical experience. The purpose of reflection is to challenge how nursing care is delivered and ultimately make appropriate changes to improve patient care delivery. Reflection in nursing practice requires structured supervision by trained preceptors.

2.9.4 Supervision as a prerequisite in skills teaching

The supervision and support offered to nursing students when on clinical placement are key elements to ensuring student development in clinical skills (Mills et al. 2005). In nursing education in Ireland, students are allocated preceptors for their clinical placements (hospital and community). The role of the preceptor is to develop student confidence and competence and assist the student in their clinical skills development through appropriate supervision and timely constructive feedback on their performance (Corlett et al. 2003; NMC 2008; Stayt & Merriman 2012). Resistance to clinical supervision has been reported and is due to time constraints, release of staff for clinical supervision sessions and the perceived increased workload of the preceptor (Butterworth et al. 2008).
Stayt and Merriman (2012) evaluated the perceptions of UK nursing students \((n=421)\) in relation to opportunities to practice skills, frequency of clinical skills practice and the level of supervision provided during clinical practice in one university. They used a cross-sectional survey design and online questionnaire. The results showed that the frequency and type of skills practised varied between students. Inconsistency with regards the level and types of supervision in the clinical area was reported. Stayt and Merriman (2012) suggested that some students were not assessed for competency level and were allowed to practice essential clinical skills without any nursing supervision. This happened more often when the clinical areas were busy and the priority was to complete patient care rather than support the nursing student. This is a concern for both the Higher Education Institutes and the clinical areas as it is anticipated that students should be considered fit for purpose and fit for practice at the end of their educational programme. If nursing students are not provided with appropriate supervision levels then their competency levels may not develop and patient care may become compromised.

Taking these factors (deliberate practice, feedback, reflection and supervision) into consideration is useful when planning clinical skills teaching but the learning style preferences of students should also be explored to further enhance learning.

2.10 Awareness of learning styles and knowledge acquisition

Learning style can be referred to the idea that people learn in different ways, respond differently to modes of instruction and are concerned with the processes of learning (Kolb 1985; Felder & Brent 2005; Zhang & Lambert 2008; Pashler et al. 2009). Others recognise that learning styles incorporate affective (personality, motivation, peer interaction), cognitive (problem-solving, perceiving thinking and remembering) and physiological (health, gender, reactions to physical environment) styles (Thompson & Crutchlow 1993; Coffield et al. 2004; Reid 2005; Astin et al. 2006).

From a nursing perspective and, at a time when nursing education is expensive and with increasing pressure on resources, educators must try to optimise learning opportunities
for all students (Rassol & Rawaf 2008). Students should be helped to identify their learning needs and to find ways that can meet their learning styles so that they can enhance their own learning (Fry et al. 2009). Educators should try to develop the capacity for students to learn and also increase their motivation to learn because when this takes place it is suggested that the students succeed and are prepared for lifelong learning, not only for their personal development but also in the workplace (Demos 2005).

When students are taught in an environment that attempts to match their learning styles, motivation, interest in the topic and relevance can all be improved, including educational outcomes (Lambert & McCoombs 2002; Astin et al. 2006; Green et al. 2006; Felicia & Pitt 2009). Learning styles can also foster meta-cognitive skills as learners become more aware of their personal learning also leading to improved learning outcomes (Sadler-Smith & Smith 2004; Pritchard 2009).

People have a tendency to prefer one single learning style over another (Felder & Spurlin 2005; Felicia & Pitt 2009). Educators should not label students because they demonstrate a particular learning style as this may lead to poor professional judgement (Reid 2005). Educators should try to encourage the students to develop their learning styles to help expand their personal ways of learning (Demos 2005; Reid 2005; Graf et al. 2007; Koch et al. 2011). An effective teacher needs to vary techniques of teaching and learning in the classroom to facilitate maximum learning. Learning must not be considered as a single event but as a process with a variety of various learning practices that enhance the capacity to learn (Demos 2005; Reid 2005; Fry et al. 2009). It is suggested that central to any learning is change in the learner themselves (Fry et al. 2009).

Much has been written about the implications of using learning styles for effective teaching; however, a difficulty that exists is how to measure learning styles in a reliable and valid way (Coffield et al. 2004; Felicia and Pitt 2009). It is suggested that one of the reasons for this is because of the multiple factors that influence learning such as cultural background, behaviour and the environment (Silverman & Wood 2004; Pashler et al. 2009). A further reason is that learning styles can evolve over time, which can
lead to inconsistencies into their measurement (Coffield et al. 2004; Rayner 2007). It is further argued that learning style advocates fail to recognise the students’ aptitude/ability and confuse it with their style (preference) (Sparks 2006).

There are many tools available to measure a person’s learning style. These tests are only tools and should not be seen as an end in themselves (Rayner 2007). Coffield et al. (2004) identified 71 models of learning styles and assigned these models into ‘five families of learning styles’ (p.10) (See Table 2.3). Within each family, Coffield et al. (2004) identified the key beliefs, concepts and definitions about learning.

| Table 2.3: Family of learning styles (adapted from Coffield et al., 2004, p.9) |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Learning styles and preferences are largely constitutionally based including the 4 modalities. | Learning styles reflect deep-seated features of the cognitive structure including ‘patterns of ability’. | Learning styles are one component of a relatively stable personality type. | Learning styles are flexibly stable learning preferences. | Move on from learning styles to learning approaches, strategies, orientations and conceptions of learning. |
| Examples include: VARK Dunn and Dunn | Examples include: Riding | Examples include: Myers-Briggs Jackson | Examples include: Index of learning Styles Kolb Honey and Mumford | Examples include: Entwhistle Vermunt |

In an attempt to identify nursing students’ learning style preferences, Rassool and Rawaf (2008) carried out an exploratory study in south-west London, UK, with a group of second year nursing students (n=110) undertaking the mental health branch of RN education. All students completed the learning style questionnaire (LSQ) (Honey & Mumford 2000) as a baseline assessment.

The results found that the learning style preference with the highest frequency, in the four category learning style preferences, was the reflector group (n=48; 43.61%) followed by the activist category (n=18; 16.10%). An additional “dual” learning style
category \((n=33; 30\%)\) was also identified and included the reflector-theorist learning styles group (48\%) followed by the theorist-pragmatic learning styles group (18\%). The results of the study by Rassool and Rawaf (2008) showed that the students’ learning styles preferences had no impact on knowledge acquisition \((p=0.07)\) or attitude change \((p=0.71)\) but had a statistically significant influence on intervention confidence \((p=0.002)\). Rassool and Rawaf (2008) demonstrated that the dual learning styles preference group had a higher mean score \((M=67.2)\) than the reflector group \((M=57.3)\) and this was statistically significant \((p=0.002)\).

Overall, the findings from Rassool and Rawaf (2008) suggest that students learn in different ways and this needs to be matched by approaches to teaching. Each learning style uses different parts of the brain and by involving more of the brain during learning; people remember more of what they learn (Hawk & Shah 2007). The motivation, intelligence and prior knowledge of the student also plays a major role in the students’ learning (Felicia & Pitt 2009). Studies have identified that educators should not, however, feel pressured to match learning styles with teaching styles, as results do not necessarily improve. Instead, educators should focus on designing a variety of instructional activities that allow learners to engage in active learning (Huxland & Land 2000; Lovelace 2005; Rinaldi & Gurung 2008).

Learning styles theories present some limitations. Firstly, they may fail to recognise how learning styles vary in different areas of content (Reid 2005). Secondly, learning styles do not always take into account the context of learning (Pashler et al. 2009). Therefore, when considering the teaching and learning of clinical skills for the current study, knowing the learning style preferences of the students was considered an important intervention because of the emphasis placed on the students’ learning processes. Another important area in learning is to assess learners intellectual strengths by assessing their multiple intelligences (Gardner 1983), which will be discussed in the next section.
2.11 Awareness of multiple intelligences and knowledge acquisition

Multiple intelligences (MI) theory was developed by Howard Gardner (1983), a developmental psychologist. Gardner (1983) suggested that people learn in many ways and are further shaped by their culture, the society within which they live, the people they are surrounded by and that everyone is capable of learning and knowing. Gardner (1983) defined intelligence as "biopsychological potential that is drawn on within a culture for a variety of purposes" (p.557). This suggests that intelligence is located in what people do and their ability to solve problems (Baum et al. 2005). In 1991, Gardner (1991, p. 30) redefined intelligence as:

The ability to solve real-life problems, to generate new problems and to create something meaningful or offer a service that is valued within a person’s culture or community.

The definition of intelligence by Gardner (1991) broadens the understanding of intelligence to the effective use of thinking skills. Gardner (2006) further suggested that intelligence is more than a single intelligence quotient (“IQ”) or what is referred to as general intelligence or “g”. Gardner (1983) argued that general intelligence only referred to logical mathematical and verbal linguistic ability. Gardner (1983) distinguished eight intelligences that he thought every person possessed in varying abilities and suggests that many more intelligences have yet to be identified. Table 2.4 provides a description of the eight intelligences identified by Gardner (1983).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Description of intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linguistic intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Ability to use words effectively whether orally or in written format. This also relates to the sensitivity to spoken and written language, the ability to learn languages, and the capacity to use language to accomplish certain goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logical-mathematical intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Ability to use numbers effectively, to problem solve and use analytical skills. It further includes the ability to analyse problems logically. To think of cause and effect connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musical intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Ability to appreciate music, song, tone, pitch. This also relates to the capacity to hear and recognise patterns. Active listening with a connection between music and emotions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatial intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Ability to perceive the visual world. It includes the capacity to visualize and to graphically represent visual ideas. The use of visual aids and colour to aid learning. The ability to work with objects effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpersonal intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Awareness of others and the ability to respond effectively to those cues in a pragmatic way. This also relates to peer and co-operative learning. It involves interacting effectively with one or more people in familiar or working circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrapersonal intelligence</strong></td>
<td>To think about and understand one’s self. Awareness of self-knowledge and the ability to act on the basis of that knowledge. It also involves being aware of one’s own desires, fears, and capacities-and to use such information effectively in regulating one’s own life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bodily-Kinesthetic intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Ability to control body movement, includes co-ordination, dexterity and speed for goal directed activity. This involves having a sense of timing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Naturalistic intelligence</strong></td>
<td>Recognition of an individual’s environment. The ability to understand patterns and sequences in everyday life. (Gardner added this intelligence in 2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In developing his theory, Gardner (1983); combined empirical findings from hundreds of studies he had carried out as well as including cognitive and developmental psychology, neuroscience, anthropology and cultural studies. Each of the eight
intelligences is identified as distinct and separate and as a way in which people accept and retain knowledge and information while at the same time showing themselves and others how they understand the knowledge presented to them (Gardner 1999). It is also recognised that people are stronger in some intelligences than others (Gardner 1999; Sulaiman et al. 2011).

Sternberg (1996) agreed with Gardner (1983) that intelligence is much broader than a single general ability. Sternberg (1996) put forward his own theory, a triarchic theory of intelligence, which incorporated analytical, creative and practical intelligence (Sternberg 1996). The analytical component refers to problem solving abilities, the creative aspects recognises peoples’ abilities to deal with new situations based on past experiences and practical intelligence relates to the persons’ ability to adapt to a changing environment. Sternberg (1996) further argued that if intelligence is only seen as a unitary trait that is measured by IQ-type tests, then creative and practical thinking will almost certainly be excluded.

A strength identified with the use of MI theory is its ability to provide a framework for educators regarding how they might plan and develop their lesson plans for learning, teaching and working with students who have a variety of abilities (Özdemir at al. 2006). Furthermore, understanding each student’s multiple intelligences profile is helpful for planning educational activities that will engage the students (Shearer 2004; Baum et al. 2005). Using MI theory in the classroom setting encourages the student and educator to explore the lesson plan in a variety of ways, thereby, encouraging active learning (Shearer 2004; Weber 2005; Gouws 2007).

There are critics of Gardner’s (1983) theory of multiple intelligences (Chen 2004; Willingham 2004; Peariso 2008). Willingham (2004) suggested that Gardner has incorrectly stated that psychometricians see intelligence as a unitary trait. Willingham (2005) further stated that Gardner’s (1983) theory of MI is an adoption of the multifaceted view of intelligence where there is no “g” intelligence but rather independent intelligences that relate to performance. While many believe that MI theory is one way of understanding the human intelligences, others believe that it is not
always possible to measure these intelligences because they are not tangible (Chen 2004).

From an education perspective, it has been recognised that Gardner (1983) did not provide a plan of how MI theory should be rolled out in the classroom setting and this has led to teachers developing individual programmes that work very separately from his theory (Peariso 2008). This has led to difficulties translating the theory into effective teaching practice. It may also lead to an increased workload for the educator through extra planning and development of lesson plans (Klein 1997). The MI approach to learning and teaching requires a sustained effort over a period of time (Chen 2004).

It is further claimed that there is minimal evidence of the validity of MI theory (Sternberg 1996; Waterhouse 2004). However, Chen (2004) argued that MI theory has been validated by evaluating the results when MI theory is applied in an educational setting. It could, however, be argued that the improved results are due to the introduction of a new method of learning prompted by enthusiastic teachers and student motivation about a new approach to learning and teaching (Shearer 2004; Waterhouse 2004).

Some research suggests that MI enhances learning. For example, Özdemir et al. (2006) compared a MI teaching approach to a conventional teaching approach to explore students’ understanding of science concepts with secondary school participants (n=70). Students in the control group (n=35) were taught science using didactic teaching methods while students in the experimental group (n=35) were taught science using multiple intelligences instruction that included a variety of learning activities. All students completed the Teele Inventory of MI prior to commencing the study. Immediately following the teaching intervention the students completed a science test and then completed the same science test two months later. The results from the study found that students taught using the multiple intelligences approach for science instruction achieved better acquisition and retention of knowledge scores. This is a positive finding and shows that retention of knowledge can be increased using Gardner’s (1983) MI theory.
Another study conducted by Akkuzu and Akcay (2011) with secondary school students \( (n=75) \) compared the teaching of chemistry using a traditional teacher-centred approach and a multiple intelligences (MI) approach over an eight week period. The researchers wanted to explore if there was a difference in pre-test, post-test and retention-test scores. They also explored the students’ attitude to the teaching approaches. A Multiple Intelligences Assessment Survey was completed by the students in the experimental group and the teaching activities were based on the findings. All students completed a chemistry attitude scale and this was used to compare findings between the control and the experimental group. Nine students in the experimental group took part in semi-structured interviews.

Akkuzu and Akcay (2011) found that students taught using the MI teaching approach had higher scores in the post-test and the retention-test. The results from the attitude scale found that there were significant differences of attitude post-test for the experimental group and that students were positively motivated when taught using a MI approach. The interview data revealed that students’ interest in chemistry had increased using a MI approach to teaching and their achievement was also increased. These results show that using a variety of teaching approaches can help with student motivation, can increase interest in the topic while encouraging active engagement in the education process.

The integration of MI theory and learning styles theory may help the educator understand the learning disposition of the students and as a result the teaching approach can be enhanced to encourage student engagement for learning and teaching (Baeten et al. 2010). Tajularipin et al. (2010) suggested that every individual has their own unique intelligence profile and, therefore, adapting teaching to meet these needs should help all learners, regardless of intellectual disposition. The use of the multiple intelligences theory informed the work of Weber (2005) when she developed the multiple intelligences teaching approach that will be discussed in the next section.
2.12 Operationalising multiple intelligences theory using a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA)

Traditional modes of instruction mainly meet the needs of students with verbal-linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligences and the main focus of teaching is on knowledge acquisition, memorization and repetition. Weber (1999) developed a five phase multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA), based on Gardner’s (1983) Multiple Intelligences theory, to enhance student understanding and learning (See Figure 2.2). Weber (1999) suggested that MITA is an appropriate teaching and learning model because it is a collaborative attempt to work with educators and learners to bring about learning while recognising the many needs of learners. MITA asks the question “How am I smart?” as opposed to “how smart am I?” (Weber 2005, p.9).

Figure 2.2: MITA Model

MITA relies on MI theory as well as constructivist teaching and learning approaches. Constructivism theory asserts that learning is developmental and constant and that assimilation, accommodation and construction are the basic operating processes in learning (Olson & Hergenhahn 2009). Constructivist theorists hold the premise that learners build knowledge in an attempt to make sense of their experiences and that those
learners are active in seeking meaning to what they are doing (Vandeveer & Norton, 2005).

The emphasis of the MITA approach is on designing an active, constructive and goal directed learning environment appropriate for the students’ cognitive abilities (Weber 2005). Students should have the opportunity to construct knowledge for themselves if personal development is to take place (Barr & Tagg 1995; Amerson 2006). The focus of the MITA five phase approach is on active student learning and participation and consequently differs from the teacher-centred approach (Weber 2005; Denny et al. 2008). Each student brings their own unique abilities and characteristics to the classroom and this must be taken into consideration when planning teaching activities (Beghetto 2007). The teacher provides subject knowledge while creating an atmosphere and a context for learning to take place (Tan & Grigorenko 2010). In addition, Weber (2005) suggested that collaboration, content (integrated curriculum tasks) and criteria (suggestions for assessment) promote brain-based learning.

It must be acknowledged, however, that the teacher also has an impact on the attitudes and values in the classroom that can either lead to creativity and learning or not (Weber 2005; Denny 2007). During each learning activity, each participant, including the teacher, is both teacher and student and learners become a valued part of an interactive exchange amongst people of various ages, cultures and walks of life. Students activate their own unique capability to learn when they are helped to create an increased self-awareness and personal reflection of learning (Brunton & Jordan 2006; Armstrong 2009). This is what Weber (2005) discussed regarding the role of the educator as a facilitator of learning.

The importance of using the five-phase approach is stressed by Weber (2005) and it is, therefore, essential that all phases of MITA are used during each learning experience. Table 2.5 identifies that when links are broken or neglected then growth in learning will not take place.
The use of MITA in clinical skills teaching has potential as it challenges the didactic teaching approaches used by many nurse educators. Nursing could be accused of being rigid in its’ approach to education by remaining attached to conventional methods of teaching and learning that fail to engage with the individual learning needs of students (Fullan 2007; Dalley et al. 2008). The educational approaches adopted by nurse educators should be reviewed in terms of the outcomes they achieve in the real world, rather than in the narrow confines of curricular activity (McKenna & Green 2004). MITA encourages nurse educators to recognise that each student is an individual with a variety of intelligences that need to be drawn on and developed further (Weber 2005; Amerson 2006; Strean 2011). Effectively, this should help the student engage in active learning that will motivate them to adopt a deep learning approach because of genuine interest in the subject matter and reinforce learning into the individual’s professional development and clinical practice (Weber 1999; Brunton & Jordan 2006; Denny et al. 2008).

Denny (2007) explored the use of MITA with a group of second year nursing students ($n=44$), in Ireland, for teaching a module called Nursing Practice Studies (NPS) over
two academic years. A quasi-experimental pre-test post-test non-equivalent groups design was used. The intervention for the treatment group \(n=26\) involved the use of a multiple intelligence teaching approach while the control group \(n=18\) received traditional teaching approaches. The multiple intelligences development assessment questionnaire (MIDAS IS) was used over the three phases of the study to profile the participants MI profiles and to ascertain if MITA affected treatment group scores on MIDAS MI and IS.

Denny (2007) found statistically significant differences between the treatment and control groups, with the treatment group outperforming the control group in ‘Nursing Practice Studies’ examination results. The MIDAS MI and IS scores for both the treatment and control groups revealed significant differences in participants’ scores and this was also evident one year post the intervention. The MITA intervention was evaluated positively.

It has been established that, when curriculum content is taught to students in a way that encourages them to draw on their creative and analytical abilities, learning is improved (Denny et al. 2008; Denny 2010). Students who have been taught in a creative way have been shown to outperform those students taught in the conventional manner (Grigorenko et al. 2002; Denny 2007; Baid & Lambert 2010). Nurses should bring their critical thinking skills and attitude of enquiry into the real world of practice to improve nursing care being delivered (Ferguson & Day 2007). MITA has the potential to reinforce learning into the individual’s professional and clinical practice by the use of many brain-based activities used in teaching (Weber 2005). Further studies are needed to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of MITA as an educational strategy for clinical skills learning and teaching.

2.13 Adapting assessments to meet student learning needs

If multiple intelligences theory and learning style theory are an integral part of the education process, which was argued in the preceding section, then the process of student assessment requires evaluation and modification in contemporary education, if students are to benefit from student centred learning. Much of the work students
undertake and their approach to learning is often driven by the method of assessment (Freeman & Lewis 2002; EAQA 2005). It should be clearly noted that assessment is not an end in itself, but a vehicle to enable continuous improvement and development in the learning process (Suskie 2006; Trotter 2006).

When developing an assessment it is important that is valid, reliable, authentic and understandable (Welsh & Swan 2002; Weber 2005; Race 2005; Quinn & Hughes 2007; HETAC 2009). The assessment process requires careful consideration when students are set to enter professional practice, such as nursing, as they are required to possess specific knowledge, skills and attitudes, which constitute competency (Hargreaves 1997; Jones et al. 2010).

Assessment is determined by the programme and the module outcomes (Murphy & Moon 1994). Kouzlin and Garb (2004) suggested that there is an inherent contradiction between the goals of student assessment (evaluation of learning ability) and its means (measuring students’ current performance level). It is argued that students adopt strategic approaches to learning in relation to assessment and often learn what they think they will be marked on (Biggs 2003; Struyven et al. 2005; Bryan & Clegg 2006). Huntley-Moore (2006) suggested that to assist students learn they should be provided with critical questions that enable deep understanding of curricular content. Feedback following assessment (either formative or summative) is considered an essential part of the assessment process and has been equated to confidence building, a way of evaluating self-learning and is considered a valuable form of support for learning for understanding (Gardner1983; Struyven et al. 2005). Gibbs (2010) argued that part of the problem in higher education has been the provision of meaningful feedback to large numbers of students.

Assessment methods are often dictated by the resources available, the subject under examination and by historical precedence (Furnham et al. 2008). It has been shown that there is a relationship between the learning style preferences of students, multiple intelligences preferences and the method of preferred assessment (Weber 2005; Furnham et al. 2008). The use of multiple choice examinations (MCQ) and group work is favoured by students who are recognised as surface learners (Nighuis et al. 2008; van
Surface learning is described as the way in which students attempt to memorise all the details of a lesson and then replicate all the facts for the purpose of an assessment (Biggs et al. 2001). Students learn that if they are to achieve higher marks in examinations then rote learning can be beneficial in many circumstances, depending on the workload for the semester (Sand-Jecklin 2006; Furnham et al. 2008). However, it has been identified in the literature that recall of key information post examinations and assessments that utilise surface approaches to learning, is three to five years (Suk et al. 2003; Furnham et al. 2008).

In contrast, students who adopt a deep approach to learning favour timed examinations, oral examinations and continuous assessments as methods of assessment, as they require a deeper understanding of curricular material (Chamorro-Premuric et al. 2007; Furnham et al. 2008). Deep learning or deep processing focuses on integration, synthesis and reflection (Laird et al. 2008). Active learning, in combination with critical thinking skills, helps foster a deep approach to learning. The learner makes a connection or links with previous known concepts and principles and then they can build on this for future problem solving (Knowles 1990). Reflection, regarded as a form of metacognitive ability, is considered essential for the purpose of developing deep learning (Saito & Miwa 2007).

Continuous assessment has a number of advantages, namely; it takes place over a period of time, it can meet the diverse learning range of student abilities and it supports deep approaches to learning (Armstrong 2009). The disadvantages include unremitting motivation and the availability of valid and reliable tests (Race 2005). Practical assessments, or OSCEs, are used in nursing to assess competency in clinical skills (Bartfay et al. 2004; Byrne & Smyth 2007). OSCEs as a mode of assessment pose some concern and this is mainly in relation to stress experienced by students that in turn can affect performance (Bartfay et al. 2004; Brosnan et al. 2006; Rushfort 2006).

When planning for assessment it should be viewed as an integral part of the delivery of a programme and the main emphasis should hinge on how to extrapolate the learning achieved by students. This is to ensure that the process of identifying learning is not merely assessment driven, but is part of the process where students can develop a range
of knowledge, skills and attitudes (De Young 2003). Therefore, when planning assessments it is essential to find an appropriate method, while using it in conjunction with the subject matter, if students are to engage appropriately with the learning material (Freeman & Lewis 2002; Struyven et al. 2005; Amin et al. 2011). Rust et al. (2003) argued that increasing attention should be given to the student’s involvement in the assessment process. Consequently, assessment tools should be developed that enable students to outline their choices in relation to the assessment modalities used in modules of study.

2.14 Implications of the literature review for the current study

This review has explored the literature in relation to clinical skills and methods of teaching and learning clinical skills. A vital component of the pre-registration nursing programme is clinical skills education. It has been established that the processes involved in both teaching and learning clinical skills is complex and multi-faceted and that there is a need for a student-centred approach to ensure effective acquisition. It is apparent that there is a gap in the evidence base relating to teaching and learning of clinical skills. Using brain based approaches, such as MITA, may be an innovative teaching approach that can be implemented for teaching clinical skills while maintaining the quality of clinical skills education. As MITA is a structured teaching and learning approach that facilitates all students, it has the potential to promote a practical teaching strategy of engagement with the individual learner. Therefore, based on the gap in the evidence base, this study seeks to explore if MITA is an effective method of teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students?
Chapter 3 - Methods

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the methodology and methods used in this study. The research aims and objectives will be presented followed by the hypotheses, outcome measures, and design, procedure and ethical considerations. Data analysis techniques used in the study are also described.

3.1 Study design

For the purpose of this study, an experimental design using a randomised controlled trial (RCT) was chosen to test the hypotheses. The rationale for using a RCT was considered because it is the most robust method for testing the effectiveness of the teaching approach, MITA, for teaching clinical skills. No previous study had used this methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of the MITA approach for teaching clinical skills. A true experimental design has three main design properties, randomisation, control and manipulation (Shadish et al. 2002; LoBiondo-Wood & Haber 2010). Randomisation is particularly important for RCTs as it generates equivalence over a range of variables and is considered more objective in enhancing the internal and external validity of the study (Cohen et al. 2007).

When using a RCT design it is important that all the participants have an equal probability of being assigned to any group, thereby creating groups that are similar to each other, thereby, controlling for specific characteristics (Shadish et al. 2002). Another important feature of RCTs is the process of control that involves all the participants being treated in the same manner except for the intervention that they receive (Cohen et al. 2007). Manipulation is the third property of RCTs and refers to the process of “doing something” and making a change in one variable and then observing the effect of that change on a different variable (Shadish et al. 2002).
3.2 Aim of the study

The study aimed to test the effectiveness of using a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA) in teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students.

3.2.1 The objectives of the study

The research objectives were to:

1. Assess if teaching clinical skills using MITA affected end of semester OSCE results between experimental and control groups
2. Identify if there was a relationship between learning styles preferences and MIDAS IS preferences
3. Determine if there was a relationship between learning styles and MIDAS IS profiling and OSCE results between experimental and control groups
4. Determine if there was a relationship between participants preferred method of MI assessment using the MI preferences assessment questionnaire and OSCE results
5. Explore first year nursing students’ experiences of the MITA approach to clinical skills teaching

3.2.2 Research Question

Is MITA an effective method of teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students?

3.3 Research and null hypotheses

This study tested the following null and research hypotheses:
MITA Intervention

1. $H_0$: Teaching clinical skills using MITA has no effect on participants’ OSCE results.
2. $H_1$: Teaching clinical skills using MITA will have an effect on participants’ OSCE results.

Learning Style Preferences

1. $H_0$: Teaching clinical skills for learning styles preferences has no effect on participants’ OSCE results.
2. $H_1$: Teaching clinical skills for learning styles preferences will have an effect on participants’ OSCE results.

MI Preferences

1. $H_0$: Teaching clinical skills for MI preferences using MITA has no effect on participants’ OSCE results.
2. $H_1$: Teaching clinical skills for MI preferences using MITA will have an effect on participants’ OSCE results.

MI Assessment Preferences

1. $H_0$: Teaching clinical skills for MI assessment preferences has no effect on participants’ OSCE results.
2. $H_1$: Teaching clinical skills for MI assessment preferences will have an effect on participants’ OSCE results.

3.3.1 Independent and Dependent Variables

The independent variable that was manipulated in this study was the method of teaching (MITA).

The dependent (outcome) variable was the OSCE scores achieved by participants.
3.4 Recruitment and sampling

This exploratory RCT took place in a single site in Ireland using the total population of nursing students \( n = 93 \) available in year one, 2011. All nursing students registered in year one of the general, psychiatric and intellectual disability nursing programmes (BSc Honours) were invited to participate in the study on a voluntary basis at the start of the academic semester. An academic colleague spoke to all the participants in a core class (all three disciplines were in class together) and explained the study. A written explanation was provided at this time and participants were asked to read the information and if they had any further questions they could seek clarification from the researcher.

All students who enrolled \( n = 93 \) agreed to participate, three withdrew from the programme before any data were collected leaving a total of 90 students. Table 3.1 shows the disciplines of nursing at the study site and the numbers recruited for the study.

Table 3.1: Student disciplines and numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nursing Discipline</th>
<th>Total at registration</th>
<th>Total after 2 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Disability</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>93</strong></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1 Sample

In this study an available sample was chosen using a random stratified sampling frame, in this case, all first year nursing students undertaking the nursing programme in three disciplines of the 2011 intake (Greaney & Kellaghan 1996; Howitt & Cramer 2000). The maximum number of participants that could be recruited to the study was 93, therefore, it was decided that all students would be targeted for inclusion. The total number of participants after two weeks was 90 \( n = 90 \) with the allocation of 46 to an experimental group \( n = 46 \) and 44 to the control group \( n = 44 \). This sample size was
considered sufficient to detect with probability 80%, a statistically significant difference between MITA and the conventional teaching approach and reflected the constraints of an unfunded study and the potential complexity of a multi-site study. A sample power calculation estimated the need for a sample of 795 which would was required for a multi-site study. This may have introduced confounders associated with the different educational sites. For logistical reasons this was not possible for this study.

Following recruitment to the study the participants were assigned an individual code. Participants were then randomly assigned to the control and the experimental group by an independent member of academic staff using a computer generated number sequence (Each student was identified by a number and discipline, for example, G1, P5, ID7). Stratified random sampling was the method used for allocation to the control and experimental groups to ensure that an equally proportionate number of students were randomly assigned from each of the three disciplines of nursing (Strata-General, Psychiatric and Intellectual Disability) enrolled at the study site. This was considered appropriate as the representativeness of the sample in relation to the population is maximised (Cohen et al. 2007). Blinding was not possible in this study as the researcher was the person who taught all the clinical skills to the participants in the experimental group. Participants in the control group were taught by a team of lecturers \( n=6 \) with participants knowing they were in the control group.

### 3.5 Ethical considerations

The research proposal was submitted to Waterford Institute of Technology Ethics Committee where approval to conduct the study was granted. Confirmation of this is included in appendix 8. An interview was part of the ethics process. At the interview the Ethics Committee asked that participants give permission for their OSCE scores and examination results be made available to the researcher and a tick box stating this was added to the consent form. The Ethics Committee further advised that the researcher should not be involved when participants were completing their OSCEs to prevent any bias (contamination) from occurring.
All participants were invited to participate on a voluntary basis to the study, by an academic colleague at a core class (combination of the three disciplines) in September 2011. The right not to participate and the right to withdraw from the study at any time were fully explained. Participants were informed that this would not have any implications for their progression in their nursing programme (Cohen et al. 2007; Polit & Hungler 2010). All participants were provided with detailed information, in verbal and written format, in relation to the role of the participant and the role of the researcher for the study. The researcher, as a lecturer on the programme, was aware that the participants were in a very vulnerable position and, therefore, it was essential to negate any feelings of coercion (Cohen et al. 2007; LoBinodo-Wood & Haber 2010). Informed consent took due cognisance of the four key elements; competence, voluntarism, full information and comprehension when recruiting all participants (Diener & Crandall 1978). It is also important to remember that “informed consent implies informed refusal” (Cohen et al 2007; Polit & Hungler 2010), consequently, all participants were fully aware that they could withdraw at any point during the progress of the study. All participants (n=90) who took part in the study signed a consent form (Appendix 9).

3.5.1 Anonymity

The participants’ identities were known only to the researcher. The identities of participants and all documents resulting from the research were concealed and no reference was made to any individual names during the study or in the findings section.

3.5.2 Confidentiality

Confidentiality was assured to all participants in the information sheet and consent forms. Participants were informed they would be assigned a unique identifier number for the duration of the study. The list with matching names and unique identifier was locked in a filing cabinet in the researcher’s office, which was only accessible by the researcher. Information collected from instrumentation (ILS results and the MITA evaluation questionnaire) was stored in a locked filing cabinet in the researcher’s office.
Information stored on the computer was password protected and was only available to the researcher, in line with the Data Protection Act (2003).

3.6 Pilot study

A pilot study is a preliminary trial of the research instruments that is designed to test and check the validity and reliability, that is the psychometric properties of the instrument used (Patton 2002; Polit & Hungler 2010). A pilot study was undertaken from September 2010 to May 2011 using the four instruments (ILS, MIDAS IS, MI Assessment Preferences, & OSCE Criterion Based Checklist). For the purpose of the pilot study first year students (2010 cohort- BSc (Hons) programme, General, Psychiatry and Intellectual Disability) were asked to participate. Written information was provided to the group on leaving the lecture hall by an academic member of staff. The pilot study was carried out as it has the potential to provide additional knowledge that leads to an improved main study (Lancaster et al. 2004). Thus the researcher carried out the pilot study to answer the following questions:

- Did the participants understand what was asked of them by taking part in this study?
- Did the data collection methods (Index of Learning Style (ILS) questionnaire, MIDAS IS profile or the MI assessment preferences questionnaire) collect the information sought?
- Did the participants encounter any problems when completing the questionnaires?
- Were the lesson plans for teaching clinical skills using MITA clear to the participants?
- Did the MITA evaluation questionnaire collect the information sought?
- Was it possible to analyse the data generated by these methods?
- What recommendations or revisions were required to improve the planned study?
To achieve the objectives of the pilot study it was important that it was conducted under similar conditions to those anticipated for the main study (Lancaster et al. 2004; LoBinodo Wood & Haber 2010). This was to ensure that any possible weaknesses, inadequacies or any problems could be identified during the pilot phase so as to ensure that similar problems were not encountered during the main study (Sarantakos 2005; LoBinodo Wood & Haber 2010).

3.6.1 Refinements undertaken as a result of the pilot study

To ensure rigour and to minimise bias a number of issues were identified from the pilot study that needed to be modified before the main study took place. There were, however, some issues regarding the management of data collection, namely, familiarisation with the theory behind the instruments used to assess ILS and MI (MIDAS). Participants would have five educational sessions on learning styles and MI theory, delivered in a module called ‘Learning to Learn’ instead of three educational sessions that took place in the pilot study. In the pilot study another area of concern revolved around the participants’ ability to fill out the questionnaires on-line. It was, therefore, decided that training in information technology (IT) would commence earlier in the semester (September 2011, cohort undertaking study), for example, showing participants how to send an attachment so that they could forward their results in a timely manner to the researcher.

Furthermore, in the pilot study all participants were afforded the opportunity to meet with the researcher to explore their questionnaire results (ILS questionnaire, MIDAS IS profile or the MI assessment preferences questionnaire) but they did not avail of this opportunity. Therefore, specifically timetabled meetings with the researcher were scheduled during semester one of the main study. Feedback on ILS, MIDAS IS and MI assessment preferences is an important aspect of student personal development and planning for their future learning needs and consequently this aspect of the study was given due consideration. Evaluation at the end of the semester by the participants in the treatment group clearly identified that the lesson plans using MITA were very clear and
did not require any changes for the main study. Table 3.2 shows the data collection process for the pilot study.

Table 3.2: Data collection process for pilot study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester 1 (September 2010 – December 2010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester 2 (January 2011 - May 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7 Data collection instruments

The data collection tools used to answer the research questions in this study were:

1. Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)
2. Index of Learning Style questionnaire (ILS)
3. MIDAS MI and IS profile
4. MI assessment preferences questionnaire, developed by the researcher
Each participant was allocated a personal code in both the control and experimental groups and this was to prevent any participant being identified. This personal code remained the same for the duration of the data collection process. All participants were asked to complete the ILS, MIDAS MI and IS profile and the MI assessment questionnaire during different weeks in semester 1 (September to December) 2011, to gather baseline information. Questionnaires were distributed over a number of weeks to encourage completion of all the questionnaires. Participants were invited to bring the results with them to the researcher where their learning style preferences, MI strengths and MI assessment preferences were discussed on an individual basis. Participants also completed the MI assessment preferences questionnaire at the end of semester 2, May 2012. The scores from the participants’ OSCE were collected at two time points, at the end of semester one (December 2011) and at the end of semester two (May 2012). Table 3.3 identifies the timetable for data collection for the study.
Table 3.3: Timetable for data collection process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester 1 (September 2011 – December 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total completed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=90))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=89))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=61))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=90))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester 2 (January 2012 – May 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching intervention – MITA (12 weeks)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(n) (Total that completed)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=86))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=44))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((n=90))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8 Objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) design

Contemporary perspectives of OSCEs have gained widespread acceptance as a valid academic measurement of nursing competence, because of the increased emphasis placed on knowledge, skills, values and attitudes, which constitute competency (Wessel et al. 2003; Rushforth 2007; Walsh et al. 2009). Using Miller’s (1990) pyramid the OSCE measures the “shows how” or “performance” of skills and competencies in relation to skills attainment and assessment (Alinier 2003; Rushforth 2007).
The instrumentation for the OSCEs in this study was developed by the module team at the study site. This was to provide consistency and continuity of the theory delivered, the recommended reading provided and skills practice for the participants. A criterion-based checklist was developed for the skills to be examined that included, hand washing, temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure at Baseline. At Time 1, skills examined included, hand washing, subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy, as agreed by the module team (See sample Appendix 10). The criterion-based checklist provided step by step instructions for performing each psychomotor skill and objective evaluation of each skill (Jeffries 2007). Criterion-based checklists are easy to follow and have been used effectively in the past for OSCEs, using Likert scales or scales that used performed well or did not perform well scoring (Sedlack et al. 2004; Hutton et al. 2008). Written descriptors of the three scoring levels used in this study included: performed consistently, performed but not fully competent and not performed / or incompetent. These descriptors were developed by the module team and were provided to all assessors in advance of the examination day, to ensure consistency and continuity of assessment.

The OSCE checklists for all skills examined were made available to the participants two weeks prior to the OSCE day and this was an attempt to reduce stress levels, particularly as the group were first year nursing students (Rushforth 2007). When participants are made aware of the marking criteria, in advance of an OSCE, learning is enhanced (Byrne & Smyth 2007). Additionally, these checklists help with assessor reliability when testing the skills on the day of the OSCE (Byrne & Smyth 2007). However, it is important to recognise that it is impossible to control for individual reactions to this method of examination, for example, stressful environment, as identified by Owens and Walden (2001).

Two weeks prior to the examination, all participants (n=90) were provided with a practice session and the lecturer provided feedback on their performance. Ramsden (2003) considers practice sessions as a necessary prerequisite for deep learning to occur. Nulty et al. (2011) also support this contention and suggest that feedback to participants
with regard performance is pivotal to the achievement of competency in nursing undergraduate skills learning.

3.8.1 OSCE procedure

The assessors, on entry to skills laboratory stations, informed each participant that they would have to complete three skills stations for their examination and read a prepared written statement. This statement was developed by the module team to ensure consistency and continuity of approach. Each OSCE was marked as a pass or a fail and participants who had more than two / three ticks (depending on number of steps on the checklist for each skill) in the not performed / incompetent column were marked as a fail (as agreed by the module team). The OSCEs were videotaped using in built cameras in the skills laboratories and this was to facilitate external moderation. Participants were familiar with these cameras as they are used for training purposes during their clinical skills sessions. At the end of the three stations the participants were provided with an opportunity to reflect on their performance and to identify omissions, in a written format, that may have taken place. If a participant failed an OSCE, the assessor together with the OSCE coordinator informed the participant, discussed the performance and highlighted deficits in performance. Participants were then informed that they were required to attend a further supervised skills session, within the next five days, so that feedback could be given prior to re-taking of the examination, the following week.

At Baseline (December 2011) each participant completed three compulsory work stations with an allocated time of twenty minutes and participants were required to demonstrate three practical skills, namely, hand washing, TPR and BP. For the skill of TPR participants were asked “What would you expect the temperature to be if it was in the normal range?” This was because a temperature could not be recorded on a mannequin. Participants were asked to record a normal temperature on the observation chart.

At Time 1 (May 2012) each participant was required to demonstrate three practical unrelated skills, namely, hand washing, sub cutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy
within a time frame of twenty-five minutes. This examination followed the same procedure, as at Baseline.

It has been suggested that preparation for the OSCE examination should include a process of close observation, checks and feedback (Bartfay et al. 2003; Bloomfield et al. 2010). Feedback has been identified as essential for helping participants to focus attention on the important aspects required for learning specific skills, but this needs to be given in a timely and meaningful fashion, as previously discussed (Childs & Sepples 2006; Nicol 2006; Gibbs 2010; Nulty et al. 2010). A discussion or a debriefing at the end of the OSCE session helps to focus the participant on their learning and clinical competence (Alinier 2003; Nulty et al. 2011). Time constraints and large numbers of participants rotating through the OSCE stations can lead to poor or no feedback being given (Selim et al. 2011). Consequently, in the current study, extra time was built into the OSCE process so as to provide valuable feedback to each participant (Eldarir et al. 2010).

3.8.2 Validity of the OSCE

The validity of an OSCE can be increased by having a wide range of skills and competencies tested, by using a large number of trained examiners, increasing assessor objectivity by using a pre-determined checklist and by participants undertaking the same skills and questions (Khattab & Rawlings 2001; Rushforth 2007; Selim et al. 2011). Lack of validity using a simulated approach during OSCEs has been recognised as problematic (Watson et al. 2002; Park et al. 2004).

Content validity of the OSCE checklists, in this study, was established by having four members of the module team review the criterion-based checklists. This was considered appropriate as the expert people to evaluate the checklists had in-depth knowledge of the skills to be assessed (Polit & Hungler 2010). Identifying the learning outcomes and competencies to be achieved early in the process was another way of helping to increase the validity of the OSCE process and this took place at the start of semester 1 2011 by the module team (Newble 2004; Nulty et al. 2011).
3.8.3 Reliability of the OSCE

Reliability in relation to assessment relates to the probability that if the assessment is repeated under stated conditions for a period of time that an item, for example, the OSCE, will deliver similar results (Mitchell et al. 2009). It is argued that the reliability of the OSCE is improved through the use of standardisation and objectivity (Bartfay et al. 2003). Having predetermined OSCEs criterion-based checklists is one way of improving the objectivity of an instrument, even though this is not always the case (Barman 2005; Byrne & Smyth 2007). Reliability of the OSCE is strengthened by two other factors, namely, good assessment schedule design and appropriate training for examiners (Nicol & Freeth 1998; Rushforth 2006). All staff involved in the OSCEs were provided with the skills sheets and marking criteria three weeks prior to the OSCE date. A meeting was held two weeks preceding the OSCEs and any issues of concern were discussed. In this study a simulated environment with the use of mannequins, which models a clinical site, was used, and this is an additional way of improving the reliability of the OSCE (Brosnan et al. 2006). Nursing students from year 4 (n=3) at the study site were asked to complete the skills using the criterion-based checklists to identify any problems or misunderstandings and they reported no problems. Two nursing lecturers at the study site also completed the checklists with these students (n=3), simultaneously, and no problems were identified.

3.9 Index of learning style (ILS)

In weeks three and four of semester 1 (last week of September and first week of October) 2011, participants were asked to complete the ILS online. Participants were informed that the online questionnaire would take less than twenty minutes to complete. The ILS is a free 44-item self-scoring instrument and respondents are asked to choose one of two endings to a sentence that focuses on an aspect of learning (www.ncsu.edu/effective teaching) (Appendix 11). The ILS model recognises that individuals have preferences along four bipolar continua and consists of four dimensions of learning: active-reflective; sensing-intuitive, verbal-visual and sequential-global
Participants received the results of their learning style preferences by email.

A uniform resource locator (URL) on the ILS online site provided a feedback page and suggested learning strategies for each area of learning preference to participants and they were encouraged to read this data. Permission to use the ILS online was sought and granted from one of the original authors, Dr. Richard Felder. Having explored the literature for available tools to measure learning style preferences it was decided to use the ILS because of its validity and reliability in the literature (Livesay et al. 2002; Felder & Spurlin 2005). In addition, the language is easy to understand and it can be completed within a short time frame and it is a tool that alerts the educator to the variety of learning styles within the classroom. A further advantage of using the ILS model is that it has a sliding scale that supports the classification of the participants’ styles in a more flexible way than using bipolar models (Alfonseca et al. 2006).

3.9.1 Validity of ILS

The Web based version of the ILS is taken over 100,000 times a year and it has been used in a number of studies (Livesay et al. 2002; Felder & Spurlin 2005). Content validity of the ILS instrument is supported in the literature (Felder & Brent 2005; Litzinger & Felder 2005). Factor analysis studies have shown that most of the ILS scales are well defined, however, the sequential-global and sensing-intuitive preferences show a degree of overlap (van Zwanenberg et al. 2003; Zywno 2003; Platsidou & Metallidou 2009). Preferences for sensing and active learning measured on the ILS correlate with preferences for sensing and extraversion measured with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and this shows further indication of convergent validity (Rosati & Felder 2003; Zywno 2003). Convergent content validity of the ILS has been demonstrated in studies that have taken place over time, across similar groups and in similar settings (Zywno 2003; Platsidou & Metallidou 2009). When studies were carried out in populations with different characteristics, statistically significant differences were found at $p=0.05$ level in the mean scores of active – reflective and sequential – global scales and at $p=0.01$ at the visual – verbal scale (van Zwanenberg et al. 2003).
3.9.2 Reliability of ILS

The test re-test reliability of this instrument is considered satisfactory with \( p < 0.05 \) after 4 weeks (Seery et al. 2003). A further study demonstrated \( p < 0.05 \) after 7 months (Livesay et al. 2002). Internal consistency reliability was, however, considered low and only just acceptable (van Zwanenberg et al. 2000; Felder & Spurlin, 2005). It is suggested that the ILS is best used to identify the relative strengths of an individuals’ learning style preferences and it is thought this was the original intention of the instrument (van Zwanenberg et al. 2000).

3.10 Multiple intelligence development assessment scale and intellectual styles

In weeks five and six of semester 1 (October 2011), all participants were invited to complete the MIDAS IS questionnaire (Appendix 11). Each participant was provided with an online link to complete the MIDAS IS. Participants were encouraged to complete the questionnaire in their own time, preferably in a quiet area away from distractions and were told the questionnaire took up to thirty minutes to complete. An individual response, with a three page report, was sent back to each participant through the email address they provided. The justification for the use of MIDAS IS is twofold; firstly, the MIDAS IS is significantly different from MI tests available in books and online (Gardner 2004); secondly, there is no recognised data based on MI assessment. MIDAS IS was designed to meet the principles of sound assessment as advocated by Gardner (1991 [Shearer 2004]). Gardner (2004) stressed that the use of quick-and-dirty MI tests that promote superficial labeling and a distorted understanding of MI theory should not be encouraged. The MIDAS IS is not an objective test of intelligence because the data are compiled from the perceptions of a knowledgeable observer or person completing the test (Shearer, 1994), but it is an objective assessment of multiple intelligences or intellectual dispositions.
3.10.1. Validity and reliability of MIDAS IS

The MIDAS IS was developed over a period of six years using a combination of rational and empirical methods of test construction using MI theory as a basis to guide interpretation of empirical results (Shearer 1996). Studies of MIDAS IS have been validated in a series of studies involving tens of thousands of respondents around the world (Shearer 1996b; Buros 1999; O’Connor & Brunton 2003; Denny 2007). The validity and reliability of the MIDAS MI instrument as a measure of perceived intellectual disposition has been described in the MIDAS MI Professional Manual and have been also favourably evaluated suggesting support for its use within educational contexts (Shearer 1994; McNamee et al. 2002; Hsueh 2003; Denny 2007).

The validity of the MIDAS has been examined in a series of investigations evaluating its concurrent, predictive and construct validity, which have included expected correlations between MIDAS MI and IS scale scores and several matched abilities tests (Shearer 1994; O’Connor & Brunton 2003; Denny 2007). The results of a concurrent and predictive validity study concluded that “accumulated evidence supports its validity as a tool to gather useful and meaningful data regarding an individual’s profile in seven areas of everyday intellectual functioning” (Shearer & Jones, 1994, p.28). This study found that a majority of the scales correlated appropriately with tests of performance in the expected skills and abilities. The scale relating to naturalist intelligence was only developed by Gardner in 1999 and, therefore, the Cronbach’s co-efficient levels refer to that time. This signifies that respondents answered the questions for each set of questions, around a particular theme, consistently.

The mean internal consistencies of each MIDAS scale fell in the high-moderate to high range, with alpha coefficients ranging from 0.78 to 0.89 (median=0.86). Wiswell, et al. (2001) found that reliability coefficients ranged from 0.85 to 0.90. From an international perspective similar alpha coefficients were obtained for all scales when translated (Yoong 2001 (Malaysia); Pizarro 2003 (Spain)). The test-retest reliability has also taken place showing one month stability coefficients ranging from 0.76 to 0.92 ($M=0.84$) and two-month stability coefficients ranging from 0.69 to 0.86 ($M=0.81$).
across the various intelligence scales (Shearer 1996a). Table 3.4 illustrates reliability results with MIDAS IS for the current study.

Table 3.4: Test re-test results of the reliability of MIDAS MI and IS (Shearer 1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Intelligence Scales</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Math</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalist</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual Styles</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Logic</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.11 Background and development of multiple intelligences assessment preferences questionnaire

This questionnaire was developed by the researcher specifically for this study to identify student preferences for assessment and was based on the eight multiple intelligences identified by Gardner (1983) (Appendix 11). The questionnaire was developed in “Survey Monkey®”, an online system that allows for the development of Web-based
surveys. Participants were invited to complete the questionnaire online, in their own time, in weeks seven and eight (October and November) in semester 1 2011. Participants were told it would take no longer than fifteen minutes to complete. A statement of purpose, including confidentiality and anonymity, was prepared to encourage the students to complete the questionnaire.

### 3.11.1 Design and administration of MI assessment preferences questionnaire

Questions one and two in the MI assessment preferences survey were rank ordered as participants were asked to compare different items directly to one another (LoBionodo-Wood & Haber 2010). This was to encourage the participants to differentiate between items that they may have regarded as equivalent. Questions three and four were answered using a six point Likert scale and participants were requested to indicate their level of agreement by ticking their preferred option for each statement. The format of the Likert scale included: strongly agree = 3, moderately agree = 2, agree = 1, moderately disagree = -2, strongly disagree = -3 and a no opinion element = 0. For question 3 this produced a scale of –24 to +24 and for question 4 this produced a scale of -21 to +21. Scores with a minus indicated disagreement with each statement and positive scores were seen to show an agreement with each statement. Further information collected included current programme of study, sex and age (Appendix 11).

Two weeks after the participants were invited to complete the questionnaire, all participants had a further verbal reminder from the module leader and a further two questionnaires were completed. There was a participant response rate of 84% at Baseline. Participants also completed the questionnaire at the end of semester 2 (May 2012) with a response rate of 92%. Data was downloaded from “Survey Monkey®” and analysed used a predictive analytical statistical software (PAWS), version 17.

### 3.11.2 Validity and reliability of MI assessment questionnaire

All the statements in the questionnaire were assessed for face and content validity. An expert panel that included two academic supervisors and a statistician were involved throughout the development of the MI assessment preferences questionnaire. Two
academic members of staff with experience of MI were also consulted. The questionnaire was pilot tested to check for meaning, relevance, interpretation, errors and instructions by nursing lecturers \((n=3)\) at the study site and nursing students \((n=7)\) from fourth year at the study site, prior to inviting first year nursing students \((n=90)\) to complete. Those involved in the pilot study were also asked to monitor the time it took to complete the questionnaire in an attempt to increase the participation rate. Minor modifications were made to the questionnaire, such as, making sure that all questions had to be answered. Some minor typing errors were also identified.

Internal consistency was calculated using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient to check that the items in the scale measured the underlying construct, that is, MI assessment preference. All items were above the recommended level of 0.7 for Cronbach’s alpha and, therefore, remained within the scale in the final calculation of the alpha value (Bland & Altman 1997).

### 3.12 Teaching of clinical skills for all participants (procedure)

A total of 12 clinical skills were taught in semester 2 (January to May 2012), as part of the Medication Management 1 module. Prior to each practical class all participants attended a mandatory one hour lecture, which was based on the theoretical component of each skill that was to be taught. This was important as the participant was required to have a level of knowledge prior to the practical skills session. All participants then attended a mandatory one hour clinical skills session each week in the skills laboratory in their dedicated groups of five or six participants. A summary of the teaching interventions are displayed in Table 3.5. Whilst 12 skills were taught to all participants, only three skills were examined; namely, hand washing, subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy, using an OSCE selected by the module team.
Table 3.5: Teaching intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional teaching method</th>
<th>Teaching intervention using MITA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants attended 1 hour mandatory theory class</td>
<td>Participants attended 1 hour mandatory theory class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants attended 1 hour mandatory skills laboratory session in groups of 5 or 6</td>
<td>Participants attended 1 hour mandatory skills laboratory session in groups of 5 or 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video demonstration</td>
<td>Video demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer demonstration</td>
<td>Lecturer demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated practice</td>
<td>Repeated practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback from lecturer</td>
<td>Feedback from lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills sheet developed for each skill</td>
<td>Skills sheet developed for each skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITA teaching plan</td>
<td>MITA teaching plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection – personal and group</td>
<td>Reflection – personal and group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture board available on the college virtual learning environment</td>
<td>Picture board available on the college virtual learning environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.12.1 The conventional teaching method (procedure)

Participants in the control group were taught using traditional teaching and learning approaches. This included use of video demonstration using DVDs of all skills being taught from a Clinical Skills Website, developed by City University London and operated by Elsevier Ltd. A demonstration of one skill took place each week and participants then had the opportunity to practice the skill and receive feedback on their performance from the lecturer. Skills sheets that were specific to the skill being taught were made available to the participants and lecturers prior to class, through the College’s open source course management system (CMS). The content of the skills sheets was based on up to date literature and policies from local clinical sites and were developed by the module team (see sample Appendix 12). The traditional teaching and learning method was delivered by a team of six lecturers. They were familiar with the recommended theory and practice of the skills being taught in this module and had experience of teaching these skills for the preceding six years.
3.12.2 Multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA)

The experimental group were taught clinical skills using a MITA and this was carried out by the researcher only. This included the use of video demonstration, as already identified, the use of repeated demonstration and feedback and the use of skills sheets developed by the module team. However, a teaching plan, specific to MITA, was devised for the experimental group to ensure that learning objectives were met for each of the clinical skills sessions using MI. A rubric, which is an explicit description of performance characteristics, was created for each teaching plan and was specific to the particular skill being taught. The lesson plan identified the expectations for each session and was based on contemporary research (Appendix 12 see example).

The MITA model consists of a five–phase strategy that facilitates participants’ learning by engaging their strengths, both individually and in collaboration with others (Weber 2005).

Each skills teaching session followed the following 5 phase MITA model.

- Phase 1 (question) started with what Weber (2005) describes as a two–footed question. This was a question that helped gain the participants’ attention and to focus the participant on the learning that was to take place. For example, the session for subcutaneous injection started with “what is your understanding of subcutaneous injection and why is it important for you to learn this skill for clinical practice?” (Vygotskian theory (1978) / constructivist approaches to learning).

- Phase 2 (target) set the targets for each clinical skills session where specific outcomes for each session were negotiated. Setting targets encourages participants to consider possible solutions. For example, asking the participant what they already knew in relation to the skill being taught and what they needed to learn in the skills session. The participants were informed at the start of each session that they would be questioned on this information at the end of the class time in an attempt to keep them focused throughout the skills teaching session, which in addition affords closure to a session.
Phase 3 (expect) recognised that participants need direction to meet specific learning needs and they need to know what to expect for each skills session. Each participant was provided with specific feedback in order to develop their reflective skills before progressing to the next phase, phase 4.

Phase 4 (move) provided assessment tasks that matched related learning approaches using MI to motivate participants to explore related knowledge of the theory and clinical practice being taught. The participants worked in pairs (intrapersonal intelligence) to discuss what they had learned in relation to the specific skill. MITA helps students resolve any practice issues they may have encountered either through the demonstration of the skill or through the theory using MI.

Phase 5 (reflect) included reflection time and participants were given time, both personally (interpersonal MI) and as a group (intrapersonal), to consider what they had learned in each session. Participants in this study used a whiteboard to showcase their learning (pictorial representation or specific words) to demonstrate one thing they had learned specifically that day. This then lead to a group discussion where key learning points were re outlined. Driscoll’s (2000) Model of Reflection was used to augment this part of the session. Using this model participants were challenged on the what, so what and now what did they learn and how they could develop their understanding further. Each participant was also encouraged to keep a reflective journal of personal learning throughout the twelve week semester and this further encouraged the participants to develop their understanding of the skills being taught.

As part of the MITA intervention, participants in the experimental group also had access to extra material on the college’s CMS, in the form of picture boards that had been created by the researcher for each skill. A separate discussion forum was also established in the college CMS if participants wished to make use of it. Peer review on each MITA session plan was sought from Dr. Ellen Weber in Rochester, New York, who provided the MITA training for the researcher. MITA session plans were then edited based on her feedback.
3.13 Data analysis

As stated previously, four instruments were used for data collection in this study namely; OSCEs, ILS, MIDAS IS and MI assessment preferences questionnaire. A database was created in PASW to manage and analyse the data. OSCE scores were entered manually into the database. Similarly, data from the ILS and the MIDAS IS were manually coded and entered into this database. Finally, data from the MI assessment preferences questionnaire was downloaded directly from Survey Monkey® into a separate PASW file and then merged with existing data. A random sample of the data (10%) was thoroughly checked to ensure that mistakes were not made (LoBinodo-Wood & Haber 2010; Polit & Hungler 2010). Additionally, following recommendations by Polit and Hungler (2010), the data were cleansed through a process that involved careful examination of the inputted information for values that appeared to lie outside the normal range.

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the demographics and characteristics of those involved in the study. Descriptive statistics were also used to summarise the findings from the four tools used. Inferential statistics were used to test the stated hypotheses. A variety of tests were used to analyse the data. Normality assumptions were verified by means of Normal Probability Plots and more formal tests- Kolmogorow-Smirnof. Diagnostic analyses were performed and indicated that there were no concerns regarding underlying statistical assumption of normality.

A summary of data analysis are shown in Table 3.6. For all statistical tests in this study, the significance level was set at \( p < 0.05 \). This value is increasingly considered the maximum acceptable rate for Type I error (Bordens & Abbott 2007). In addition, the setting of statistical significance at 5% was justified because there was no study, apriori, which specifically addressed OSCE assessment using MITA.
Table 3.6: Summary of data analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>Test used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To explore the effect of MITA compared with the conventional teaching approach</td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Independent t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney U test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To compare the scores of hand washing OSCE scores between the control and the experimental group</td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Independent t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the differences of ILS scores based on gender / discipline / control and experimental group</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Independent t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 way ANOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the influence of ILS on OSCE scores</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the differences of MIDAS IS scores based on gender / discipline / control and experimental group</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Independent t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Chi-square test 1 way ANOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the influence of MI on OSCE scores</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the differences of MI assessment preferences questionnaire based on gender / discipline / control and experimental group</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Independent t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Chi-square test 1 way ANOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To explore the influence of MI assessment preference on OSCE scores</td>
<td>Participant questionnaire</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSCE scores</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.14 Evaluation of MITA

Participants in the experimental group were asked to evaluate the MITA skills classes (Appendix 13). Part I of the questionnaire used a five point Likert-type response scale, with the range of response levels from strongly disagree (SD) =1 to strongly agree (SA)=5. The key areas addressed within this questionnaire included:

- Use of MITA by lecturer to teach clinical skills
- Lecturer preparedness
- MITA approaches to learning clinical skills
- Student evaluation
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the results from the first part of the evaluation of MITA. Part II of the questionnaire consisted of four open-ended questions that were designed to collect qualitative accounts of what participants found positive and negative about the MITA skills teaching sessions, recommendations for future skills teaching sessions using MITA and any further comments that they may have had regarding the use of MITA for skills teaching. The written responses were read, coded and categorised into themes by the researcher. The occurrence of identical words were recorded, counted, coded and categorised (for example, interesting, reflecting and learning).

Categorising can be described as “…themes... that enable the analyst to reduce and combine data” (Corbin & Strauss 2008, p. 159). The counting of words was used to simplify the trends occurring and to retain the subjectivity from the summaries that were generated. Content validity was assessed by taking all of the qualitative data and asking a qualitative researcher to confirm the findings. Through a process of negotiated consensus between the primary coder and the checker of data, final agreement was reached and a consolidated checklist was generated (Krippendorff 2004). No major ambiguities were found between the primary coder and the checker of the data.

**Conclusion**

In this Chapter the methodological approach adopted and the methods used to carry out this study were critically discussed. The rationale for using a RCT was presented and the instruments used in the study were discussed in relation to their psychometric properties. The OSCE as a method of assessing clinical skills was considered an appropriate tool for measuring clinical skill acquisition for this study, which was based on the empirical literature. The application of suitable statistical techniques was discussed. In conclusion, the Chapter is summarised in Figure 3.
The findings of the study are presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4 - Findings

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the research. The purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of MITA for clinical skills teaching and learning in a third level educational setting. The results are presented in a tabular format and thereafter described. First demographic details of participants are outlined and then OSCE scores will be presented. These analyses are followed by the findings of ILS, MIDAS IS and MI assessment preference scores, which are presented using a similar layout. The chapter concludes with experimental group participants’ evaluation of MITA.

4.1 Demographics

A total of 93 first year nursing students were enrolled in the nursing programme at the beginning of the academic year. After two weeks, three students had left from the programme (n=90). Figure 4.1 illustrates the participants by nursing discipline.
4.1.1 Gender
Figure 4.2 shows that there was a greater percentage of females (88.9%, $n=80$) than males (11.1%, $n=10$) in the study. Fisher’s (1971) exact test indicated that the genders did not differ significantly between the experimental and control groups ($p=0.518$, two-tailed).

Figure 4.2: Gender
4.1.2 Age

The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 51 years (mean 21.73; SD 5.331). The age distribution of the experimental and control groups is illustrated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Age and group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental (n=46)</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>21.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (n=44)</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>21.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mann-Whitney U test (two-tailed) was conducted to determine if significant differences existed between the experimental and control groups at Baseline regarding age. This showed no significant difference in the ages of the experimental group (Md=20, n=46) and the control group (Md=20, n=44), U=985.50, z=-0.22, p=0.825, r=0.02.

4.2 Objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) scores

OSCE examination scores are presented in the following order: Baseline, between group analysis and comparisons of change at Time 1. The research questions posed at the beginning of the study were:

1. Are there differences between the experimental and control groups at the end of semester 1 OSCE scores?
2. Are there differences between the experimental and control groups at the end of semester 2 OSCE scores?
3. Has teaching for MI using MITA influenced the participants’ OSCE scores?
4. Is there a statistically significant difference between experimental and control groups and OSCE scores?
4.2.1 OSCE findings for all participants

In this section the OSCE findings at Baseline and Time 1 for all participants are presented.

4.2.2 Baseline scores

All participants completed an OSCE examination at the end of semester 1 (Baseline) with three skills examined, namely: hand washing, TPR and BP. The OSCE scores are shown in Table 4.2 and show the mean and standard deviation scores (maximum score 100) for the control and experimental groups. No statistical significance was found at the 5% level of significance between the control and experimental groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical skill</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range of scores</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand washing</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>92.17 (7.60)</td>
<td>73 – 100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>90.15 (7.53)</td>
<td>73 – 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, pulse, respiration</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>90.53 (11.76)</td>
<td>57 – 100</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>87.82 (11.89)</td>
<td>43 – 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>87.68 (16.08)</td>
<td>27 – 100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>83.79 (12.70)</td>
<td>33 – 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Time 1 findings

All participants completed an OSCE at the end of semester 2 (Time 1) where three skills were examined namely; hand washing, subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy. Table 4.3 presents these results. Statistical significance was found at the 5% level of significance for all three OSCE scores; ($p=0.01$).
Table 4.3: OSCE scores for all participants at the end of semester 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical skill</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range of scores (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand washing</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>98.41 (4.70)</td>
<td>80 - 100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>94.85 (8.84)</td>
<td>53 - 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcutaneous injection</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>95.45 (6.83)</td>
<td>74 - 100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>90.55 (10.74)</td>
<td>58 - 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebuliser therapy</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>95.54 (6.34)</td>
<td>75 - 100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>90.45 (9.87)</td>
<td>55 - 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Comparison of hand washing OSCE scores at Baseline and Time 1

All participants (experimental group n=46 and control group n=44) completed the skill of hand washing at Baseline and Time 1. Table 4.4 shows the mean and standard deviation of hand washing scores (Maximum score 100). There was an increase in scores for both groups from Baseline to Time 1. At Time 1 the experimental group mean score was 3.56 points above the control group and this was a statistically significant difference (p=0.01). One participant (1.1%) failed the hand washing OSCE at Baseline (from experimental group) and one participant (1.1%) failed the hand washing OSCE at Time 1 (from control group).

Table 4.4: OSCE hand washing scores at Baseline and Time 1 for experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study phase</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range of scores (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>92.17 (7.60)</td>
<td>73 - 100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>90.15 (7.53)</td>
<td>73 - 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time 1</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>98.41 (4.70)</td>
<td>80 - 100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>94.85 (8.84)</td>
<td>53 - 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.5 Comparison of hand washing OSCE scores between groups

The equivalent non-parametric test, Mann-Whitney U test, was conducted to compare the medians of the experimental and control groups for comparison of hand washing
OSCE scores. The results from the Mann-Whitney U tests confirmed those of the independent *t*-tests. The Mann-Whitney U test revealed no significant difference in the hand washing scores at Baseline for the experimental and control groups. However, the Mann-Whitney U test revealed significant differences in the hand washing scores for Time 1 experimental and control groups with a medium effect size 0.40. The results are presented in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Comparison of hand washing test scores between groups at two time points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study phase</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney U test</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42.05</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>U= 860</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48.80</td>
<td>93.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time 1</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>39.61</td>
<td>98.01</td>
<td>U= 753</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51.13</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.6 Comparison of Baseline and Time 1 hand washing scores for experimental and control groups

The Wilcoxon signed ranks test was also used to compare the hand washing scores at Baseline and Time 1 for the experimental and control groups. The difference between the two sets of scores was statistically significant with the Time 1 scores higher than the scores achieved at Baseline, *z*=4.941, *p*<0.001 with a large effect size (*r*=0.52).

4.3 Findings of the questionnaires used in the study

The following section describes the findings of the three questionnaires used in this study, namely ILS questionnaire, MIDAS IS and MI Assessment Preferences questionnaire. Each of the scales was examined to identify if the findings were influenced by the experimental and control group and to ascertain if gender or discipline had an effect on the overall results.
4.3.1 Index of Learning Styles (ILS) results

This section presents the ILS preferences. The ILS was used to identify the preferred learning styles of all the participants (Felder and Solomon 1998). All participants \((n=90)\) completed the ILS at Baseline. The research questions posed at the beginning of the research for ILS questionnaire were:

1. What are ILS scores of participants at Baseline?
2. Are there differences in participants ILS scores between experimental and control groups at Baseline?
3. Has gender or discipline influenced ILS scores?
4. Has teaching for learning styles influenced OSCE scores?

4.3.2 Learning style preferences and experimental and control groups

Table 4.6 shows the mean scores for learning style preferences for the experimental and control groups. No statistical significant difference was found in any of the eight learning style preferences, \((p>0.05)\).

Table 4.6: Results for learning style preferences for the experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>Learning style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Visual Mean</td>
<td>Verbal Mean</td>
<td>Active Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Ref = reflective, Seq = Sequential
4.3.3 Learning style preferences and gender

Table 4.7 presents the learning style preferences total mean scores and mean scores for female and male participants. An independent t-test was conducted to test for statistical significance between females and males for each of the eight learning style preferences and no statistical significant difference was found ($p>0.05$). The learning style preference with the highest score was sensing ($M=1.68$; SD 0.95) and the learning style preference with the least score was intuitive ($M=0.20$; SD 0.64).

Table 4.7: Learning style preferences mean scores by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.39 (1.00)</td>
<td>1.50 (1.17)</td>
<td>1.40 (1.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.68)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.96)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.99)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.70 (0.94)</td>
<td>1.50 (1.08)</td>
<td>1.68 (0.95)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.56)</td>
<td>0.50 (1.08)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.29)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.21)</td>
<td>1.19 (0.87)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.59)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.61)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Seq = Sequential

4.3.4 Relationship between learning style preferences and nursing disciplines

A one-way between-groups analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned comparisons was conducted to explore the impact of the ILS on the three disciplines in the study and results are shown in Table 4.8. Participants were divided into three groups according to their discipline (Group 1: general nursing students; Group 2: psychiatric nursing students; Group 3: intellectual disability nursing students). There was no statistically significant difference between disciplines ($p>0.05$) in any of the eight learning styles.
Table 4.8: Testing for relationship between ILS and nursing disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSI Visual Between groups</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Verbal Between groups</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Active Between groups</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Reflective Between groups</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Sensing Between groups</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Intuitive Between groups</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Sequential Between groups</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI Global Between groups</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.5 Influence of learning style and OSCE scores

According to the Kruskal-Wallis test there were no significant differences between the learning styles of the participants and OSCE scores at Baseline for hand washing ($H=1.68$; 1df; $p>0.05$); TPR ($H=2.85$; 1 df; $p>0.05$) and BP ($H=5.95$; 1 df; $p>0.05$). Similarly, at Time 1 no significant differences were identified for hand washing ($H=7.46$; 1df; $p>0.05$); subcutaneous injection ($H=6.86$; 1df; $p>0.05$) and nebuliser therapy ($H=10.43$; 1df; $p>0.05$).

4.4 MIDAS IS questionnaire findings

This section presents MIDAS IS score results. The MIDAS IS questionnaire was completed by participants (experimental and control) at Baseline ($n=89$) to determine their MI and IS profiles.
The research questions posed at the beginning of the research for the MIDAS IS questionnaire were:

1. What are MIDAS IS profile scores of participants at Baseline?
2. Are there differences in participants MIDAS IS scores between the experimental and control groups at Baseline?
3. Has gender or discipline influenced MIDAS IS scores?
4. Has teaching for MI influenced the participants’ OSCE scores at Time 1.

4.4.1 Multiple Intelligences scores for all participants

The MIDAS MI questionnaire was completed to ascertain individual MI profile scores and highest-ranking intelligence. Table 4.9 sets out the MIDAS MI profiles scores. This shows that the strongest multiple intelligence was interpersonal ($M=62.58$; $SD=13.454$) and naturalistic intelligence ($M=39.58$; $SD=20.185$) was indicated as the weakest intelligence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple intelligence</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>62.58</td>
<td>13.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>48.86</td>
<td>13.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>48.74</td>
<td>18.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41.74</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41.71</td>
<td>18.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41.19</td>
<td>18.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical – mathematical</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>40.37</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalistic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>39.58</td>
<td>20.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 MIDAS MI and between groups analysis

The MIDAS MI was examined to test for statistical significant difference between the experimental and control group using an independent two-sample t-test (two-tailed). No statistical significant difference was found between the groups ($p>0.05$). (See Table
This shows that participants in the experimental group and the control group identified interpersonal MI as their highest intelligence followed by intrapersonal MI.

Table 4.10: Means and T-Test results for MI for experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Intelligence</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64.79</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>60.13</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49.63</td>
<td>18.83</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42.95</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40.67</td>
<td>17.61</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41.88</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42.12</td>
<td>18.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40.17</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical-mathematical</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>16.54</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38.93</td>
<td>18.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalistic</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38.88</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3 MIDAS MI scores and gender

A Chi-squared test for independence (with Yates Continuity Correction) indicated no significant difference between gender and experimental and control group for MI scores as is evident in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11 Chi-square test results for MI and gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MI</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Phi Coefficient</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical-mathematic</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalistic</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Multiple Intelligences preferences for nursing disciplines

A one-way between-groups analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned comparisons was conducted to explore the impact of the MIDAS MI on the three disciplines included in the study. Participants were divided into three groups according to their discipline, as before, (Group 1: general nursing students; Group 2: psychiatric nursing students; Group 3: intellectual disability nursing students). There was no statistically significant difference between disciplines ($p>0.05$) in any of the eight MI as is evident in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12: Results for MI preferences and nursing disciplines using ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Intelligence</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapersonal</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Mathematical</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalistic</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.5 MIDAS Intellectual Style (IS) results

As part of the MIDAS IS profile, all participants were assessed for their intellectual style findings. The findings from the IS preferences are presented in Table 4.13. This identified the IS of leadership as having the highest score, followed closely by the IS of general logic and the IS of innovative had the lowest score.

Table 4.13: Intellectual style preferences for experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual style</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>54.77</td>
<td>14.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Logic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>14.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41.26</td>
<td>16.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.6 Experimental and control group comparisons for MIDAS IS preference

An independent two-sample $t$ test (two-tailed) was conducted on IS scores to investigate if significant differences existed between the experimental and control group at Baseline on leadership, innovative and general logic scores. The results are presented in Table 4.14. No statistical significant difference was found between the experimental and control groups and IS preference ($p>0.05$).

Table 4.14: Results for MIDAS IS: Experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual style</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55.20</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53.60</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Logic</strong></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50.89</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49.48</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative</strong></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39.80</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41.85</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.7 MIDAS IS and gender

An independent samples $t$ test (two-tailed) was conducted on IS scores to investigate if significant differences existed between gender at Baseline on leadership, innovative and general logic scores (See Table 4.15). This showed that there was no statistically significant difference between females and males for MIDAS IS, $p>0.05$. 
Table 4.15: Results for MIDAS IS and gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual style</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>58.12</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Logic</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>61.34</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48.94</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40.24</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.95</td>
<td>17.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.8 Comparison of MIDAS IS preference and nursing disciplines

A one-way between-groups analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned comparisons was conducted to explore the impact of the MIDAS IS on the three nursing disciplines. There was no statistically significant difference between the disciplines ($p>0.05$) in the three IS (See Table 4.16.).

Table 4.16: Results for comparison of MIDAS IS and nursing disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual style</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Logic</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.9 Influence of MI and OSCE results

According to the Kruskal-Wallis test, analysis of the scores for the OSCE scores in relation to the MI of participants revealed no significant differences between the classifications at Baseline for hand washing ($H= 1.13; 1$ df; $p>0.05$); TPR ($H= 1.79; 1$ df; $p>0.05$) and BP ($H=3.28; 1$ df; $p>0.05$). At Time 1 no significant differences were revealed for hand washing ($H=4.14; 1$ df; $p>0.05$); subcutaneous injection ($H=4.24; 1$ df; $p>0.05$) and nebuliser therapy ($H=5.12; 1$ df; $p>0.05$).
4.4.10 Relationship between MI strongest preference and learning style strongest preference

The highest percentage for MI preferences was interpersonal (52.80%). The highest learning style preference using the ILS was mixed (a combination of more than one learning style) (40.40%) followed by visual (22.50%). This was then cross tabulated to examine if there was a relationship between MI strongest preference and ILS strongest preference. The results suggest a relationship between interpersonal MI and visual ILS ($n=13; 27.70\%$). A further relationship is suggested between interpersonal MI and sensing ILS ($n=9; 19.10\%$).

4.5 MI Assessment preferences questionnaire

This section presents the MI assessment preferences results. The questionnaire was completed by participants (experimental and control) at Baseline with a response rate of 67.7% ($n=61$). The questionnaire was also completed at Time 1 with a response rate of 95.5% ($n=86$).

The research questions posed at the beginning of the research for the MI assessment preferences questionnaire were:

1. What are the MI assessment preferences of participants at Baseline?
2. What are the MI assessment preferences of participants at Time 1?
3. To determine if there is a relationship between participants’ preferred method of MI assessment using the MI preferences assessment questionnaire and OSCE results.

4.5.1 Written assessment preferences

The participants were asked to rank their answers in order of preference in relation to written assessments. At Baseline (61%) and at Time 1(65%) of participants ranked
written assessments which encourage practical application of practice experiences, as their first preference in relation to written assessments. Table 4.17 shows the results.

Table 4.17: Written assessments and rank scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Written assessments</th>
<th>Encourages use of experiences from practice</th>
<th>Includes use of personal journals</th>
<th>Includes problem solving approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>37 (60.7) 1</td>
<td>30 (49.2) 2</td>
<td>26 (42.6) 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time 1</td>
<td>56 (65.1) 1</td>
<td>39 (45.9) 3</td>
<td>41 (47.7) 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 Practical assessment preferences

Question 2 asked participants to rank their preference in relation to practical assessments. At Baseline participants (61%) ranked their ability to demonstrate personal knowledge, whereas, at Time 1 participants (48%) ranked the ability to demonstrate attitude. Table 4.18 shows the results.

Table 4.18: Practical assessments and rank scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practical assessments</th>
<th>Application of knowledge to clinical practice</th>
<th>Demonstration of skills</th>
<th>Demonstration of personal attitude</th>
<th>Demonstration of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
<td>( n ) (%) Rank order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>37 (60.7) 1</td>
<td>31 (50.8) 2</td>
<td>26 (42.6) 3</td>
<td>18 (29.5) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time 1</td>
<td>38 (44.2) 2</td>
<td>37 (43.0) 4</td>
<td>41 (47.7) 1</td>
<td>38 (44.2) 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.3 Assessment methods

Question 3 of the questionnaire asked respondents to tick the box that they agreed or disagreed with in relation to different assessment methods. The main finding from this question relates the participants’ preference for continuous assessment at Baseline (46%) and at Time 1 participants’ preference for continuous assessment increased (55%). Table 4.19 shows the results at Baseline and Time 1.
Table 4.19: Results from participant assessment method preferences at Baseline and Time 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment method</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Moderately agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Moderately disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>No opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
<td>Time1 n(%)</td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
<td>Time1 n(%)</td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
<td>Time1 n(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group presentations</td>
<td>6 (9.8)</td>
<td>7(8.1)</td>
<td>13(21.3)</td>
<td>11(12.8)</td>
<td>25(41.0)</td>
<td>24(27.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On line assessment</td>
<td>8 (13.1)</td>
<td>18(20.9)</td>
<td>21(34.4)</td>
<td>28(32.6)</td>
<td>22(36.1)</td>
<td>28(32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open book assessment</td>
<td>8 (13.1)</td>
<td>22(25.6)</td>
<td>20(32.8)</td>
<td>21(24.4)</td>
<td>16(26.2)</td>
<td>22(25.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous assessment</td>
<td>28 (45.9)</td>
<td>47(54.7)</td>
<td>16(26.2)</td>
<td>23(26.7)</td>
<td>13(21.3)</td>
<td>11(12.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer assessment</td>
<td>3 (4.9)</td>
<td>5(5.8)</td>
<td>20(32.8)</td>
<td>21(24.4)</td>
<td>15(24.6)</td>
<td>28(32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition of poetry</td>
<td>1 (1.6)</td>
<td>1(1.2)</td>
<td>0(0.0)</td>
<td>1(1.2)</td>
<td>1(1.6)</td>
<td>2(2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition of songs</td>
<td>2 (3.3)</td>
<td>1(1.2)</td>
<td>2(3.3)</td>
<td>5(5.8)</td>
<td>7(11.5)</td>
<td>7(8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of role play</td>
<td>8 (13.1)</td>
<td>5(5.8)</td>
<td>7 (11.5)</td>
<td>12(14.0)</td>
<td>12(19.7)</td>
<td>15(17.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.4 Examination preference

Question 4 asked participants to tick the box that they agreed or disagreed with in relation to examination preferences. This identified a strong preference for MCQs and short answer examinations and a strong dislike for examinations that had essay type questions. Table 4.20 shows the results at Baseline and Time 1.
Table 4.20: Results for participant examination preferences at Baseline and Time 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination type</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Moderately agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Moderately disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>No opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timeline</td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
<td>Time1 n(%)</td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
<td>Time1 n(%)</td>
<td>Baseline n(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen examination</td>
<td></td>
<td>19(31.3)</td>
<td>27(31.4)</td>
<td>19(31.0)</td>
<td>15(17.4)</td>
<td>2(3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unseen examination</td>
<td></td>
<td>2(3.3)</td>
<td>11(18.0)</td>
<td>8(13.1)</td>
<td>21(24.4)</td>
<td>18(29.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay type questions</td>
<td></td>
<td>4(6.6)</td>
<td>5(5.8)</td>
<td>9(14.8)</td>
<td>24(27.9)</td>
<td>19(31.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short answer questions</td>
<td></td>
<td>35(57.4)</td>
<td>15(24.6)</td>
<td>10(16.4)</td>
<td>18(20.9)</td>
<td>1(1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>34(55.7)</td>
<td>11(18.0)</td>
<td>8(9.3)</td>
<td>13(21.3)</td>
<td>9(10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td>10(16.4)</td>
<td>7(8.1)</td>
<td>12(19.7)</td>
<td>24(27.9)</td>
<td>16(26.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral examination</td>
<td></td>
<td>39(63.9)</td>
<td>50(80.2)</td>
<td>13(21.3)</td>
<td>13(15.1)</td>
<td>4(6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentations</td>
<td></td>
<td>11(18.0)</td>
<td>9(10.5)</td>
<td>5(8.2)</td>
<td>17(27.9)</td>
<td>17(23.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple method type examination</td>
<td>15(24.6)</td>
<td>19(31.1)</td>
<td>20(32.8)</td>
<td>5(8.2)</td>
<td>6(7.0)</td>
<td>0(0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Relationship between MI assessment preference and OSCE results

Analysis of the scores using a Kruskall-Wallis Test revealed no statistically significant differences in scores for the OSCEs and preference for practical examination at Baseline for hand washing \( (H=4.46; 5\text{df}; p>0.05) \); TPR \( (H=2.98; 5\text{df}; p>0.05) \) and BP \( (H=4.15; 5\text{df}; p>0.05) \). At Time 1 no significant differences were revealed for MI practical examination preference and hand washing \( (H=5.37; 4\text{df}; p>0.05) \); subcutaneous injection \( (H=8.85; 4\text{df}; p>0.05) \) and nebuliser therapy \( (H=2.71; 4\text{df}; p>0.05) \).

4.7 Evaluation of MITA

The participants in the experimental group \( (n=46) \) were asked to complete a questionnaire in relation to their experiences of MITA for clinical skills teaching (Appendix 13). This relates to the research question exploring the participants’ experiences of MITA. A total of 44 questionnaires were returned which represented a return rate of 95.65%.

For part I of the questionnaire, when participants rated the use of MITA, all participants either agreed or strongly agreed with all the comments. The findings are presented in Table 4.21.
Table 4.21: Rating of clinical skills teaching using MITA by experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item descriptors</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree n (%)</th>
<th>Disagree n (%)</th>
<th>Neutral n (%)</th>
<th>Agree n (%)</th>
<th>Strongly Agree n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Was well prepared for the skills class</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (9.09)</td>
<td>40 (90.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated me to want to understand the MITA approach to learning clinical skills</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11 (25.00)</td>
<td>33 (75.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was interested in helping me to understand clinical skills using MI approach</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (9.09)</td>
<td>40 (90.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everybody in the group was helped to understand the MI approach to teaching clinical skills</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (15.90)</td>
<td>37 (84.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answered all my questions when I did not understand</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (6.81)</td>
<td>41 (93.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related the skills teaching to real life situations using the MITA approach</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (9.09)</td>
<td>40 (90.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gave clear explanations of MITA approaches to the learning and teaching of clinical skills</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 (13.63)</td>
<td>38 (86.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held my attention</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (15.90)</td>
<td>37 (84.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented the information in a way that will help me learn and understand in the future</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (6.81)</td>
<td>41 (93.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part II of the questionnaire identified the positive and negative features about the MITA skills teaching sessions, recommendations for future skills teaching sessions using MITA and any further comments that they may have had regarding the use of MITA for skills. The themes are presented in Table 4.22

Table 4.22: Positive and negative themes of MITA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive features of MITA</th>
<th>Negative features of MITA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Application to learning clinical skills</td>
<td>1. Lack of practice time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diverse learning method</td>
<td>2. Information overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Environmental factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7.1 Positive features of MITA

Three primary themes resulted from thematic analysis of the data in relation to positive features of MITA. These included application to learning clinical skills, diverse learning method and environmental factors.

Theme 1: Application to learning clinical skills
Sixteen participants identified the ability to relate theory taught in the skills laboratories to clinical practice.

“I was able to apply the theory I learned from the skills classes as [name of lecturer] helped me to make a real link to the world of practice”
Participant P2

“Lessons were interesting throughout and relevant examples were always given to clinical practice which really helped my learning”
Participant G22

Fourteen participants identified the use of reflection at the end of each skills session as playing an important role in helping them internalise the skills learned.

“Reflecting and recapping at the end of each session made me focus more on what I had personally learned at the end of each session. Doing group reflection was a great way of sharing information safely and in a fun way and also helped me remember things that I may not have thought about”
Participant ID8

This is also supported by a further comment:

“The style of reflecting at the end of each session helped internalise the practical learning for me”
Participant G4
Theme 2: A diverse learning method

Ten participants recognised the diverse learning methods used by MITA as being beneficial and helpful to their learning.

“The skills were taught in an interesting way and the relaxed class with the use of music made it easier to learn”
Participant P7

Similarly it was noted

“I was more interested in learning the clinical skills with the different approaches taken by [name of lecturer] because it kept me focused”.
Participant ID18

Fifteen participants acknowledged the use of the picture boards created by the lecturer as part of MITA.

“Learning using picture boards to summarise the class was really constructive”.
Participant G25

The use of the picture boards was also supported by the following comment:

“Having picture boards on Moodle was a great way for me to re-cap when I went home. I was also able to look at the picture boards before my OSCE and it helped me to visualise the skill again”.
Participant P36

Theme 3: Environmental factors

A third theme that emerged from the written comments included environmental factors. Fifteen participants identified the use of music as a way of promoting a relaxed environment that in turn helped reduce stress when the participants were learning their clinical skills.

“The relaxed environment and the use of music made it less stressful and so much easier to learn my skills”.
Participant ID42
This theme was also evident in the following comment:

“The relaxed environment with the music playing in the background was a great idea and it really helped me to relax when I got stressed putting the skill into action under scrutiny”.
Participant G15

Teacher influence and support given were recognised as important elements in helping the students learn their clinical skills. Twenty-five participants provided comments regarding this.

“[name of lecturer] is able to give key factors that influence the learning environment. [name of lecturer] is able to give great guidance and support to any student that needs it. [name of lecturer] makes every lesson interesting and answers every question asked which I believe is so important for learning”.
Participant ID44

This was also supported by further comments:

“[name of lecturer] will help in anyway possible step by step. [name of lecturer] is very approachable and understanding. This helps me to learn better as I know I can ask any question”.
Participant G10

“[name of lecturer] was very approachable and made sure everyone understood what they were learning”.
Participant ID38

4.7.2 Negative features of MITA

Fifteen participants made comments in relation to the negative features of MITA with two themes emerging. These included practice time and information overload.

Theme 1: Practice time
Thirteen participants identified the need for repeated practice but reported that not enough time was allocated in their timetable for skills learning. This can be seen in the following comments:
“The sessions were really enjoyable, however, one class a week is not enough”.
Participant G1

“I feel more practice time and clinical skills sessions would be beneficial each week”
Participant P28

Theme 2: Amount of information
Ten participants indicated that there was an overwhelming amount of information given that they needed to remember at the end of each skills session. Comments included:

“The amount of information to remember and get through when we had only a short time allocated to skills session was difficult for me”.
Participant P19

“There were many skills taught but we don’t get enough practice in the skills labs or out in placement and this makes it even more difficult trying to remember all the information”.
Participant ID 40

4.7.3 Recommendations for use of MITA as a teaching method

This section was completed by 30 participants. Thirteen participants indicated the need for more practice being made available in the timetable. Ten participants recommended the use of music as a method of maintaining a relaxed environment as supported by the following comment:

“Keep the relaxed environment with the music in the background as it is really helped”.
Participant ID30
“I really loved the approach used with MITA. I looked forward to every session as I knew it was going to be fun but I was going to learn my skills. It really encouraged me to think about what I was doing and why”.
Participant G3

“Using MITA was a fun way to learn and [name of lecturer] really engaged us all in the process. I was more confident in my skills at the end of the module because I was encouraged to do it well each time”.
Participant P9

The other recommendation included the continued use of reflection at the end of each skills session as it helped the participants with their learning as identified by the following statement:

“Using reflection at the end of each session made me really think about what I had to do for each skill and how I made sense of my learning for that day. I think reflection is a really good way of helping everyone to learn and to put the skills into context”
Participant P3

4.7.4 Further comments for use of MITA as a teaching method

This section was completed by 10 participants who noted that MITA helped them enjoy their clinical skills learning within the relaxed atmosphere created as exampled in the following comment:

“There was a great atmosphere created with the use of MITA and I think it should be used for all skills classes as everyone can use their strengths to learn more effectively”.
Participant G16

Eight participants acknowledged the use of various forms of teaching activities with MITA. This can be seen in the following comment:

“[name of lecturer] makes a great effort to use various forms of teaching and different teaching aids to keep all the students interested and motivated”.
Participant ID38
Eight participants expressed the need for having someone who was approachable and knowledgeable for the teaching of clinical skills. This is noted in the following comment:

“I think it is so important to have someone teaching you skills that is not only interested in skills teaching but can give clear, precise demonstrations. It is really important to be able to ask questions and have someone who is easy to talk to”. Participant P33

4.8 Summary of main findings

This chapter presented the main findings from the analysis of the data in the study which included:

1) OSCE results showed no significant differences at Baseline for all participants \((n=90)\ p>0.05\). At Time 1, OSCE results showed a statistically significant difference in the three examinations (hand washing, subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy) \((p=0.01)\) for the experimental group. OSCE scores for hand washing showed a statistically significant difference between the experimental and control groups at Time 1 \((p<0.01)\).

2) The strongest ILS preference was sensing \((M=1.68)\) followed by visual \((M=1.41)\) preference. This was evident for both the experimental and control groups and for gender. The weakest ILS preference was intuitive \((M=0.20)\).

3) The strongest MI preference was interpersonal \((M=62.58)\). The weakest MI preference was naturalistic \((M=39.58)\).

4) There was a correlation between the Multiple Intelligence of interpersonal and the learning style of visual preference.

5) Participants preferred written assignments that asked them to draw on experiences. For practical assessments participants had a preference for being
able to apply their work to clinical practice at Baseline and a preference for demonstrating attitude at Time 1. Participants showed a strong preference for continuous assessment methods. Participants had a strong preference for examinations that consisted of short questions and a strong dislike for examinations with essay type questions.

6) There were positive reports on the use of MITA especially in relation to the use of music and the relaxed atmosphere MITA generated. Participants identified that skills were taught in an interesting way that maintained everybody’s interest.

In the next chapter a discussion of the main findings of the study will be undertaken.
Chapter 5 - Discussion

Introduction

The last chapter presented the study’s results and their related significance to the research hypotheses, research questions and objectives. In this chapter, the relevance and importance of the study and its findings will be discussed. First, the main findings of the study, OSCE scores, ILS and MIDAS and MI assessment will be discussed. As this is an original piece of work the discussion will be linked to the literature review on learning theories, concept of intelligence, its measurement and intelligence theories. The concluding sections of the chapter focus on the theoretical and educational implications and curricula design, future research and limitations.

5.1 Sample characteristics

The distribution of gender in this study sample is broadly similar to student enrollments at the study site for the undergraduate nursing programmes in 2010. In 2010, 86.6% \( (n=78) \) of those enrolled were female and 13.4% \( (n=12) \) of those enrolled were male. The majority of nurses registered in Ireland in 2011 were female \( (n=84,595; 92.5\%) \) (ABA 2011). This representation of females and males is also similar to that of the UK, as 91% of those registered at the start of 2012 were female nurses (NMC 2012). James et al. (2011) reported a similar distribution of females and males in an Australia study with 90% of first year nursing students being female. The distribution of gender in this study is, therefore, consistent with the gender distribution expected in many nurse education programmes and can be considered representative of the population sample. It is acknowledged that there are, however, significant differences as to the specialties in nursing in which males and females work when qualified.

5.1.1 Age distribution across the sample

The distribution of age in this study is broadly similar to student enrollments in the Bachelor of Nursing Studies (Honours) at the study site in September 2009 and 2010. Overall, 65.9% \( (n=62) \) of those intakes were 20 years of age or under with the
remainder 34.1\% (n=32) 24 years of age and over. The difference between the mean and median age in this study was 1.5 years indicating a normal distribution in relation to age. This also indicates that the study sample was of similar age to previous cohorts of students at the study site and, therefore, it can be considered to be representative of the population sample of nursing students.

5.2 The findings related to Objective 1

The first objective of the study was to determine if teaching clinical skills using MITA affected end of semester OSCE scores between the experimental and control groups. H1: teaching clinical skills using MITA will have an effect on participants’ OSCE scores, was accepted.

5.2.1 Baseline OSCE scores

In this study, the proficiency of a number of clinical skills was evaluated using criterion-based checklists developed by the lecturing team at the study site. There were no significant differences for OSCE scores at Baseline between the control and the experimental groups for the three skills assessed at that time namely; hand washing, TPR and BP. Participants in the experimental group achieved higher scores in all three skills examined at Baseline. However, the difference in scores was not statistically significant.

5.2.2 TPR and BP scores at Baseline

The Baseline skill performance scores for the skills of TPR were variable (range 43–100) but the mean for the control (87.82) and the experimental group (92.86) and the median scores (92.86) were relatively high. The Baseline scores for BP varied widely (range 27-100) with the mean score for the control (83.79) and experimental groups (87.68) and the median scores (86.67 v 93.33) slightly lower. The variability of the high scores achieved by the participants at Baseline may have been attributable to two factors. Firstly, the participants that achieved a low score may have been anxious about the OSCE assessment. All assessments, including the OSCE, have the potential to cause
a level of stress and anxiety (Marshall & Jones 2003; Rushforth 2006). As this was the first time that the participants completed a clinical examination under such scrutiny, it is likely that they may have been nervous about having to perform their clinical skills under such stressful conditions. As a result the stress may have interfered with their performance on the day of the OSCE. This is supported by Brosnan et al. (2006) in a study ($n=88$) in Ireland and Jay (2007) in a study ($n=10$) in England. Jay (2007) used semi-structured interviews with final year midwifery students to explore their perceptions of OSCEs. Although the students associated stress and anxiety with having to complete OSCEs, they also recognised the importance of becoming a competent practitioner and believed that the OSCE, as an assessment method, helped them to develop competency.

A second factor associated with the low scores, specifically with the measurement of BP performance, may have been due to the complexity of the skill being assessed. The measurement and recording of blood pressure is considered a complex skill for a first year nursing student (Ballie & Curzio 2009). Although the skills assessed for the OSCE were the same for all participants to ensure equity, some clinical placements may have provided the participants an increased opportunity for practice, such as the acute care setting. Participants in the psychiatric and intellectual disability disciplines may have had less opportunity to practice their skills than the participants in the general discipline due to the nature of their clinical placements. This reflects the findings from Andrews et al. (2006) who also reported that students on placement in the community or primary health care settings did not have the same opportunity to practice their clinical skills. This is also similar to findings by Ericsson (2008) who identified that providing opportunities to practice clinical skills helped improve clinical skills proficiency.

However, nearly three-quarters of the participants (74%) achieved high scores in these two OSCEs in this study. This may have been influenced by two factors. Firstly, the high scores could be attributed to the participants’ preparation in advance of the OSCE. Two weeks prior to the OSCE, participants were told the skills that were going to be assessed and were given the OSCE checklists that would be used on the day of their examination. A second factor may have been the participants’ ability to practice under
the supervision of a nurse lecturer prior to the examination day. This may have enhanced their preparation for the OSCEs.

These two factors reflect the findings of Byrne and Smyth (2007) in Ireland who analysed nurse educators’ (n=11) experiences of using OSCEs. The two main themes that emerged from their data included OSCE preparation and the assessment process itself. OSCE preparation included students’ preparation (access to marking criteria) and the assessment process (mock run). Byrne and Smyth (2007) identified that giving the OSCE checklists to the students in advance of their examination was positive as students understood what was expected of them.

5.2.3 Time 1 OSCE scores

OSCE scores at Time 1 showed a difference between the control and the experimental groups for the clinical skills assessed namely; subcutaneous injection, nebuliser therapy and hand washing. Participants in the experimental group achieved higher scores in all three OSCEs and this was statistically significant.

5.2.4 Subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy scores at Time 1

At Time 1 the skills performance scores for subcutaneous injection were variable (range 58-100). The mean score for the control group (90.55) and the median (92.50) were high. Similarly, the mean score for the experimental group (95.54) and the median (95.54) were high. In addition, the mean scores for nebuliser therapy were variable for both groups (range 55-100). The mean score (90.45) and the median score (92.50) for the control group were high and the mean score (95.54) and the median score (100) for the experimental group were also high.

The higher OSCE scores at Time 1 could be attributed to a number of factors. Firstly, at Time 1 the participants had completed two full semesters in college where clinical skills were taught every week and participants had also completed two clinical placements (total of eight weeks). As a result the participants may have had more time to practice and refine their skills and develop confidence in the simulated laboratory and also on clinical placement (Ackerman 2009; DeBourgh 2011). In support of this claim, Smith et
al. (2008) recognised the significance of having multiple opportunities for practice following simplified instruction to increase skills retention. They identified that failure to undertake regular training leads to poor retention of skills.

When the scores between the control and experimental groups were compared, differences were detected for the two skills. The experimental group achieved higher scores for both skills (subcutaneous injection and nebuliser therapy) and this was statistically significant. This result reflects the findings of Denny (2007) who investigated the use of MITA for teaching nursing practice theory to undergraduate nurses in Ireland. Denny (2007), using a two group control study, compared MITA with conventional teaching approaches and found that participants in the experimental group achieved higher examination results in their summative assessment. Gardner (1983) argued that, when students’ MI are facilitated through improved learning, teaching and assessment practices, this can lead to improved learner outcomes and this was validated by the study findings.

A second factor that may have influenced the higher scores for the experimental group may have been the teaching intervention, MITA. MITA is grounded in constructivist approaches to teaching and learning that stress the role of prior experience and reciprocal teaching (Weber 2005). Additionally, the MITA phases show that learning is based on the experiences shared amongst learners (Weber 2005). The lecturer worked very closely with the participants in the experimental group and may have provided learning cues when explaining the procedures and during the demonstrations of the clinical skills. All participants in the experimental group had the opportunity to practice each skill in the clinical skills laboratory while closely scrutinized by the lecturer and they were given immediate feedback on their performance. The use of comments at the appropriate time has been shown to provide cues for learning (DeYoung 2003). The findings of this study support previous research in relation to the dependent variable, that is, the experimental group outperformed the control group in OSCE scores and this finding supports previous research, which found that MITA enhances student learning outcomes (Denny 2007).
The higher scores for the experimental group may have been affected by a number of variables. The lecturer worked with small groups (5-6 people) for the clinical skills sessions and this may have had an impact on the amount of time each participant was given, as well as the development of a working relationship with participants in the experimental group. Therefore, adopting a student-centred approach to teaching the clinical skills may have been the catalyst for learning as each participant could identify their personal learning needs and demonstrate their understanding of their clinical skills learning (Weber 2005). Having identified the participants’ learning style preference and MI preference at Baseline, the lesson plans were developed accordingly. It is not clear if the participants in the experimental group knew their clinical skills better on the day of their OSCEs and, hence, the higher scores, or whether they had developed a more in-depth knowledge of their clinical skills, overall, through the use of reflection and, consequently, could adapt better to the OSCE as a method of examination. Nevertheless, the lecturers working with participants in the control group had equally small classes and, therefore, those participants had similar opportunities to achieve high scores.

A third factor that may have increased the OSCE performance scores for the experimental group was the use of visual aids, which is one of the many teaching and learning strategies used with MITA. While all participants in the control and experimental groups had access to the same online DVDs for the skills taught, the participants in the experimental group were provided with picture boards, posters and illustrations from a whiteboard, developed specifically for each skill. Participants in the experimental group had a higher mean score for visual learning style preference than the control group and this could have been an influence in their preference for using visual aids for learning (Mayer 2001). Participants had an opportunity to take photographs of the whiteboard to use for learning and for revision purposes prior to the OSCE. The use of visual aids, such as the picture boards, posters, photographs or illustrations from the white board have been found to enhance learning because they enhance mental representations or schemata (Piaget 1981; Arguel & Jamet 2009). Mayer (2001) supports this contention and suggests that learning is enhanced when visual aids are used by educators to improve recall of information, as opposed to using text only format.
Arguel and Jamet (2009) suggested that the combination of reflection and the use of visual imagery may have helped the participants in the experimental group to internalise clinical skills learning and, hence, the increase in OSCE scores. In phase five of MITA, participants were given time for reflection, personally and as a group, at the end of each skills session. Weber (2005) suggested that reflection should be used to encourage learners explore topics for deeper understanding and to avoid stagnation in learning (See Table 2.5, p.47). During this reflection time the participants used a whiteboard to draw or write about elements of their personal learning. These reflections were subsequently discussed with the group and the lecturer to further stimulate and develop student learning in relation to clinical skills. In addition, reflective practice, as evidenced in the literature (Butterworth et al. 2008), enables students to extend their critical abilities and subsequent critical thinking skills, which are prerequisites for competency in nursing practice.

5.2.5 Hand washing scores at Baseline

At Baseline the hand washing skill performance scores were very similar for both groups (range 73-100). The mean score for the control group (90.15) and the median score (86.67) were high while the mean score for the experimental group (92.17) and the median score (93.33) were also high. The high scores achieved by the two groups for hand washing may have been due to a number of reasons. Firstly, from a nursing perspective the skill of hand washing is not considered a complex skill. Hand washing is a skill that is used in many nursing and patient care situations and is also used in a social context. Additionally, hand washing is a skill that is learned from a young age (Whitby et al. 2007). Therefore, the participants may have been very familiar with components of this skill but they may not necessarily have learned the skill of hand washing in the sequence taught and required in nursing practice. As a result, learning this skill may not have been considered too difficult for the participants. Gagne (1985) described two types of conditions necessary for the learning of motor skills; internal and external. He identified the internal conditions as the existing capabilities of each learner required for learning and the external conditions as the environment required for learning, the teacher and the learning situation. Another factor influencing the high scores may have
been that the participants had returned from a short clinical placement (3 weeks) at the time of the OSCE. This would have provided the participants the opportunity to practice the skill of hand washing on a number of occasions while working in the clinical areas under the supervision of their preceptors and is consistent with findings of Cole (2009) and Kennedy and Burnett (2011).

5.2.6 Hand washing scores at Time 1

Overall, the scores for hand washing at Time 1 had increased from Baseline for the control and the experimental groups. When a comparison of the scores was undertaken between the control and experimental groups at Time 1, a variation in scores was identified. Participants in the experimental group achieved higher scores for hand washing and this was statistically significant. Although the effect sizes for both the experimental and control groups were considered large, the experimental group demonstrated greater eta-squared values (0.40), indicating a medium effect size. The range of scores for the control group widened at Time 1 (range 53 – 100), but the mean (94.85) and the median (100) scores were increased from Baseline. A possible suggestion for this wide range may have been complacency and poor compliance with the execution of the skill (Pittet 2000; Randle et al. 2006; Cole 2009). In the UK, Cole (2009) carried out a mixed methods study with senior nursing students (n=147) to explore hand hygiene compliance. Cole (2009) concluded that participants over reported their compliance with hand washing because of the perceived importance of the skill in health care. In an attempt to reduce complacency with hand hygiene, Cole (2009) suggested that educators encourage nursing students to engage with reflection to help them gain an increased insight into the performance of such skills, especially hand washing. Reflection was not used by the lecturers with the control group at the end of each clinical skills session. As a result, the learning of this key skill may not have been reinforced, whilst in the experimental group, Phase five of MITA centres on student reflection.

The scores for hand washing for the participants in the experimental group increased at Time 1 (range 80 – 100) and the mean (98.41) and the median (100) scores were also
significantly higher than at Baseline. These high scores are reassuring as hand washing is the most effective measure in the prevention of hospital acquired infections (Randle et al. 2006). The high scores at Time 1 for the experimental group may have been attributable to a number of factors. Participants in the experimental group carried out the skill of hand washing before and after each skills session in the skills laboratory where they were observed each time for correct performance by the lecturer and were given appropriate feedback. This finding compares with Jeffrie’s (2005) study, which identified that extensive practice under supervision helped with improved precision and execution of the skill and that the provision of appropriate feedback helped reinforce learning. Moreover, Fitts and Posner (1967) identified the need for repeated practice to achieve the autonomous stage in their model, while Gagne (1985), in his stages of learning, recognised that repeated practice under supervision was needed for skill development.

Another factor leading to the increased scores may have been the multi-modal approach used with the MITA. Using MITA facilitates a multi element approach to teaching and learning and may, for example, use problem based learning, constructivist approaches, reflective learning and where necessary didactic teaching (Vygotsky 1978; Weber 2005; Denny et al. 2008). MITA promotes an approach to teaching and learning that is systematic and structured (Weber 2005). In addition, MITA uses brain based approaches to teaching and learning and, therefore, adds cogency to deep learning processes (Weber 2005; Denny 2007, 2008, 2010).

The findings of this study are, therefore, consistent with a number of studies reporting that multi modal approaches to teaching the skill of hand washing can improve skill performance (Trick et al. 2007; Bloomfield et al. 2010). A prospective observational study in the USA (Trick et al. 2007) identified the use of multi-modal education, that is, using multiple approaches to facilitate teaching and learning, which included the use of posters. Trick et al. (2007) found that this had a positive impact on hand hygiene compliance with health care workers. Trick et al. (2007) undertook their study over three years in four hospitals (three intervention hospitals and one control hospital). They reported that, following intensive educational training sessions and use of posters
in the clinical areas, there was increased hand hygiene compliance that was sustained over a three year time frame. In the current study, the participants in the experimental group were directed to the hand hygiene posters in the skills laboratory and these posters were also made available through the college CMS for participants in the experimental group.

Similarly, Bloomfield et al. (2010) in the UK, used a RCT with nursing students \((n=242)\), to compare the effects of computer assisted learning (CAL) and conventional teaching for the skill of hand washing with data collected at four time points. Participants in the experimental group worked independently through a self-directed CAL module that took place in a computer room on-campus. Participants in the experimental group also had access to a number of interactive activities that included animated multimedia, photographs and links to web sites as well as an instructional DVD for hand washing. Participants in the control group were taught the skill of hand washing in the skills laboratory by a team of nurse lecturers, had the opportunity for practice, had access to a video of hand washing and also had access to additional reference material. Bloomfield et al. (2010) reported that participants in the experimental group achieved a higher median score at a two week and an eight week follow up, for the hand washing skill performance scores. Bloomfield et al. (2010) suggested that this increase in scores was due to students’ increased knowledge and understanding of the skill of hand washing. The method of teaching, namely CAL, was also considered an effective approach to teaching the skill of hand washing. MITA and CAL (Bloomfield et al. 2010; Karaksha et al. 2011) have a number of similarities, such as multimedia features, visual aids, the use of photographs, posters and imagery, which are all used in the MITA approach.

Phase five of MITA includes a reflection phase. Participants in the experimental group were provided with time at the end of each skills session, individually and as a group, to explore their clinical skills development and to enhance self-awareness (Weber 2005). The What? Model of Structured Reflection (Driscoll 2000) was used at this time to probe the participants’ understanding of their learning, to analyse their performance, to provide strategies for improvement and to set new learning goals. Using a reflective
process encourages participant engagement in the learning process, improves understanding and promotes problem solving (Rose & Best 2005). Weber (2005) noted that when reflection is not used it leads to stagnated learning (See Table 2.5, p.47). Reflection is essential to nursing practice and if it is not facilitated, both in education and practice, then a nurse’s ability to critically reflect on practice issues results in incompetent performance (Funnell et al. 2008).

The use of reflection for learning has been previously reported in studies conducted with nursing students. Hatelevik (2011) found that reflection helped bind theoretical knowledge and practical skills and, therefore, helped to bridge the gap between theory and practice. She suggested that a level of theoretical knowledge and practical skills is advantageous in the development of reflective practice, in early nursing education. The use of reflection in phase five of MITA is, therefore, considered the conduit for linking theory and clinical skills practice. This may be one reason why OSCE scores were higher for the participants in the experimental group at Time 1.

The difference in scores for hand washing for the control and experimental groups at Baseline and at Time 1, could best be explained by the theoretical framework of Fitts and Posner’s Theory of Motor Learning (1967). This three stage model, as discussed in chapter two, considers the cognitive, the associative and the autonomous stages for motor skills learning. During the cognitive phase the new learner considers the basic task involved with the skill and this stage is often marked with a number of errors in performance. During the cognitive stage the learner needs support and needs to be provided with specific information as to their development and performance. As the learner accumulates practice and experience, they develop their skills and begin to recognise their errors. This stage is known as the associative stage. At Baseline, the OSCE scores for hand washing for the control and the experimental groups were high and the results were not statistically significant. At Baseline, it was considered that the participants had reached the associative stage, because of the variability of the performances and scores. At Time 1, all scores had increased and the scores for participants in the experimental group were statistically significant. It could be suggested that a large number of the participants had reached the autonomous stage,
where, following repeated practice they could perform the skill in a smooth and skillful manner (Fitts & Posner 1967). However, the wider range of scores for the control group could be an indication that they had not all reached the autonomous stage of skill development at Time 1 for the performance of hand washing.

5.3 The findings related to Objective 2.

Objective 2 of this study sought to identify if there was a relationship between learning styles preferences and MIDAS IS preferences. This was measured using the ILS and MIDAS IS profiling questionnaire. The experimental group had the highest scores for the learning style preference of ‘sensing’ and the Multiple Intelligence preference of ‘interpersonal’. This was the same for the control group with minor variances. The H0 stated that teaching clinical skills using learning styles preferences would have no effect on participants’ OSCE scores. The H0 hypothesis for ILS was accepted by the results.

The four dimensions of learning described by Felder and Silverman (1988) were represented in this study, as the majority of participants identified a ‘sensing’, ‘visual’, ‘sequential’ and ‘active’ learning style preferences. This suggests that the study participants enjoyed working in groups and wanted to have concrete information presented to them in an incremental and visual manner and were good at problem solving. These findings correspond with existing evidence that suggests the process of learning is influenced by a number of factors (Astin et al. 2006; Rasool & Rawaf 2008; McChlery & Visser 2009). An individual’s learning orientation is influenced by personal learning style preferences in relation to information processing and is further affected by approaches to teaching and learning (Denny 2007; Goldfinch & Hughes 2007).

This study found that the overall dominant learning style was the ‘sensing’ style. According to Felder and Brent (2005) people with a learning style preference of ‘sensing’ want to be presented with concrete facts and to solve problems based on these facts. This result was not surprising considering the young age group of the majority of the participants in this study, who had come to third level education directly from
school. Hyland (2011) argues that the secondary school educational system in Ireland, involves memorization and rote learning and these factors may have had an influence on the ‘sensing’ learning style preference in year 1.

In an Australian pilot study, Wetzig (2004) with staff nurses in intensive care \((n=20)\), identified that the majority of participants showed a preference for the ‘sensing’ learning style preference. However, Weitzig (2004) commented that the teaching strategies used for students undertaking the structured learning programme for intensive care nursing, had a bias towards sensing learning strategies because of the need to deliver concrete facts necessary for the care and management of people in an intensive care environment. This may also be a reflection of how nursing programmes are delivered worldwide as there is an emphasis placed on factual learning and the practical application of this material (Banning 2005; Pettigrew et al. 2011). However, it is suggested that nurses need to be encouraged to develop more abstract thinking skills if they are to practice effectively in the complex world of health care. For this to happen, nurse educators must depend on and use effective educational theories that are current and relevant.

The second highest learning style preference in the current study was ‘visual’. The study participants had come from a mixture of educational and cultural backgrounds, from urban and rural areas and there were a mix of school leavers and mature entrant applicants. Some of these factors may have had an influence on the results. In Ireland, lecturing as a method of teaching is the strategy employed in most secondary schools and third level colleges. The use of power point presentations and media for delivery of course content is very popular as well as the use of reading material for supporting classroom work (Race 2005). In nursing, the use of practical demonstrations for clinical skill development is widely used to support learning and this approach contains a strong visual element, as discussed by Weitzig (2004).

This result is similar to findings from an Australian study conducted by James et al. (2011), where it was highlighted that ‘visual’ learning style preference was second highest for a group of first year nursing/midwifery students \((n=334)\). James et al. (2011) used the ‘visual’, ‘aural’, ‘read/write’ and ‘kinaesthetic’ (VARK) model to identify the learning style preference. In contrast, another Australian study by Koch et
al. (2011) using VARK with a group of first year accelerated graduate entry nursing students \((n=62)\), found that ‘visual’ learning style preference attracted the lowest score. Koch et al. (2011) suggested that one possible explanation for this finding was that study participants had previous experience with academic programmes and consequently were exposed to various teaching and learning modalities, which may have accounted for not prioritizing visual learning as important.

The fact that the majority of participants in this experimental group scored highest for ‘sensing’ learning style preference (orientation towards concrete facts and procedures) and second highest for ‘visual’ learning style preference (use of DVDs, coloured picture boards, graphics from the white board) indicates that the multiple approaches used with MITA were possible influences that enabled improved learning for this group. Furthermore, the use of demonstrations and interactions, as used during MITA classes, is an important part of the learning process for those who present with these learning style preferences.

In this study the learning style preference of ‘sequential’ scored higher than ‘global’ learning style preference. Currently, education is delivered in the secondary school system in Ireland in a sequential way as the curriculum is broken down and delivered in small portions (Moonie Simmie 2010). Therefore, this may have influenced these first year participants in their responses to the ILS questionnaire. Learners who present with a ‘sequential’ preference learn best when new material is presented in a logically ordered progression (Felder & Spurlin 2005). This finding is consistent with findings from Weitzig (2004) who identified the need to use case studies and ‘real life’ situations to support learning and to relate new information and concepts to existing knowledge and the real world of nursing practice. In this regard, MITA, as a method of teaching and learning, presents information in a way that builds on past knowledge and learning experiences and links are made to prior learning which promotes new learning. This happens through the process of actively engaging the students in the classroom (Weber 2005).

‘Active’ learning style preference scored higher than ‘reflective’ learning style preference in this study. This is consistent with findings from previous studies that
identified ‘active’ learning style preference (Graf et al. 2007). A study of undergraduate students \((n=207)\) enrolled in web engineering and information technology in New Zealand and Austria (Graf et al. 2007) identified that those students that preferred an ‘active’ learning style achieved higher scores than participants who preferred a ‘reflective’ learning style. They suggested that students enrolled in programmes, such as engineering, learn best when they can apply new information in an active manner, for example, in laboratories (Graf et al. 2007). It could be argued that nursing practice is concerned with the practical application of nursing knowledge, for example, clinical skills learning. This could indicate that learners with an ‘active’ learning style preference need to have time for clinical skills practice and, therefore, this aspect of teaching and learning time should be incorporated in nursing curricula. Weber (2005) also contended that MITA enables active uptake of knowledge and movement away from the passivity of didactic approaches to learning that fail to engage the learner.

This finding, however, differs from the results of a study of undergraduate nursing students \((n=192)\) (Cavanagh et al. 1995) in England, who used Kolb’s (1985) Learning Style Inventory. The investigation found that an ‘active’ learning style was the least preferred method of learning with a preference for a ‘concrete’ learning style, whereby, learners organise small pieces of information into a meaningful whole piece. Similarly, another English study (Aistin et al. 2006) found ‘active’ learning style to be the least preferred learning style amongst a group of qualified Macmillan clinical nurse specialists (CNS) \((n=137)\) using the Learning Styles Questionnaire (Honey and Mumford 2000) and instead the dominant learning style of the CNS was that of ‘reflector’. This is, perhaps, consistent with the role of the CNS as they provide education and training to patients and other staff members and tend to have good listening skills.

Felder (1983) has shown that ‘active’ learners understand new information when they engage with a form of experimentation with new information. In order to be at the level of ‘active-experimentation’ (Kolb 1984), the learner needs to develop the skill of problem solving and decision making. It is argued that the majority of participants in this study were in the younger age group and, therefore, liked to use classroom time for
discussion and exploration of theoretical content that related to clinical skills teaching, as opposed to being reflective (Armstrong 2009). This may mirror the system of education that they were previously exposed to in secondary school (Moonie Simmie 2010). Older students often have better reflective abilities because of past experiential knowledge and possibly more formal knowledge and maturity. Having a group with mixed levels of reflective experience and ability enabled transfer of knowledge, specifically in this study, as MITA facilitated intrapersonal reflection and interpersonal group reflective activities.

5.3.1 Multiple intelligences development assessment scale

HO1 stated that teaching clinical skills for MI preferences using MITA would have an effect on participants’ OSCE scores. The HO1 was supported in this study. The results from the MIDAS MI profiling for the experimental and control groups showed that interpersonal intelligence was rated as the highest intelligence. This finding supports existing evidence that interpersonal intelligence scored highest for people undertaking a health care related programme (Shearer 1999; Shearer 2004; Denny 2007). The study participants were nursing students, a profession which demands good interpersonal skills and effective communication and this could have led to a high preference in interpersonal intelligence. Peplau (1991: p.5) in her work defined nursing as an “…interpersonal process” where human relationships are essential to developing a therapeutic relationship between the nurse and the patient. Peplau (1991) further identified the need for nurses to develop empathy as this contributes to excellence in nursing care. Empathy has been found to be an essential skill for interpersonal MI development. The importance and quality of a genuine human encounter is considered to be a central component for the development of empathy in the nurse – patient relationship and is considered one of the central elements of interpersonal intelligence (Williams & Stickley 2010). In the context of nursing education, the development of interpersonal intelligence can take place in the clinical skills laboratory with the use of appropriate simulation.
Further examination of the results identified intrapersonal intelligence as the next highest MI preference for all participants. Having a high score in intrapersonal intelligence includes an understanding of self-knowledge and personal strengths, limitations and self-confidence (Gardner 1993; Gardner 1999; Denny 2007). Students with high intrapersonal intelligence have been known to work well with independent study and short reflection periods (Armstrong 2009). In an Irish study (O’Connor & Brunton 2003) exploring multiple intelligences preferences, conducted among first year undergraduate nursing students (n=60), intrapersonal intelligence achieved the highest score. As the majority of participants entering the nursing programme had just finished secondary school this result is not unexpected. Nursing is identified as being a course that requires high entry requirements and, therefore, the participants had to be motivated and determined to achieve this requirement (CAO 2012). As a result, nursing students are more likely to have a strong sense of purpose because they are used to working on their own for personal study to achieve such high entry requirements. Brunton and Jordan (2006) identified that these participants are aware of their personal abilities to develop, how to achieve their potential and are intuitive about what they learn and how it relates to them personally.

People who work in the caring profession require high intrapersonal intelligence because they must also be able to interact effectively with the public and demonstrate good staff client relationships (Shearer 2004). The development of intrapersonal intelligence allows the health care provider, for example a nurse, to understand people, how to work with them and how to motivate them (Ramsey 2001). It must, however, be noted that the participants in the current study scored quite low for reflection when they completed the ILS. The use of reflection is considered important for the development of intrapersonal intelligence because it leads to a strong self-awareness (Gardner 1999). Therefore, this would appear to contradict the findings of a high score in intrapersonal intelligence.

All study participants achieved a moderate to high score (achieving a score above 50) for linguistic intelligence according to the MIDAS profiling. Linguistic intelligence identifies the ability to use language effectively, either written or spoken in a given
One of the outcomes from a programme of nurse education is to develop communication skills, both verbal and written, of the people undertaking the programme so that they can deal effectively with the people they care for (De Young 2003). It was expected that linguistic intelligence would score higher given the intimate nature of nursing care and the need for effective communication. It could be argued that the participants in this study were novices to nursing and when they completed the MIDAS profile they had very limited or no experience of working in the clinical area.

The participants in this study were very familiar with a system of lecturing in the classroom where information is explained and then the participants read about the subject matter in books or using the Internet (Hyland 2011). It could be said that the participants in this study have grown up in a technological and multimedia era and are familiar with interacting with computers and media for learning and collaborating with their peers in the use of this technology (Maag 2006). In relation to linguistic intelligences, the results from this study differ from the findings of an Irish study (Brunton & Jordan 2004) conducted with first year undergraduate students (n=70) (including nursing students) as linguistic intelligence had the lowest score. Linguistic skills are considered essential for learning and developing critical thinking and improving work practices (Perin 2002). It is encouraging that the participants had moderate to high scores for linguistic intelligence in this study because effective verbal and written communication abilities are needed in nursing for interaction with the people they meet and care for and for use in collaboration with other health care professionals (Shearer 2004; Denny et al. 2008).

The study data showed that logical-mathematical intelligence scores were low for both groups according to the MIDAS profiling. The control group had a slightly lower score than the experimental group but this was not statistically significant. This finding is similar to findings of Denny (2007) who identified that mathematical intelligence for nursing students (n=45) was not a dominant intelligence. A study in the USA (Polyfroni et al. 2003) found poor mathematical skills of new nursing graduates which they attributed to the inappropriate teaching of maths in the secondary school system.
Similarly, a quasi-experimental study conducted by Glaister (2007) in Australia with second year nursing students \((n=97)\), explored the effects of attitudes to maths and computers as well as mathematical testing anxiety in relation to drug dosage calculations. The results showed that nursing students were anxious in relation to mathematical knowledge as 20\% \((n=19)\) identified a problem with maths. A further 14\% \((n=13)\) demonstrated high levels of anxiety with tests related to mathematics while the use of computers also caused concern for the students \((n=11)\). Glaister (2007) suggested that, when students lack confidence in their abilities, such as solving mathematical problems, a learning approach and infra-structure which provides the necessary support benefits the student. The use of MI teaching and learning approaches can assist students of all abilities and help them to develop their weaker intelligences, such as logical-mathematical (Weber 2005).

Logical-mathematical intelligence is also associated with problem-solving abilities, logical questioning and the investigation of scientific issues (Gardner 1999). Nursing students must be able to apply logical reasoning to everyday problems (Armstrong 2009). Having good problem solving and calculation skills is an essential mix for solving drug calculations issues in nursing (Wright 2008; Røykenes & Larsen 2010; Wright 2012). Developing the participants’ skills in relation to exploring patterns and relationships and in identifying cause and effect relationships is beneficial for nursing students (Denny et al. 2008). Furthermore, nursing students are required to calculate drug dosages safely and effectively and also increase patient compliance with medication use. Consequently, developing students’ logical-mathematical intelligence might also increase such necessary skills required in nursing.

Naturalistic intelligence relates to recognition and classification of the natural environment (Gardner 1999). From a nursing perspective, naturalistic intelligence relates to the ability of the nurse to identify the environmental conditions that are conducive to healing, to develop pattern recognition in medical and nursing conditions and to be aware of the difference between care in the home, community or hospital setting (Suk et al. 2003; Phaneuf 2006; Denny et al. 2008). From a holistic nursing perspective, the influence of the natural environment is considered important, as nurses
are expected to recognise and understand environmental conditions that affect health
and health related issues. Developing these skills with nursing students requires
consideration when teaching students and MITA facilitates naturalistic intelligences that
support the above contention (Gardner 1983). The research of Potter et al. (2005), who
analysed the work of nurses, using a longitudinal observational study, found that
environmental factors play a significant role in patient safety. The use of MITA in
clinical skills teaching and learning is one way in helping students to increase their
naturalistic intelligence and, hence, improve the delivery of safe nursing care (Weber
2005).

The study data showed that participants scored lowest for naturalistic intelligence in
both the experimental and control groups. Perhaps this finding highlights the lack of
clinical experience that these students had when they completed the MIDAS profile, as
well as their lack of ability to recognise patterns of care at such an early stage in their
nursing education. This low score in naturalistic intelligence is similar to findings of an
Irish study (O’ Connor & Brunton 2003) with first year students (n=359), including
nursing students. Using a 90-item multiple intelligence inventory, they found naturalistic
intelligence had the lowest score. Similarly, an American study (McClellan & Conti
2008) identified naturalistic intelligence as the lowest score among a group of adult
students in a Community College (n=874) using a 45-item multiple intelligences survey
(MIS). In contrast, Denny (2007) found naturalistic intelligence as having a higher
preference at pre-test in a study exploring the use of MITA for teaching theory to second
year nursing students.

5.3.2 Intellectual style results

Results from this study identified no significant differences between the experimental
and control groups regarding intellectual styles. Leadership style intelligence was
identified as the highest IS followed by general logic and innovation for the two groups.
This supports the findings from Denny (2007) who found the same pattern in her study
when the multiple intelligence profile of nursing students was measured at pre-test. At
post-test, Denny (2007), found an increase in innovation scores and suggested that this could be as a result of the method of teaching employed, MITA.

Analysis of the study data showed that leadership intelligence received the highest score for participants in both the control and experimental groups. Leadership intelligence takes into account the person’s ability to organise and solve interpersonal problems in relation to management and supervision and places an emphasis on communication and teamwork that is considered an essential skill in nursing (Shearer 2004). The high score for leadership style intelligence indicates nurses who are capable of organizing and solving problems, an essential quality for the delivery of health care in the future (Shearer 2004).

General logic style scored second highest for all the participants in this study. General logic indicates a preference for solving practical problems on a daily basis (Shearer 2004). This finding is consistent with Denny’s (2007) study. As nursing is facing many global challenges, such as, economic problems and staffing shortages, having a high general logic ability bodes well for graduates as it is a valuable asset to possess in relation to health care organisational management processes.

Innovation style achieved the lowest score among all participants and this is similar to findings by Denny (2007). This style indicates a leadership style that focuses on imaginative over practical solutions to problems that may arise and the ability to solve problems in unique and innovative ways. Shearer (2004) asserted that, if participants achieve high scores in these three intellectual styles (leadership, general logic and innovative), it increases the likelihood of them progressing very well in that chosen career. For that reason the MIDAS IS profiles offers a guide to a person’s intellectual styles.

5.3.3 Relationship between learning styles and MIDAS IS profiling.

The results from this study indicate the need to be aware of the many different learning styles, abilities and dispositions of the students undertaking an educational programme
in nursing. It is beneficial that educators create a learning environment that actively engages the learner and help them develop critical thinking skills, problem solving skills and communication skills (Weber 2005; Denny et al. 2008). In this study the learning style of ‘sensing’ and the MI of ‘interpersonal’ were found to be related. The mean age ($M=21.73$) of the participants could be a contributing factor to the above findings as the majority of participants have left a school system where didactic teaching was the main approach (Hyland 2011). This relationship may also have been influenced by the method in which concrete facts were presented in the classroom and the way in which problems were solved based on the information presented with the assistance of the educator. It is recognised that a combination of learning styles and multiple intelligences can work together effectively to form a model of learning that in turn can lead to a deep approach to learning (Baeten et al. 2010).

5.4 The findings related to Objective 3.

The third objective of this study was to determine if there was a relationship between learning styles and MIDAS IS profiling and OSCE scores between experimental and control groups.

As previously identified, the findings from this study found that the majority of participants had ‘sensing’, ‘active’, ‘sequential’ and ‘visual’ learning style preferences. These preferences suggest that learners like to solve problems in relation to the information presented, to put information into practice, to learn in incremental steps and by seeing things done, so that they can demonstrate clinical skills effectively. The findings from this study showed that there was no statistically significant relationship between learning styles and OSCE scores.

In relation to MI preferences, findings from this study showed that there was no statistically significant relationship between MI preference and OSCE scores. The OSCEs in this study measured the participants’ abilities at the “shows how” level of Miller’s pyramid (1990). Kinaesthetic and spatial intelligence are considered the multiple intelligences to be more closely associated with skill performance (Shearer
2004). Learners with these MI preferences have specific skills such as good coordination, dexterity, flexibility and have the ability to visualise relationships between space and form and can recognise fine details (Gardner 1999). Kinaesthetic and spatial intelligences were not found to be the dominant MI in the experimental or control groups, whereas, in Denny’s (2007) study, repeat measures indicated that preference for spatial intelligence increased over the longitudinal aspect of the study.

Results from the two-way ANOVA test found that there was no relationship between learning styles, MI profiling and OSCE scores at Time 1 for either the experimental or the control groups. Therefore, participants with a particular learning style or particular MI profile did not have greater learning performance in their clinical skills, which suggests that the OSCE scores at Time 1 were more likely to be as a result of the method of teaching, MITA. This means that teaching and learning, using MITA, can enhance the learning experience for students with disparate intellectual dispositions or learning preferences (Denny, 2010).

5.5 The findings related to Objective 4

Objective 4 explored the relationship between the preferred method of MI assessment and OSCE scores. The findings showed that there was no significant relationship between MI assessment preferences and OSCE scores. H0 stated that teaching clinical skills for MI assessment preferences would have an effect on participants’ OSCE results. This hypothesis was not supported by the results.

In relation to written assessments, participants in this study showed a strong preference for work that drew on their personal experiences to demonstrate their learning. This suggests the desire to have assessments that are relevant to real life work situations. Bengtsson and Ohlsson (2010) considered the use of prior knowledge as an important motivator for learning. One explanation for this preference could be that nurse educators often draw on personal clinical experience when teaching nursing care problems encountered in the clinical area (De Young 2003). This is in keeping with the theory of adult learning developed by Knowles (1990), who identified the desire of
adults to bring life experiences and knowledge to specific learning experiences. Knowles (1990) also recognised that adult learners may, however, need help connecting these experiences and that this can be facilitated by the educator. Participants in the experimental group were helped explore these connections during reflection time in the MITA led sessions.

At Time 1 the preference for having written assessments that draw on clinical experiences could have been influenced by participants having returned from clinical placement when they completed the questionnaire at Time 1. This was demonstrated by the rise in scores from Baseline to Time 1. This finding supports existing findings from a study conducted by Amin et al. (2011) with a group of undergraduate medical students. They found that students preferred assessments that measured their understanding and application of clinical knowledge. This could be aligned with a constructivist learning approach as exposure and work in the clinical area helps build a connection and confidence with theory taught in the classroom and the practical experience gained at clinical level (Vygotsky 1978; Vandeveer & Norton 2005).

This finding also compares favorably with a Dutch study undertaken by van de Waterling et al. (2008) with first year students from a number of faculty (n=765), who identified a preference for written assessments. As an assessment method, students thought they could prepare better for a written assessment because they could use supporting material such as books and notes and this in turn reduced their stress and anxiety. In the current study it could, however, be argued that participants chose written assignments that drew on their personal experience because it is a method of assessment that they were familiar with (Hyland 2011).

At Baseline, participants indicated a stronger preference for practical assessments in which they could apply their knowledge. This response may have been chosen because participants thought that is what was to be expected of them for their practical examination. In addition, when participants completed the questionnaire at Baseline, they only had experience of learning skills in a simulated environment. Theoretical knowledge in relation to each skill was discussed in class and during the skills session. At Time 1 the participants had a change in opinion as they expressed a stronger
preference to being able to demonstrate their personal attitude to the subject matter being examined. At Time 1 the participants had spent a total of eight weeks in clinical placement and had the opportunity to practice their clinical skills in the clinical environment and this may have led to a change in opinion.

When the participants were asked to express their preferences for assessment methods in the current study, they identified continuous assessment as their strongest preference at Baseline and also at Time 1. This is similar to Trotter (2006) in the UK who explored the effect of continuous assessment in relation to behaviour and the learning environment of students \( n=69 \) undertaking a BSc. (Hons) in finance and accounting. Having conducted a questionnaire \( n=69 \) and semi-structured interviews \( n=8 \), Trotter (2006) identified that the use of continuous assessment had a positive impact on student motivation as it encouraged the students to complete work on a regular basis. However, she also concluded that it had a negative impact on student motivation due to the amount of work that was generated by such modes of assessment and this impacted negatively on their learning.

Studies indicate that continuous assessment is favoured by people who do not perform well in examination (Suk et al. 2003; Furnham et al. 2008). This can be influenced by the participants’ preferred method of learning or their personal MI strength as evidenced by Armstrong (2009). Therefore, a combination of assessments identifying individual strengths over a period of time is important for these learners (Denny 2007). Importantly, educators should look at the overall workload of all elements of a curriculum so that there is a focus on the quality of the learning experience (Race 2005).

The use of song and poetry as a form of assessment scored low both at Baseline and Time 1. This form of assessment is not a method that the participants in this study would have had very much experience of in the past. Musical intelligence scores were also low overall, for this group but linguistic intelligence scored higher. Unfortunately, the way in which poetry is taught to students in second level in Ireland may have had an influence on this result as participants had to learn poetry verbatim in contexts in which they may not have had any interest (Hyland 2011). Music, on the other hand, is much more expressive and more readily available.
Music has also been shown to improve concentration and reduce stress levels in the classroom (Amerson 2006; Dosseville et al. 2012). This was evident in the current study with the use of music in the clinical skills laboratory for the experimental group (MITA). Although level of stress was not measured specifically, a calm atmosphere was evident in the skills laboratory and participants worked well as a team for clinical skills sessions. The participants reported the use of music positively when they evaluated the use of MITA.

Findings for examination preferences were varied. Participants at Baseline showed a strong preference for examinations that had short questions followed very closely by examinations with multiple choice questions. These examination methods may be associated with rote or surface learning approaches, as students may attempt to memorise all the details of lessons and then replicate all the facts for the purpose of an assessment (Biggs et al. 2001). This finding supports other research findings, which suggest that students learn that attainment of higher marks in examinations can be achieved by rote learning (Bengtsson & Ohlson 2010). There are, however, other mediating factors, such as, the workload for the semester and limitations of a modular and semesterised system of education (Sand-Jecklin 2006). Therefore, when planning assessments, educators should try to find an appropriate assessment method as well as appropriate pacing of assignments (Freeman & Lewis 2002; Struyven et al. 2005).

At Time 1 participants showed a stronger preference for MCQ examinations and there was also an increase in preference for examinations with short questions. This finding is inconsistent with a study in the UK (Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic 2005) with undergraduate students (n=103) that identified students who had a higher IQ score preferred MCQs as a method of assessment, whereas in this study participants did not score high in g intelligence and yet preferred MCQ assessment methods. They also identified that the type of assessment method was linked to a particular academic discipline and suggested that students undertaking science courses were more in favour of MCQs. Furnham et al. (2008) in another study carried out with undergraduate students (n=430), in four universities in America and the UK, found a clear preference for MCQs while also identifying a strong preference for continuous assessment.
Furnham et al. (2008) found that students who adopt a surface approach to learning clearly favour the use of MCQs due to “simple recognition” of the answer. This is similar to findings of Nighuis et al. (2008) and supports the view that a surface approach to learning has been found to be incompatible with long term academic success because the recall of information is short term.

Similarly, a Dutch study by van de Waterling et al. (2008) with first year students ($n=765$), demonstrated a preference for MCQs for similar reasons to Furnham et al. (2008). However, van de Waterling et al. (2008) found that there was no relationship between assessment preference type and scores on the different cognitive levels. A misperception between students’ approaches to learning and assessment was also reported which has implications for how assessments are selected. As participants in the current study had been through one examination cycle with a range of assessments, perhaps the use of MCQs and short questions were considered more favorable. The challenge for educators, including nurse educators, is to have MCQs and short questions that are well designed and that incorporate more vignette style questions that seek to ascertain deeper approaches to learning and, therefore, test higher level skills (Race 2005; Yonker 2011). Vignettes are considered useful in nursing education as they help the learner identify the necessary elements for resolving problems.

The results from this study indicate that at Time 1 participants did not like examinations that used essay type questions. This is in contrast with Furnham et al’ s. (2008) findings that showed that students who had a deep approach to learning preferred examinations with essay type questions, because this allowed them to demonstrate their level of knowledge. Using unseen essay type questions in examinations is often the choice for educators because it is thought to test the students’ synthesis of knowledge and to test that deep learning has occurred (Race 2005).

Objective four of this study set out to explore if there was a relationship between participants preferred method of MI assessment and OSCE scores. Practical examinations scored third highest as a chosen method of examination. However, there was a slight change in opinion from Baseline to Time 1. Perhaps this resulted from the participants having been through the OSCE process, whereby, they may have found the
experience stressful, as identified by Brosnan et al. (2006) and Jay (2007). There was no relationship between preferred assessment method and OSCE scores.

When choosing an assessment method, there are a number of considerations that nurse educators might need to consider. One consideration could be the use of multiple intelligences to assess the students’ multiple intellectual dispositions (Gardner 1983), similar to the research findings of Denny (2007). More specifically, assessment refers to measures of students’ abilities and changes in knowledge, skills and attitudes during and after participation of a programme (Biggs 2003; Redfern et al. 2002; Bourke & Ihrke, 2005). Good practice includes multidimensional evaluation and identifying assessments that meet the varying learning styles and intellectual dispositions of students should lead to a productive assessment of student learning.

5.6 The findings related to Objective 5.

This objective sought to determine first year nursing students’ experiences of the MITA approach to clinical skills teaching. Overall, the MITA approach to the learning and teaching of clinical skills was viewed very positively by participants in the experimental group. This study highlighted the need for a student-centred approach to learning as previously identified by Weber (2005) and Denny (2007).

5.6.1 Evaluation of a multiple intelligences teaching approach

Five key findings were found from the participants’ feedback. The participants identified that MITA used a number of learning methods that helped them with their learning. The systematic structured approach used by MITA, which importantly incorporates reflection, helped increase participants’ learning. MITA was considered to be interactive and contained a number of fun activities that helped with learning. Having personal contact with the educator in the skills laboratory was an important feature that was identified by the participants in this study.
A number of participants commented in their evaluation that MITA used diverse learning methods that helped them with their learning. This is consistent with Denny’s (2007) findings, as all intellectual dispositions are facilitated when a MITA approach is used in the classroom. Specific reference was made in the evaluation to the use of picture boards developed especially for the module for the experimental group and made available at the end of each skills session through the college CMS. Participants in the experimental group scored higher for intrapersonal intelligence and relatively highly for spatial intelligence and they also scored high for sensing and visual learning style preferences and this could have influenced their satisfaction with the use of picture boards. A white board, for example, was used in the skills laboratory throughout the MITA sessions. Participants could express themselves and what they had learned, in either picture or word format, at the end of each skills session. Interestingly, after a number of weeks, a number of students started to take photographs of the whiteboard of the participants’ drawings of what they had learned, following reflection time. This may have increased the participants’ spatial intelligence as they connected the visual imagery on the whiteboard with the learning of the clinical skills.

Reflection is the final phase in the MITA process. The study participants identified the use of reflection at the end of each skills session as playing an important role in helping them internalise the clinical skills learned. At the end of each skills session the participants had personal time (intrapersonal) for reflection followed by group reflection (interpersonal). This provided the participants with an opportunity to demonstrate what they had learned in the skills session and it was a further opportunity to ask any additional questions (Weber 2005). Reflection for MITA was used to encourage participants to adopt a deep approach to learning their clinical skills. This is consistent with previous findings identifying the use of reflection as a learning tool in nursing education (Löfmark & Wikblad 2001). A Swedish study (Löfmark & Wikblad 2001) with nursing students (n=47) explored factors that contributed to or inhibited learning in the clinical area. Reflective diaries were kept by the students in clinical placement. The findings indicated that reflective
discussions with clinical nursing staff and preceptors helped increase personal development and student responsibility.

As the module progressed and the participants developed a better understanding of the steps involved in the MITA approach, it was evident that they became increasingly interactive and their reflections became more critical. MITA has a strong student focus and it was noted that the participants engaged enthusiastically with all the activities during the clinical skills sessions. Having activities that are fun have been found to help increase student learning and this result is similar to other studies (Baid & Lambert 2010; Strean 2011). Baid and Lambert (2010) conducted a critical evaluation of the literature to explore the use of humour and ‘fun’ teaching strategies within nursing education. They identified that the use of fun activities must be appropriate and relevant to the topic being taught. While Baid and Lambert (2010) recognised teaching as a very personal activity, they clearly acknowledged that the use of fun games in the classroom is only effective if the students accept this approach, as occurred in the current study. Similarly, Strean (2011) critically explored three methods of engaging students in the learning process that included music, humour and movement. Strean (2011) found that music enhanced student engagement, humour reduced anxiety and promoted a relaxed environment and movement increased energy levels and this is strongly supported in MITA and brain based learning.

Participants, in this study, commented in their evaluation, that having close contact with the lecturer was a positive finding. This is consistent with findings from Kelly et al. (2009) who conducted a multi-method evaluation study of an e-learning initiative with a group of first year nursing students (n=134) in Ireland. Part of the evaluation was to determine student satisfaction with the e-learning programme. Kelly et al. (2009) found that even though students were in favour of the use of technology they reported that it should be used in conjunction with the lecturer and not as a replacement. The students’ main dissatisfaction with the use of the videos was their inability to ask a lecturer questions at times when they needed specific answers.

In contrast to the above findings, Jeffries et al. (2003) conducted an American study using an experimental design with nursing students (n=77) who were taught the skill of
a 12-lead ECG using a CD-ROM. Jeffries et al. (2003) reported that students did not require the support of a person, such as a nursing lecturer, in the skills laboratory. This result could be the result of cultural differences, confidence and different secondary school systems. It may also have been due to availability of adequate Internet facilities that was identified as insufficient in the study by Kelly et al. (2009).

In third level education students need to take ownership of their own learning and take this forward for their lifelong learning (Weber 2005). This research confirms that MITA is a learning and teaching approach that can help any learner, regardless of ability, to become actively involved in knowledge uptake and development in the classroom and clinical skills laboratory. Multiple Intelligences theory, using MITA, helps the educator create a learning environment that encourages learners of different abilities and learning preferences to learn and participate effectively in higher education (Weber 2005; Denny, 2007). According to Weber (2005, p.58)

“MITA lessons [encourage us] to reach back to students' past, to value present abilities, and to project toward future dreams”.

There is a change in the type of student entering third level education in relation to age, gender and ethnicity and, consequently, students present with many and varied learning needs and preferences, which MI and MITA can accommodate.

5.7 Implications of the study findings

In this section the strengths and limitations of the study, the use of MITA as well as the contributions of the study findings for theory and education in nursing, will be discussed.

5.7.1 Strengths and limitations of the study

A strength of this study is that it employed a RCT to explore the effect of teaching clinical skills using MITA ($n=90$) with first year undergraduate nursing students in one site. The RCT design permits a rigorous evaluation of the educational intervention (Lo-Binodo Wood & Haber 2010). The participants were randomly allocated to the
experimental and control groups by an independent person using a computer generated list to reduce selection bias (CONSORT Guidelines 2010). A clear description of the way in which participants were randomised to the experimental and control groups and the setting for the study was provided together with a description of the experimental and comparison interventions and the results for both the experimental and control groups reflecting the CONSORT Guidelines (2010).

The volunteers were recruited from first year nursing students enrolled on the nursing programme in September 2011 at the study site. This was logical as the study focused on teaching of clinical skills and the potential effect of MITA. All the study participants were undertaking a BSc (Hons) in Nursing and were considered representative of the local undergraduate nursing student population. It was important to recruit students who had not been exposed to clinical skills teaching previously and, hence, the reason for selecting first year students to minimize bias. There is a potential risk of selection bias when recruiting volunteers (LoBinodo-Wood & Haber 2010). Therefore, in an attempt to reduce this potential source of response bias, the study was explained to all first year nursing students by an academic colleague who was the programme leader. An information sheet was provided for all participants to read prior to agreeing to participate in the study (Appendix 9).

The sample size was considered small for this study \((n=90)\), however, it represented the total 2011 intake for undergraduate nursing students in the study site. As there were no reported studies using MITA approach for the teaching of clinical skills, there was no literature with which to compare this sample size, therefore, this sample can be considered positively. However, it is acknowledged that the sample power calculation indicated the need for a sample of 765 which would have been required for a multi-site study and the potential bias of the confounders arising from educational site differences. The sample attrition rate was very low \((n=3)\) and attrition took place before week three and before data collection. This study could be replicated in any school of nursing but it is suggested that more people would need to be trained in MITA as it is an intensive approach with substantial resource implications for its effective delivery.
Blinding of the participants to the researcher, the team involved for teaching skills to the control group, or the participants themselves, was not possible in this study because of the teaching intervention. However, in an attempt to reduce this source of bias, the researcher was not involved in the randomisation of participants to the experimental or control group, or in the OSCE assessment as recommended by the MRC (2000).

A further limitation of this study relates to the possible contamination between the participants in the experimental and the control groups. The researcher spoke personally to all participants in the experimental group prior to the commencement of the study and asked them not to share information with their peers in the control group in relation to the method of teaching.

The study researcher conducted all the MITA teaching to participants in the experimental group. This may have had an effect on the experimental group, known as the ‘Halo effect’ or the participants knowing they were under observation, known as the ‘Hawthorne effect’ (Cruise et al. 2006). In an attempt to overcome these threats, a discussion in relation to the study took place at the start of the study with the experimental group, and as much as possible a normal skills laboratory environment was maintained throughout the study.

The researcher was very interested and motivated with MITA as a method of teaching which may have affected the OSCE scores for the experimental group. Additionally, there may have been inconsistencies with the team of lecturers \((n = 6)\) who taught the skills to the control group. A team meeting prior to the study emphasised the need to adhere to the learning outcomes for the module in order to minimise teaching variation.

Therefore, despite this study being a single site exploratory trial, every reasonable attempt was made to maintain research rigour with a full description of the research methods to permit the replication and further testing in another study site. However, it is acknowledged that a single site and the available small sample reflected the constraints within which the study was conducted and the necessary pragmatism of an unfunded doctoral study.
5.7.2 The teaching interventions

Two methods of teaching clinical skills were compared in this study, the use of MITA and the conventional approach of demonstration and supervision. Skills sheets for teaching were developed for all skills taught and these were agreed by the team prior to the commencement of the module. These skills sheets were developed and revised in the pilot study the previous year. DVDs were used from Clinical Skills Online website for the skills sessions. Both groups (experimental and control) had equal time in skills training sessions, which was an important consideration when examining the OSCE findings. The findings were more likely to represent the use of MITA rather than the results being caused by an extraneous variable (Denny 2007; Polit & Hungler 2010).

Participants from the control group were not permitted to join the experimental group to avoid contamination, for example, if they had missed a skills session due to illness. The researcher may have caused a potential positive effect on the experimental group, known as the ‘Halo Effect’ (Thorndike 1920, cited in Marquis & Huston 2012). Additionally, students had access to the OSCE marking sheets two weeks in advance of their examination and this may have influenced the OSCE scores. A control group was used and it is expected that this would influence the scores for both groups. The researcher was not involved as an examiner for the OSCEs to prevent bias in the study outcome assessment.

5.7.2.1 Multiple intelligences teaching approach

All teaching with the experimental group was carried out by the researcher, who had a qualification in MITA, in an attempt to reduce inconsistencies and prevent a threat to internal validity. Teaching plans were devised for each skill and this was used to maintain consistency across all the student groups. If this study was to be replicated, this is one of the essential recommendations. Having small groups for clinical skills teaching sessions, no larger than six participants as in this study, is important if each participant is to be given equal opportunity to learn. It is noted, however, that due to
current economic conditions this small number of participants in a class may not be sustainable or achievable in all health education institutions.

5.7.2.2 Conventional teaching approach

The teaching of skills for the control group was carried out by a team of six lecturers. The team was informed, prior to the study, about the intended method of teaching for the experimental group using MITA. They were asked to continue teaching as normal, using demonstration and the use of DVDs. However, having this many people involved may have had an impact on the consistency of the delivery of the skills to the control group and, hence, a threat to internal validity. It is difficult to know if teaching styles or teaching preferences had an impact on how the skills for the control group were taught. It must be noted that this reflects the real world of teaching with different teaching styles of staff (Shuttleworth et al. 2008).

5.8 Contributions of the study

The purpose of this study was to test a method of teaching clinical skills while taking account of learning style preferences, MI preferences and MI assessment preferences. Identifying learning styles is important as they indicate how each individual receives and processes new information through their senses. Individual learning styles may be affected by culture and experience (Felder & Brent 2005). Therefore, this is separate from MI theory that describes how individuals solve problems using all of their intelligences (Gardner 1983). MI theory is considered a theory of cognitive functioning that describes how people solve problems (Gardner 1983). Gardner (1983) identified that everyone possesses eight intelligences, with some intelligences scoring higher than others but usually a balance is achieved. However, given the appropriate instructions, everyone has the capacity to develop their eight intelligences to a reasonably high level of performance. Having an awareness of Multiple Intelligences theory should encourage educators to develop many ways of teaching where the student can be actively engaged in the learning process. MI assessment considerations demonstrate reasons for choosing assessment types.
Identifying MI profiles and learning style preferences of students early in their third level education is important if the students are to understand how they learn best. It is not only essential to make students aware of how they learn, but they must also be encouraged to think about ways that they can enhance personal learning. Combining participants’ learning styles and MI further raises awareness of metacognitive knowledge providing the learner with self-knowledge, self-reflection and self-responsibility (O’Connor & Brunton 2003). More specifically, Weber (2005) asserted that it is important to differentiate between “how are you smart?” and “how smart are you?”

5.9 Contribution of MITA in undergraduate nursing education

The MITA model is a five phase model that operationalises the theory of MI using a problem based learning approach (Weber 2000). It supports the idea that people have different strengths in intelligences and that they learn in many different ways (Gardner 1983; Weber 2005; Denny 2007). When educators are aware of participants’ learning strengths a variety of teaching strategies can be developed to meet their needs. Educators should try to use a blend of teaching activities that meet the needs of diverse groups of learners (Gardner 1999; McKeachie 2002; Denny 2007). The quality of the educational experience can be improved for the students and the educators as a more holistic and student-centred approach is adopted with the use of MITA (Schaefer & Zygmont 2003).

Weber (2000) recommended the use of MITA to prevent passivity in higher education as topics can be explored to a greater level of understanding. As a result, MITA, has the potential to provide innovative approaches to learning and teaching in the third level setting. By working together with learners it is possible to develop multiple solutions to complex real world problems (Weber 2005).

Nursing could be accused of being rigid in its’ approach to education by remaining attached to conventional methods of teaching and learning that fail to engage with the
individual learning needs of students (Fullan 2007; Dalley et al. 2008). Therefore, it is essential that the educational approaches adopted by nurse educators need to be reviewed in terms of the outcomes they achieve in the real world of nursing practice, rather than in the narrow confines of curricular activity (McKenna & Green 2004). The use of MITA as a method for the learning and teaching of clinical skills will require a change in attitude, not only from educators, but also from students. With the MITA approach the educator takes on the role of facilitator of learning (Weber 2005), as is the case in other teaching and learning strategies such as e learning. By adopting a student-centred approach to skills teaching educators may believe, however, they are not in control of their class time or the curriculum. This can be overcome by providing clear guidelines to the learners relevant to the curriculum (Weber 2005).

MITA encourages nurse educators to recognise that each student is an individual with a variety of intelligences that need to be drawn on (Weber 2005; Amerson 2006). Effectively this should help the student engage in active learning that in turn should motivate the student to adopt a deep approach to learning (Marton & Säljö 1984; Biggs 2001). This should reinforce clinical skills learning into the individual’s professional development and more importantly into clinical practice (Weber 1999; Brunton & Jordan 2006; Denny et al. 2008). By encouraging the participants to take responsibility for their learning and getting them to move from being a passive recipient to an active recipient, then learning should be improved (Denny et al. 2008). Nonetheless, educators must also be aware that this may not be what participants want. The majority of participants in this study only had experience of a didactic approach to teaching and learning from secondary school where the emphasis was on rote learning and hence often surface learning (Hyland 2011).

It has been established that when curriculum content is taught to students in a way that encourages them to draw on their creative and analytical abilities then learning is improved and these students have been shown to outperform those students taught in the conventional manner (Grigorenko et al. 2002). The use of MITA in the skills laboratory, and indeed in other aspects of the curriculum, is one way of engaging all students. Despite the enthusiasm shown by the participants for this method of teaching
and the learning achievement, it is important to acknowledge that this structured approach to education is time consuming in relation to the groundwork required to prepare the MITA activities required for teaching. However, the benefits of using MITA out weigh its drawbacks because it espouses a student centred holistic teaching approach by using brain-based approaches to teaching and learning with consequent student active engagement in the learning process. The next chapter will discuss the conclusions and recommendations of the study.
Chapter 6 - Conclusion and recommendations

Introduction

Students enter pre-registration nursing programmes with a diversity of educational backgrounds, experiences, skill-sets, range of ages and cultural backgrounds. Accordingly, the learning needs and abilities of students are varied, as well as the teaching approaches used for successful engagement with the educational process. There is a concern that teaching and learning approaches in third level education adopt a “one size fits all” approach. However, when educators are aware of the students’ learning style preferences and multiple intelligences preferences, they can assist the student to achieve their maximum potential.

The learning and teaching of clinical skills for nursing students is an important element in nursing education curriculum. The use of clinical skills laboratories for simulated learning has gained increasing recognition in recent years. However, the most appropriate method for teaching clinical skills is contentious. Didactic teaching approaches have traditionally been used for clinical skills teaching. However, this teacher-led only approach limits student engagement and interactivity, which in turn can potentially have a negative impact on learning, because it does not support individual learning needs. Educators are responsible for providing a positive learning environment that is student-focused and that allows the student the opportunities to engage appropriately with educational material in a deep and meaningful way.

This aim of this study was to test the effectiveness of MITA as a method of teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students. The use of MITA, as a method of teaching clinical skills is supported in this study. It is suggested that when teaching approaches meet the students’ individual strengths and abilities, they can achieve greater personal and academic success (Weber 2005).
6.1 Contribution for professional practice

The findings of this study extend the worldwide evidence-base in relation to MITA and the teaching and learning of clinical skills in nursing. Educators need to continually investigate and reflect on evidence-based teaching and learning approaches, especially skills laboratory teaching, by measuring educational interventions empirically. Reflecting on the students’ complex learning needs by assessing learning style preferences and multiple abilities is further recommended. The significance of this study is the potential benefit of MITA in achieving effective student-centred and individualised education for the learning and teaching of clinical skills.

This study has contributed to the knowledge of clinical skills teaching and learning in Ireland, as the majority of the research in this area has been originally carried out in Australia, United Kingdom and United States of America.

6.2 Implications for practice

This study has relevance and implications for nurse educators who have a responsibility to develop their teaching and learning approaches, in particular clinical skills teaching. This study will be of particular interest to educators who work with curricula that prepare nursing students with the knowledge, skills and attitude necessary for the complex world of clinical practice. MITA, as a method of teaching and learning, offers an innovative approach for teaching clinical skills. Students can benefit from the use of MITA because it is a systematic approach to teaching that can create a positive and motivating environment for learning because it has such a strong student focus. The method of teaching clinical skills should reflect an evidence based education to ensure effective learning. Reflection at the end of the skills session should continue to be promoted because it encourages the student to critically evaluate their clinical skills performance and learning and reinforces their personal learning. Student evaluation of teaching and learning approaches, such as MITA, will enable educators to appraise/modify or adapt new approaches to facilitate clinical skills teaching.
MI assessment preferences can be explored with the use of an appropriate questionnaire. However, students should be given a range of assessments that match their personal assessment choices and their differing intellectual dispositions.

6.3 Recommendations for research

Further research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of MITA for skills teaching in the long term so as to evaluate its efficacy, effectiveness and utility in relation to improved skills retention. Further research is also needed to investigate how MITA impacts on learners from disparate disciplines, for example, engineering, pilot training and architecture, whose curricula incorporate psychomotor skills teaching.

The following recommendations are made:

1. More research is required on the use of MITA for clinical skills teaching, in third level education, if the robustness and sustainability of its effects are to be further tested.
2. There is scope for further study to explore whether MITA if conducted at other sites, with first year nursing students, would produce similar results.
3. Future studies could explore if MITA could be used by nurses who precept student nurses in the clinical area.
4. Research could be carried out to identify MI and learning styles preferences of first year students across different faculty entering third level education.

Conclusion

In summary, this study contributes to nursing knowledge by enhancing the understanding of a MI teaching approach for clinical skills education. The findings of this study provide insight into the effectiveness of MITA as a teaching method for clinical skills for undergraduate nursing students. As no studies were found using MITA for clinical skills learning and teaching, this study has contributed to nursing knowledge in Ireland and abroad. Educators should continue to use a wide lens to focus
on the students’ individual strengths and multiple abilities to encourage learning. This study explored the use of MITA and provides a strong basis for further investigation in the field of nursing education.
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Appendix-1-Pre-registration nursing competencies

Pre-registration nursing competencies

The five domains of competence include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competences associated with professional values and the role of the nurse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Practises within the context of professional, ethical, regulatory and legal codes, recognising and responding to moral/ethical dilemmas and issues in day to day practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Practices in a holistic, tolerant, non judgmental, caring and sensitive manner, ensuring that the rights, beliefs and wishes of different individuals and groups are not compromised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Educates, facilitates, supports and encourages the health, well-being and comfort of populations, communities, groups and individuals whose lives are affected by ill health, distress, disease, disability or death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Is aware of the different roles, responsibilities and functions of a nurse, and is able to adjust their role to respond effectively to population/patient needs. Where necessary and appropriate is able to challenge current systems to meet population/patient needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Accepts responsibility for his/her own professional development and learning, using evaluation as a way to reflect and improve upon on his/her performance and to enhance the quality of service delivery.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competences associated with nursing practice and clinical decision making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6) Undertakes comprehensive and systematic assessments using the tools/frameworks appropriate to the patient/client taking into account relevant physical, social, cultural,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
psychological, spiritual and environment factors.

7) Able to recognise and interpret signs of normal and changing health/ill health, distress, or disability in the person (assessment/diagnosis).

8) Responds to patient/client needs by planning, delivering and evaluating appropriate and individualised programmes of care working in partnership with the patient/client, their carers, families and other health/social workers.

9) Able to critically question, evaluate, interpret and synthesis a range of information and data sources to facilitate patient choice, and to make sound clinical judgments to ensure quality standards are met and practice is evidence based.

10) Able to appropriately use a range of nursing skills, interventions/activities to provide optimum care. For example:

a) maintains patient/client dignity, privacy and confidentiality;

b) practise principles of health and safety, including moving and handling, infection control; essential first aid and emergency procedures;

c) safely administers medicines and other therapies;

d) considers emotional, physical and personal care, including meeting the need for comfort, nutrition, personal hygiene and enabling the person to maintain the activities necessary for daily life;

e) responds to individuals needs through the life span and health/illness experience e.g. pain, life choices, revalidation, invalidity or when dying;

f) informs, educates and supervises patient/carers and their families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge and cognitive competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11) Has relevant knowledge of the following and can appropriately apply this knowledge to nursing practice, patient care and situations of uncertainty:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Theories of nursing and nursing practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Natural and life sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Social, health and behavioural science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Ethics, law and humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Technology and health care informatics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
f) International and national policies

g) Problem solving and decision making

h) Principles of research and enquiry

---

**Communication and interpersonal competences**

*(including technology for communication)*

12) Able to communicate effectively (including the use of technology):

with patients, families and social groups, including those with communication difficulties.

13) Enables patients and their carers to express their concerns and worries and can respond appropriately e.g. emotional, social, psychological, spiritual or physical.

14) Able to appropriately represent the patient/client’s perspective and act to prevent abuse.

15). Can use a range of communication techniques to promote patient well being. For example the ability to appropriately:

   a) use counselling skills;

   b) identify and manage challenging behaviour;

   c) recognise anxiety, stress and depression;

   d) give emotional support and identify when specialist counselling or other interventions are needed

16) Able to accurately report, record, document and refer care using appropriate technology.

---

**Leadership, management and team competences**

17) Realises that patient/client well-being is achieved through the combined resources and actions of all members of the health/social care team, and is able to lead and coordinate a team, delegating care appropriately.
18) Able to work and communicate collaboratively and effectively with all support staff to prioritise and manage time effectively while quality standards are met.

19) Able to assess risk and actively promote the well-being, security and safety of all people in the working environment (including themselves).

20) Critically uses tools to evaluate and audit care according to relevant quality standards.

21) Within the clinical context, is able to educate, facilitate, supervise and support health care students and other health/social care workers.

22) Is aware of the principles of health/social care funding and uses resources effectively
Appendix-2- Literature search terms: The effect of learning and teaching for the acquisition of psychomotor skills in a simulated environment and table of included studies.

Subject headings and free text terms used in literature search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element 1</th>
<th>Element 2</th>
<th>Element 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical laboratories</td>
<td>Clinical skills</td>
<td>Student nurse$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills laboratories</td>
<td>Psychomotor skills</td>
<td>Nursing student$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing laboratory</td>
<td>Motor skills</td>
<td>Undergraduate nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing skills laboratory</td>
<td>Skills acquisition</td>
<td>Baccalaureate nurse$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated environment</td>
<td>Psychomotor performance</td>
<td>Nurse$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation education</td>
<td>Acquiring skill$</td>
<td>Novice nurse$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical simulation</td>
<td>Skills performance</td>
<td>Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fidelity simulation</td>
<td>Nursing procedure$</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low fidelity simulation</td>
<td>Clinical procedure$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial task trainer</td>
<td>Skills training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human patient simulator</td>
<td>Skills preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannequin</td>
<td>Technical proficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manikin</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannekin</td>
<td>Teaching methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge acquisition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measuring skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skills transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skill development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference and location</td>
<td>Design and sample</td>
<td>Instruments and data collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackerman 2009 USA</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>CPR knowledge (14-item MCQ) at baseline, post-intervention &amp; 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohort study n=65 junior nursing students (response rate not reported; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups at baseline data collection)</td>
<td>CPR skills at post-intervention &amp; 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alinier 2003 UK</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Questionnaires (student information 5 point Likert scale &amp; lecturer information 5 point Likert scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohort sample n = 125 (n =86 nursing students ; n=39 nursing lecturers; response rate not reported)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alinier et al. 2004 United Kingdom</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>OSCE at baseline &amp; 6 months post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenience sample n =67 2nd Year nursing students (66.3% response rate)</td>
<td>Confidence questionnaire (5 point Likert scale) post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stressfulness questionnaire (5 point Likert scale) post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballie &amp; Curzio 2009 UK</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Questionnaire (including 2 open-ended questions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenience sample n =447 1st Year nursing students (79% response rate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry et al. 2012 Ireland</td>
<td>Qualitative study</td>
<td>Purposive sample n = 26 midwifery students (72% response rate) Single site study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomfield et al. 2010 UK</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Convenience sample n = 242 nursing students (95.4% response rate; random allocation to I &amp; C groups at baseline data collection) I n = 118; C n = 113 at baseline; I n = 107; C n = 116 immediate follow-up; I n = 81; C n = 83 2 weeks post-intervention; I n = 44; C n = 42 8 weeks post-intervention. Intervention = CAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brosnan et al. 2006 Ireland</td>
<td>Mixed methods</td>
<td>Stage 1: purposive sample n = 20 1st Year &amp; 2nd Year nursing students &amp; n = 8 nursing lecturers Stage 2: purposive sample n = 89 1st Year &amp; 2nd Year nursing students (81% response rate) Single site study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrne &amp; Smyth 2007 Ireland</td>
<td>Qualitative study</td>
<td>Purposive sample, n=11 nurse educators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBourgh &amp; Prion 2010 USA</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample, n=264 junior nursing students (89.8% response rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser et al. 2009 Canada</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample, n=146 1st Year medical students in (no attrition reported) 1 (1) chest pain n=73; 1(2) dyspnoea n=73. I = cardio-respiratory simulators (CRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeth &amp; Fry 2005 UK</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Purposive sampling, n=254 (n = 224 1st, 2nd &amp; 3rd Year nursing students (response rate 89%); n=30 tutors (response rate 63%))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant et al. 2009 USA</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample n = 40 senior nursing students and anaesthetic nursing students (100% response rate; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustafsson &amp; Feberberg 2003 Sweden</td>
<td>Phenomenological study</td>
<td>Purposive sample n =4 registered nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatelivik 2011 Norway</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Secondary data analysis n= 446 3rd Year nursing students (71% response rate) National database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houghton et al. 2012 Ireland</td>
<td>Qualitative multiple case study design. Purposive sampling n= 58 (n= 15 academic staff, n=15 clinical staff, n=8 newly qualified staff &amp; n=20 undergraduate nursing students)</td>
<td>5 case study sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffries 2001</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample $n=49$ junior nursing students (72.4% response rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random allocation</td>
<td>I $n=25$; C $n=24$ at baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I(1)= learner-controlled interactive multi-media CD-ROM; I(2) teacher-controlled lectures, overhead transparencies &amp; videotape</td>
<td>Student satisfaction scale (11-item scale) post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single site study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffries et al. 2003</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample $n=77$ senior nursing students on a critical care course (94% response rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random allocation (by group)</td>
<td>I $n=45$; C $n=32$ at baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I = interactive multi-media CD ROM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Sample Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly et al. 2008 Ireland</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Convenience sample n =204 nursing students (Response rate 6.8% for outcomes evaluation part of study; response rate 65.6% for questionnaire; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups at baseline data collection) I n=7; C n=7 at baseline I n= 6; C n= 4 at 1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kneebone et al. 2002 UK</td>
<td>Qualitative study</td>
<td>Purposive sample n =51 2nd &amp; 3rd Year medical students (no attrition rate reported) Single site study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurz et al. 2008 USA</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment</td>
<td>Purposive sample n =37 graduate nursing students (100% response rate; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups) I Group n =26; C Group n=11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madden 2006 Ireland</td>
<td>Cohort study</td>
<td>n =55 second 1st Year nursing students (n=18 students accepted for inclusion; random selection; no attrition reported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan et al. 2006 Canada</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Purposive sample n =299 final year medical students (81% response rate) intervention = simulation &amp; video-tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oermann et al. 2011 USA</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Convenience sample n =606 1st Year nursing students (83.3% response rate; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups at baseline data collection; random sample at 3,6,9,12 months) I Group n =303; C Group n=303 at baseline (Attrition rates varied at different time points) Intervention = monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radhakrishnan et al. 2007 USA</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment Cohort study n = 35 senior nursing students (n=12 students accepted for inclusion; no attrition reported). Random allocation to I &amp; C groups at baseline</td>
<td>Clinical Simulation Evaluation Tool (CSET) (5-item and sub item scale) post-intervention Written case study (I group) post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salyers 2007 USA</td>
<td>Quasi-experiment Cohort sample n=36 nursing students (100% response rate) I n=22; C n=14 at baseline (not randomly assigned) Intervention = web-enhanced teaching</td>
<td>C Group; Cognitive unit examinations (25 – 30 MCQs) at baseline &amp; post-intervention I &amp; C Groups; Final cognitive examination (60-item); skill performance (pre-determined checklist) post-intervention I Group; Quiz (10-item) after each unit module I &amp; C Groups satisfaction questionnaire (5 point Likert scale) post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Authors</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd et al.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayt &amp; Merriman</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strand et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellard et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3 Stage 2 Literature search for learning styles

Databases: Science Direct (n=883), BNI (n=137), CINAHL (n=139), OVID (n=47), Wiley Interscience (n=81) Records identified through electronic databases n=1287

Excluded based on abstract reading in relation to exclusion criteria, did not specify trial design, descriptive reviews, conference papers, poster presentations, related to patient education, not original research, dictionary entries, dissertations, duplicate publication n=982

Title and abstract identified and screened n=305

Excluded based on duplicate publication, no health profession learners, full articles read against exclusion criteria, instrument development, conference papers, n=268

Full-text papers assessed for more detailed evaluation n=37

Excluded full articles read against exclusion criteria, duplicate publication n = 22

Selected articles n=15

Reference lists of selected articles n=2

Research articles included in this review n=17
Appendix 4 Literature search terms: Psychomotor skill and learning styles preferences

Subject headings and free text terms used in literature search 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Element 1</strong></th>
<th><strong>Element 2</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychomotor skills</td>
<td>Learning styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor skills</td>
<td>Learning styles preference$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills acquisition</td>
<td>Learning preference$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills performance</td>
<td>Student learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill development</td>
<td>Learning strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing procedure$</td>
<td>Active learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical procedure$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical proficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 5 Stage 3 Literature search for multiple intelligences

Databases: Science Direct ($n=14$), BNI ($n=2$), CINAHL ($n=25$), OVID ($n=35$), Wiley Interscience ($n=68$)

Excluded based on abstract reading, not original research, use of emotional intelligence, descriptive reviews, related to patient education, use with primary school children, use with pre-school children, dictionary entries, conference papers, poster presentations, book reviews, duplicate publication $n=80$

Title and abstract identified and screened $n=64$

Excluded based on duplicate publication, full articles read against exclusion criteria, instrument development, no health profession learners, dictionary entries, conference papers, poster presentations, book reviews $n=35$

Full-text papers assessed for more detailed evaluation $n=29$

Excluded based on duplicate publication, full articles read against exclusion criteria $n=16$

Selected articles $n=13$

Reference lists of selected articles $n=2$

Research articles included in this review $n=15$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference and location</th>
<th>Design and sample</th>
<th>Instruments and data collected</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akkuzu &amp; Akcay 2011 Turkey</td>
<td>Multiple methods Experiment &amp; interview Cohort sample (n = 75) high school students (response rate 100%; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups at baseline data collection) I Group (n = 38); C Group (n = 37) (n = 9) (random selection for interviews) Intervention = MI teaching strategy Single site study</td>
<td>Periodic Features’ Variation Achievement Test (PFVAT) (33 MCQs) at pre-test, post-intervention &amp; at 4 weeks; Chemistry attitude scale (23-item 5 point Likert scale); Semi-structured interview (4 open-ended questions)</td>
<td>At baseline no differences between I and C Groups in achievement test findings ((p &gt; 0.05)) ↑attitude scores for I Group post-intervention Qualitative data +ve about MI teaching approach and for constructing new knowledge</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Özdermir et al. 2006 Turkey</td>
<td>Experiment Cohort sample (n = 70) 4th Grade students (response rate 100%; random allocation to I &amp; C Groups at baseline data collection) I Group (n = 35); C Group (n = 35) Intervention = MI teaching strategy Single site study</td>
<td>Diversity of living things concept tests (25-item MCQs) at baseline &amp; 2 months post-intervention; Teele inventory of multiple intelligences (56-item pictorial inventory) at baseline &amp; post-intervention</td>
<td>At baseline no differences between I and C Groups re. understanding of diversity of living things ((p &gt; 0.05)) I Group had higher skills scores post-intervention and at 2 months post-intervention ((p &lt; 0.05)) I Group variation in intelligences scores post-intervention. I Group ↑musical intelligence, ↑spatial intelligence &amp; ↑interpersonal intelligence post-intervention ((p &lt; 0.05)) C Group no changes in intelligences scores ((p &gt; 0.05))</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6 Literature search terms: Psychomotor skill and Multiple Intelligences (MI).

Subject headings and free text terms used in literature search 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element 1</th>
<th>Element 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychomotor skills</td>
<td>Multiple intelligences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor skills</td>
<td>Student learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills acquisition</td>
<td>Learning strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills performance</td>
<td>Active learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill development</td>
<td>Teaching strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing procedure$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical procedure$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical proficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 7 Inclusion / exclusion criteria used for primary literature search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Inclusion</strong></th>
<th><strong>Exclusion</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The teaching and learning approaches used in clinical skills acquisition for nurse education</td>
<td>The teaching and learning approaches used in clinical skills acquisition for use in other health professional training and for patient education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical studies that explored the learning and teaching of clinical skills using simulation on educational outcomes for nurses</td>
<td>Descriptive reports, Correlational survey design, review papers and literature reviews that evaluated the students’ observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-experimental or experimental approaches to the teaching and learning of clinical skills in a simulated environment</td>
<td>Studies that did not specify the trial design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers published between 1994 and 2011 (the introduction of Diploma programme in Ireland)</td>
<td>Paper published before 1994 (unless considered relevant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each study reported once</td>
<td>Duplicates of the same study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 8 Ethical Consent (Institutional)

Ref: 10/NUR/03

26th January, 2011.

Ms. Linda Sheahan,
Department of Nursing,
WIT.

Dear Linda,

Thank you for submitting your amended documentation in relation to your project ‘To evaluate whether the combination of learning style and multiple intelligence in order to learn clinical skills using a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA) affects student results in OSCE achievement in an undergraduate nursing education programme’ to the WIT Research Ethics Committee.

I am pleased to inform you that we approve WIT’s participation in this project and will convey this to Academic Council.

We wish you well in the work ahead.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Dr. John Wells,
Chairperson,
Research Ethics Committee.

cc: Prof. Alison While, Department of Nursing & Midwifery, King’s College
    Dr. Jacqueline Bloomfield, Department of Nursing & Midwifery, King’s College
Appendix 9 Consent Forms (Experimental and Control) and Research Information Sheet

Consent Form (Experimental Group)

Dear participant,
Many thanks for agreeing to take part in this study.

In signing this document, you understand that you will be part of a study that will explore multiple intelligence theory, learning styles and assessment preferences in the context of teaching and learning in clinical skills in undergraduate nurse education. You have read the attached research information sheets.

The results of this research will be submitted to King’s College London as part of my doctoral study and with your permission may be published and/or shown to other academic educators/researchers. You will not be personally identified by name or description within the study or any publication nor identified to another third party. All information ascertained verbally or otherwise will be treated confidentially both during and after the research study. All information stored in paper format will be stored in a locked cabinet in my office to which only the researcher holds the key. Any information stored in electronic format will be password protected and only the researcher knows the password.

If you have any questions please contact me on 051 306170 (office number). When fully satisfied please fill in below.

I  ------------------------------ [print name] have read the above explanation of the research and will volunteer to participate. I understand that I will have my MIDAS profile taken on one occasion during this research and my learning style profile done on one occasion. I have had an opportunity to ask any questions about my participation, and all questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I recognize that my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time. I give permission for information, given both at the interview and by
audiotape, to be recorded in written format [pseudonyms used]. Data will be protected in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2003.

I understand that all material [including results] will only be used for educational purposes by the researcher/educator and the participants in this research. Please find attached research information sheet.

This project is subject to ethical approval from the Ethics Committee WIT.

Participant Signature ___________________________ Date______________

Lecturer /Researcher Signature ___________________________ Date______________

Research Information Sheet

Students also received information specific to MI, MITA and MIDAS.

I give permission to the School Secretary in the Department of Nursing, WIT, to furbish my examination results for January 2012 for the module Fundamental Nursing Skills and Experience 1 and May 2012 for the module Medication Management 1 to the researcher.

Please tick if you agree □
Consent Form (Control Group)

Dear participant,

Many thanks for agreeing to take part in this study.

In signing this document, you understand that you will be part of a study that will explore multiple intelligence theory, learning styles and assessment preferences in the context of teaching and learning in clinical skills in undergraduate nurse education. You have read the attached research information sheets.

The results of this research will be submitted to King’s College London as part of the researcher’s doctoral study and with your permission may be published and/or shown to other academic educators/researchers. You will not be personally identified by name or description within the study or any publication nor identified to another third party. All information ascertained verbally or otherwise will be treated confidentially both during and after the research study. All information stored in paper format will be stored in a locked cabinet in my office to which only the researcher holds the key. Any information stored in electronic format will be password protected and only the researcher knows the password.

If you have any questions please contact me on 051 306170 (office number). When fully satisfied please fill in below.

I ------------------------------ [print name] have read the above explanation of the research and will volunteer to participate. I understand that I will have my MIDAS profile taken on one occasion during this research and my learning style profile done on one occasion. I have had an opportunity to ask any questions about my participation, and all questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I recognize that my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time. I give permission for information, given both at the interview and by audiotape, to be recorded in written format [pseudonyms used]. Data will be protected in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2003.
I understand that all material [including results] will only be used for educational purposes by the researcher/educator and the participants in this research. Please find attached research information sheet.

This project is subject to ethical approval from the Ethics Committee WIT.

Participant Signature __________________________ Date ________________

Lecturer /Researcher Signature __________________________ Date ________________

Research Information Sheet

Students also received information specific to MI, MITA and MIDAS.

I give permission to the School Secretary in the Department of Nursing to furnish my examination results for January 2012 for the module Fundamental Nursing Skills and Experience 1 and May 2012 for the module Medication Management 1 to the researcher.

Please tick if you agree ☐
Participant information sheet

Title of study: An exploratory trial exploring the use of a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA) for teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students

I would like to invite you to participate in a research project. You should only take part if you want to. Before you make a decision I would like you to read and understand the following information. If you want to speak to me at any time to ask any questions or you require any further information my contact details are available at the end of this information sheet.

Study details:

The teaching and learning of clinical skills is essential to your development as a nursing student. However, the best method of teaching clinical skills is not known. This study has been designed to test the effectiveness of a multiple intelligences teaching approach (MITA) for teaching clinical skills.

If you choose to participate you will be randomly allocated to one of two groups. If you are assigned to group 1 you will be taught skills with the teaching approach currently used in the department. If you are assigned to group 2 you will be taught skills using MITA. You should know that regardless of the group you are allocated to everyone will receive the same information and the method of assessment will be the same. This will be a practical examination at the end of the semester.

All participants will be asked to complete the Index of Learning Styles, the Multiple Intelligences Development Assessment Scale and a Multiple Intelligences Assessment Preferences questionnaire. For the purpose of this study you will be provided with a personal code that will be known only to you and the researcher. Any data collected on paper will be stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s office. Any information collected electronically will be password protected. The findings from this study may be published in National or International journals. Your name will not be used in any data published.

It is your decision to take part or not take part in this study. If you do wish to take part you will be provided with a consent form that should be signed and returned to my office. You should know that you have the right to withdraw at any time without any consequences and your skills will continue to be taught.
Aim and objectives of the study:

The aim of this study is to measure the effectiveness of using a Multiple Intelligences Teaching Approach (MITA) in teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students.

The research objectives are to:

1. Measure if teaching clinical skills using MITA affected end of semester OSCE results between experimental and control groups.
2. Identify if there was a relationship between learning styles preferences and MIDAS IS preferences.
3. Determine if there is a relationship between learning styles and MIDAS IS profiling and OSCE results between experimental and control groups.
4. Determine if there was a relationship between participants preferred method of MI assessment using the MI preferences assessment questionnaire and OSCE results.
5. Explore first year nursing students’ experiences of the MITA approach to clinical skills teaching.

The Benefits/outcomes of this research are:

- It is proposed that the research outcomes will raise awareness of learning style preferences and Multiple Intelligences approaches to teaching and learning in contemporary nurse education.
- Impart a more in-depth understanding of the relationship between teaching and learning.
- Provide greater opportunity for matching student learning styles preferences and Multiple Intelligences preferences with appropriate teaching approaches.
- Provide information about the efficacy of the tools used, in an Irish context, thereby providing opportunity for other departments of nursing and third level institutes of education to utilise these tools/approaches in enhancing learning and teaching.

212
Further information can be found
Brain Connections (2001) [http://www.brainconnection.com/topics](http://www.brainconnection.com/topics)
Project Zero [http://www.pz.harvard.edu](http://www.pz.harvard.edu)

If you require any further information or wish to discuss your participation in this study please contact Linda Sheahan on 051 306170 or lsheahan@wit.ie.
Appendix 10 OSCE criterion checklist (Sample)

Module: General Nursing Skills and Experience 1

Lab number:

Examiners Name:

Handwashing

Greet the student and give him / her the written instructions. Please tick the appropriate box beside each performance criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Criteria</th>
<th>Performed competently</th>
<th>Performed but not fully competent</th>
<th>Not performed or incompetent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Removes hand and wrist jewellery (wedding band allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Turns on taps and checks water temperature.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wets hands thoroughly under running water.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Using elbow or heel of hand obtains liquid soap from wall dispenser.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Forms a lather with liquid soap and commence washing hands.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Rubs lather palm to palm 5 times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Rubs right palm over the back of the left hand up to the wrist level 5 times and do the same with the other hand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. With right hand over left hand rubs interlaced fingers 5 times and do same with other hand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Rubs palm to palm with the fingers interlaced 5 times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Washes thumbs of each hand separately using a rotating movement 5 times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Rubs the tips of the fingers against the opposite palm using a circular motion. Also ensure nail beds are washed 5 times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Rinses hands thoroughly under running water to remove all traces of soap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Turns off taps using elbows or paper towel. Student should avoid splashing clothes or floor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Dries hands thoroughly using a disposable paper towel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Discards paper towel in waste bin ensuring that they open bin using foot pedal only to avoid contaminating clean hands.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PASS: √                             FAIL: ×

This criteria-based checklist was developed by the module team in the college study took place for the first year OSCE.
Appendix 11 Instruments (ILS, MIDAS-IS, MI Assessment Preferences ILS questionnaire)

Index of Learning Styles Questionnaire Barbara A. Soloman
First-Year College
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695 Richard M. Felder
Department of Chemical Engineering
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695-7905

Directions Please provide us with your full name. Your name will be printed on the information that is returned to you.

Full Name

For each of the 44 questions below select either "a" or "b" to indicate your answer. Please choose only one answer for each question. If both "a" and "b" seem to apply to you, choose the one that applies more frequently. When you are finished selecting answers to each question please select the submit button at the end of the form.

1. I understand something better after I
   • (a) try it out.
   • (b) think it through.
2. I would rather be considered
   • (a) realistic.
   • (b) innovative.
3. When I think about what I did yesterday, I am most likely to get
   • (a) a picture.
   • (b) words.
4. I tend to
   • (a) understand details of a subject but may be fuzzy about its overall structure.
   • (b) understand the overall structure but may be fuzzy about details.
5. When I am learning something new, it helps me to
   • (a) talk about it.
   • (b) think about it.
6. If I were a teacher, I would rather teach a course
   • (a) that deals with facts and real life situations.
   • (b) that deals with ideas and theories.
7. I prefer to get new information in
   • (a) pictures, diagrams, graphs, or maps.
8. Once I understand
   (a) all the parts, I understand the whole thing.
   (b) the whole thing, I see how the parts fit.

9. In a study group working on difficult material, I am more likely to
   (a) jump in and contribute ideas.
   (b) sit back and listen.

10. I find it easier
    (a) to learn facts.
    (b) to learn concepts.

11. In a book with lots of pictures and charts, I am likely to
    (a) look over the pictures and charts carefully.
    (b) focus on the written text.

12. When I solve math problems
    (a) I usually work my way to the solutions one step at a time.
    (b) I often just see the solutions but then have to struggle to figure out the steps to get to them.

13. In classes I have taken
    (a) I have usually gotten to know many of the students.
    (b) I have rarely gotten to know many of the students.

14. In reading nonfiction, I prefer
    (a) something that teaches me new facts or tells me how to do something.
    (b) something that gives me new ideas to think about.

15. I like teachers
    (a) who put a lot of diagrams on the board.
    (b) who spend a lot of time explaining.

16. When I'm analyzing a story or a novel
    (a) I think of the incidents and try to put them together to figure out the themes.
    (b) I just know what the themes are when I finish reading and then I have to go back and find the incidents that demonstrate them.

17. When I start a homework problem, I am more likely to
    (a) start working on the solution immediately.
    (b) try to fully understand the problem first.

18. I prefer the idea of
    (a) certainty.
    (b) theory.

19. I remember best
    (a) what I see.
20. It is more important to me that an instructor
   (a) lay out the material in clear sequential steps.
   (b) give me an overall picture and relate the material to other subjects.
21. I prefer to study
   (a) in a study group.
   (b) alone.
22. I am more likely to be considered
   (a) careful about the details of my work.
   (b) creative about how to do my work.
23. When I get directions to a new place, I prefer
   (a) a map.
   (b) written instructions.
24. I learn
   (a) at a fairly regular pace. If I study hard, I'll "get it."
   (b) in fits and starts. I'll be totally confused and then suddenly it all "clicks."
25. I would rather first
   (a) try things out.
   (b) think about how I'm going to do it.
26. When I am reading for enjoyment, I like writers to
   (a) clearly say what they mean.
   (b) say things in creative, interesting ways.
27. When I see a diagram or sketch in class, I am most likely to remember
   (a) the picture.
   (b) what the instructor said about it.
28. When considering a body of information, I am more likely to
   (a) focus on details and miss the big picture.
   (b) try to understand the big picture before getting into the details.
29. I more easily remember
   (a) something I have done.
   (b) something I have thought a lot about.
30. When I have to perform a task, I prefer to
   (a) master one way of doing it.
   (b) come up with new ways of doing it.
31. When someone is showing me data, I prefer
   (a) charts or graphs.
   (b) text summarizing the results.
32. When writing a paper, I am more likely to
(a) work on (think about or write) the beginning of the paper and progress forward.
(b) work on (think about or write) different parts of the paper and then order them.

33. When I have to work on a group project, I first want to
(a) have "group brainstorming" where everyone contributes ideas.
(b) brainstorm individually and then come together as a group to compare ideas.

34. I consider it higher praise to call someone
(a) sensible.
(b) imaginative.

35. When I meet people at a party, I am more likely to remember
(a) what they looked like.
(b) what they said about themselves.

36. When I am learning a new subject, I prefer to
(a) stay focused on that subject, learning as much about it as I can.
(b) try to make connections between that subject and related subjects.

37. I am more likely to be considered
(a) outgoing.
(b) reserved.

38. I prefer courses that emphasize
(a) concrete material (facts, data).
(b) abstract material (concepts, theories).

39. For entertainment, I would rather
(a) watch television.
(b) read a book.

40. Some teachers start their lectures with an outline of what they will cover. Such outlines are
(a) somewhat helpful to me.
(b) very helpful to me.

41. The idea of doing homework in groups, with one grade for the entire group,
(a) appeals to me.
(b) does not appeal to me.

42. When I am doing long calculations,
(a) I tend to repeat all my steps and check my work carefully.
(b) I find checking my work tiresome and have to force myself to do it.

43. I tend to picture places I have been
(a) easily and fairly accurately.
(b) with difficulty and without much detail.

44. When solving problems in a group, I would be more likely to
(a) think of the steps in the solution process.
(b) think of possible consequences or applications of the solution in a wide range of areas.

When you have completed filling out the above form please click on the Submit button below. Your results will be returned to you. If you are not satisfied with your answers above please click on Reset to clear the form.
MIDAS- INSTRUCTIONS

These questions take about 35 minutes to answer. There are 8 areas of activities, skills and interests covered. Think of this as if you are interviewing yourself. You may be surprised by what you know about yourself when you think carefully.

For questions that give you several choices, pick the one activity you’re strongest in and rate yourself on that only. It is important that you give honest responses. Be fair to yourself.

Do not under rate what you are able to do.

You do not have to answer or guess at every question because each one has an “I don’t know” or “Does not apply” choice. Use this answer whenever it fits best for you. For example, some of the questions may ask about things you may not remember or you never got to do.

1. Can you sing ‘in tune’?

If “D” is your choice, then darken this ‘BOX’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Darken one ‘square’ only for each questions with a pencil.
The circles G, H, I and J are not used.

Please do not write on the answer sheet or questionnaire.
Erase all changes completely.
Your profile will only be as accurate as your answers.

It’s o.k. to respond that you do not know.
MUSICAL

1. As a child, did you have a strong liking for music or music classes?
   A = A little.
   B = Sometimes
   C = Usually
   D = Often
   E = All the time
   F = I don’t know

2. Did you ever learn to play an instrument?
   A = No
   B = A little
   C = Fair
   D = Good
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

3. Can you sing ‘in tune’?
   A = A little bit
   B = Fair
   C = Well
   D = Very well
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

4. Do you have a good voice for singing with other people in harmony?
   A = A little bit
   B = Fair
   C = Good
   D = Very good
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

5. As an adult, did you ever play an instrument, play with a band or sing with a group?
   A = Never
   B = Every once in a while
   C = Sometimes
   D = Often
   E = Almost all of the time
   F = I don’t know. Does not apply.

6. Do you spend a lot of time listening to music?
   A = Every once in a while
   B = Sometimes
   C = Often
   D = Almost all the time
   E = All the time
   F = I don’t know

8. Do you ever drum your fingers, whistle or sing to yourself?
   A = Every once in a while
   B = Sometimes
   C = Often
   D = Almost all the time
   E = All the time
   F = I don’t know

9. Do you often have favourite tunes on your mind?
   A = Every once in a while
   B = Sometimes
   C = Often
   D = Almost all the time
   E = All the time
   F = I don’t know

10. Do you often like to talk about music?
    A = Never
    B = Every once in a while
    C = Sometimes
    D = Often
    E = Nearly all the time
    F = I don’t know

11. Do you have a good sense of rhythm?
    A = Fair
    B = Pretty good
    C = Good
    D = Very good
    E = Excellent
    F = I don’t know

12. Do you have a strong liking for the SOUND of certain instruments or musical groups?
    A = Every once in a while
    B = Sometimes
    C = Often
    D = Almost all the time
    E = All the time
    F = I don’t know

13. Do you think you have a lot of musical talent or skill that was never fully brought out?
    A = No
    B = Some
    C = A fair amount
    D = A good amount
    E = A great deal
    F = I don’t know.
7. Do you ever make up songs or write music?
A = Never
B = Once or twice
C = Every once in a while
D = Sometimes
E = Often
F = I don’t know

14. Do you often have music on while you work, study or relax?
A = Every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Almost always
E = Always
F = I don’t know

22. Are you good with your hands at things like card shuffling, magic tricks or juggling?
A = Not very good
B = Fair
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

23. Are you good at doing precise work with your hands such as sewing, making models, tying flies, typing or have good handwriting?
A = Not at all
B = Fairly good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

24. Do you enjoy working with your hands on projects such as mechanics, building things, preparing fancy food or sculptures?
A = Never or rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know or doesn’t apply

25. Are you good at using your body or face to imitate people such as teachers, friends or family?
A = Not at all
B = A little bit
C = Fair
D = Good
E = Very good
F = I don’t know
19. Did you ever take lessons or have someone teach you a sport such as bowling, karate, golf, etc.?
A = No
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Nearly all the time
F = I don’t know

20. Have you ever joined teams to play a sport?
A = Never
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

21. As an adult, do you often do physical work or exercise?
A = Rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know. Does not apply

22. Are you a good dancer, cheerleader or gymnast?
A = Not at all
B = Fairly good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know.

23. Do you learn better by having something explained to you or by doing it yourself?
A = Always better by explanation
B = Sometimes better by explanation
C = No difference
D = Usually better by doing it
E = Always better by doing it
F = I don’t know

LOGICAL MATHEMATICAL

28. As a child, did you easily learn math such as addition, multiplication and fractions?
A = Not at all
B = It was fairly hard
C = Pretty easy
D = Very easy
E = Learned much quicker than all the kids
F = I don’t know

29. In school, did you ever have extra interest or skill in math?
A = Very little or none
B = Maybe a little
C = Some
D = More than average
E = A lot
F = I don’t know

30. How did you do in advanced math classes such as algebra or calculus?
A = Didn’t take any
B = Not very well
C = Fair (C’s)
D = Well (B’s)
E = Excellent (A’s)
F = I don’t know or does not apply

31. How are you at figuring numbers in your head?
A = Cannot do it
B = Not very good
C = Fair
D = Good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

32. Are you a curious person who likes to figure out WHY or HOW things work?
A = Every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

33. Are you good at inventing ‘systems’ for solving lot or complicated problems? For example, betting at the race track or organising your home or life?
A = Not good at all
B = Fair
C = Good
D = Better than average
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

34. As a child, did you easily learn math such as addition, multiplication and fractions?
A = Not at all
B = It was fairly hard
C = Pretty easy
D = Very easy
E = Learned much quicker than all the kids
F = I don’t know

35. In school, did you ever have extra interest or skill in math?
A = Very little or none
B = Maybe a little
C = Some
D = More than average
E = A lot
F = I don’t know

36. How did you do in advanced math classes such as algebra or calculus?
A = Didn’t take any
B = Not very well
C = Fair (C’s)
D = Well (B’s)
E = Excellent (A’s)
F = I don’t know or does not apply

37. How are you at figuring numbers in your head?
A = Cannot do it
B = Not very good
C = Fair
D = Good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

38. Are you a curious person who likes to figure out WHY or HOW things work?
A = Every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

39. Are you good at inventing ‘systems’ for solving lot or complicated problems? For example, betting at the race track or organising your home or life?
A = Not good at all
B = Fair
C = Good
D = Better than average
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know
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31. Have you ever had interest in studying science or solving scientific problems?
A = No
B = A little
C = Average
D = More than average
E = A great deal
F = I don't know

32. Are you good at playing chess or checkers?
A = No
B = Fairly good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don't know

33. Are you good at playing cards or solving strategy or puzzle-type games?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = About average
D = Better than average
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

34. Do you often play games such as Scrabble or crossword puzzles?
A = Very rarely or never
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

35. Do you have a good system for balancing a chequebook or figuring a budget?
A = Not at all
B = Fairly good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = An excellent system
F = I don’t know or does not apply.

36. Do you have a good memory for numbers such as telephone numbers or addresses?
A = Not very good
B = Fair
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Superior
F = I don’t know

40. Are you curious about nature like fish, animals, plants or the stars and planets?
A = Rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

41. Have you ever liked to collect things and learn all there is to know about a certain subject such as antiques, horses, baseball, etc.
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

42. Are you good at jobs or projects where you have to use math a lot or get things organised?
A = Not good at all
B = Fairly good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know or does not apply

43. Outside of school, have you ever enjoyed working with numbers like figuring baseball averages, gas mileage, budgets, etc.?
A = Not at all
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

44. Do you use good common sense for planning social activities, making home repairs or solving mechanical problems?
A = Sometimes
B = Usually
C = Often
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know
51. Are you good at fixing ‘things’ like cars, lamps, furniture or machines?
   A = Not at all
   B = Not very good
   C = Fair
   D = Good
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

52. How easily can you put things together like toys, puzzles or electronic equipment?
   A = Not at all
   B = It is hard
   C = It is fairly easy
   D = It is easy
   E = It is very easy
   F = I don’t know

53. Have you ever made plans or patterns for projects such as sewing, carpentry, crafts, woodworking, etc.?
   A = Never
   B = Maybe once
   C = Every once in a while
   D = Sometime
   E = Often
   F = I don’t know

54. Have you ever drawn or painted pictures?
   A = Rarely or never
   B = Every once in a while
   C = Sometimes
   D = Often
   E = Almost all the time
   F = I don’t know

55. Do you have a good sense of design for decorating, landscaping or working with flowers?
   A = Not very good
   B = Fair
   C = Good
   D = Very good
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

56. Do you have a good sense of direction when in a strange place?
   A = Not at all
   B = Fairly good
   C = Good
   D = Very good
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know

57. Are you good at playing pool, darts, riflery, archery, bowling, etc.?
   A = Not at all
   B = A little
   C = Fair
   D = Better than average
   E = Excellent
   F = I don’t know
58. Do you often draw a picture or sketch to give directions or explain an idea?
A = Never
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

59. Are you creative and like to invent or experiment with unique designs, clothes or projects?
A = Very little or not at all
B = A little
C = Somewhat
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know
**LINGUISTIC**

60. Do you enjoy telling stories or talking about favourite movies or books?
A = Not at all
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

61. Do you ever play with the sounds of words like making up jingles or rhymes? For example, do you give things or people funny sounding nicknames?
A = Never
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

62. Do you use colourful words or phrases when talking?
A = No
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

63. Have you ever written a story, poetry or words to songs?
A = Never
B = Maybe once or twice
C = Occasionally
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

64. Are you a convincing speaker?
A = Not at all
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time

65. How are you at bargaining or making a deal with people?
A = Not very good
B = Fair
C = Pretty good
D = Good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

72. Are you often the one asked to ‘do the talking’ by family or friends because you are good at it?
A = Very rarely or never
B = Rarely
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

73. Have you ever been good at imitating the way other people talk?
A = Not really
B = Fairly good
C = Pretty good
D = Good
E = Very good
F = I don’t know

74. Have you ever been good at writing reports for school or work?
A = Not really. Never do any
B = Pretty good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Superior
F = I don’t know

75. Can you write a good letter?
A = No or fair
B = Pretty good
C = Good
D = Very good
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know

76. Do you like to read or do well in English classes?
A = A little
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

77. Do you write notes or make lists as reminders of things to do?
A = Rarely or never
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

78. Do you have a large vocabulary?
A = Not really
B = Less than average
C = About average
D = Above average
E = Superior
F = I don’t know
66. Can you talk people into doing things your way when you want to?
A = Not at all
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I’m not sure

67. Do you ever do public speaking or give talks to groups?
A = Very rarely or never
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

68. How are you at managing or supervising people?
A = Never do or not very good at all
B = Fair
C = Good
D = Very
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know or doesn’t apply

69. Do you have interest for talking about things like the news, family matters, religion or sports, etc.?
A = A little
B = Some interest
C = Average interest
D = More than average
E = A great deal
F = I don’t know

70. When others disagree are you able to easily say what you think or feel?
A = Rarely
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

71. Do you enjoy looking up words in dictionaries, or arguing with others about ‘the right word’ to use?
A = Never or rarely
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Very often
F = I don’t know

79. Do you have skill for choosing the right words and speaking clearly?
A = Not at all or rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Most of the time
E = Almost always
F = I don’t know
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80. Have you had friendships that have lasted for a long time?</td>
<td>A = One or two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = More than a couple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Quite a few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = A lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = A great many long lasting friendships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Are you good at making peace at home, at work or among friends?</td>
<td>A = Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Pretty good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82. Are you ever a ‘leader’ for doing things at school, among friends or at work?</td>
<td>A = Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83. In school, were you usually part of a particular group or crowd?</td>
<td>A = Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Most of the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Almost all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84. Do you easily understand the feelings, wishes or needs of other people?</td>
<td>A = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85. Do you ever offer to ‘help’ other people such as the sick, the elderly or friends?</td>
<td>A = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Very often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. Do friends or family members ever come to you to talk over personal troubles or to ask for advice?</td>
<td>A = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = All the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87. Are you a good judge of ‘character’?</td>
<td>A = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. Do you usually know how to make people feel comfortable and at ease?</td>
<td>A = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. Do you generally take the good advice of friends?</td>
<td>A = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. Are you generally at ease around (men or women) your own age?</td>
<td>A = Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91. Are you good at understanding (girlfriend’s or wife’s) (boyfriend’s or husband’s) ideas and feelings?</td>
<td>A = Every once in a while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Almost all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = All the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know. Does not apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92. Are you an easy person for people to get to know?</td>
<td>A = Not at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = Pretty hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Fairly easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Very easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = I don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
93. Do you have a hard time coping with children?
A = Usually have a hard time
B = Sometimes it is hard
C = Usually easy
D = Almost always easy
E = Always very easy
F = I don’t know

94. Have you ever had interest in teaching, coaching or counselling?
A = Very little or none
B = A little interest
C = Some interest
D = A lot of interest
E = A great deal of interest
F = I don’t know or doesn’t apply

95. Can you do well when working with the public in jobs such as sales, receptionist, promoter, police or waiter?
A = Fair
B = Fairly well
C = Well
D = Very well
E = Excellent
F = I don’t know. Does not apply.

96. Do you prefer working alone or with a group of people?
A = Always alone
B = Usually alone
C = No preference
D = Usually with a group
E = Always with a group
F = I don’t know

97. Are you able to come up with unique or imaginative ways to solve problems between people or settle arguments?
A = Maybe once or twice
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time

98. Do you have a clear sense of who you are and what you want out of life?
A = Very little
B = A little
C = Usually
D = Most of the time
E = Almost all the time
F = I don’t know

99. Are you aware of your feelings and able to control your moods?
A = Every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Most of the time
D = Almost all the time
E = Always
F = I don’t know

100. Do you plan and work hard toward personal goals like at school, at work or at home?
A = Rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

101. Do you ‘know your own mind’ and do well at making important personal decisions such as choosing classes, changing jobs or moving?
A = No or every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

102. Are you happy with the work you choose because it matches your skills, interests and personality?
A = No or rarely
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

103. Do you generally know what you are good at (or not good at) doing and try to improve your skills?
A = Every once in a while
B = Sometimes
C = Usually
D = Almost all the time
E = All the time
F = I don’t know
**INTRAPERSONAL**

104. Do you get very angry when you fail or are frustrated?
A = Almost all the time
B = Sometimes
C = Every once in a while
D = Rarely
E = Almost never
F = I don’t know

105. Have you ever had interest in ‘self-improvement’? For instance, do you attend classes to learn new skills or read ‘self-help’ books or magazines?
A = No
B = A little
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = Almost always
F = I don’t know

106. Have you ever been able to find unique or unusual ways to solve personal problems or achieve your goals?
A = Once or twice
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

110. Are you good at working with farm animals or thought about being a veterinarian or naturalist?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Some
D = Quite a bit
E = Very much so
F = I don’t know

111. Do you easily understand differences between animals such as personalities, traits or habits?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Fairly easy
D = Quite easy
E = Very easy
F = I don’t know

112. Are you good at recognising breeds of pets or kinds of animals?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Some
D = Quite good
E = Very good
F = I don’t know

**NATURALIST**

107. Have you ever raised pets or other animals?
A = Never or rarely
B = Every once in a while
C = Sometimes
D = Often
E = All the time
F = I don’t know

108. Is it easy for you to understand and care for an animal?
A = Not at all
B = Maybe a little
C = Fairly easy
D = Quite easy
E = Very easy
F = I don’t know

109. Have you ever done pet training, hunting or studied wildlife?
A = No
B = A little
C = Sometimes
D = Quite a bit
E = A great deal
F = I don’t know

113. Are you good at observing and learning about nature, for example, clouds, weather patterns, animal or plant life?
A = Never
B = A little
C = Some
D = Quite a bit
E = A great deal
F = I don’t know

114. Are you good at growing plants or raising a garden?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Somewhat
D = Quite a bit
E = Very good

115. Can you identify or understand the differences between types of plants?
A = Not at all
B = A little
C = Somewhat
D = Most of the time, yes
E = All the time
F = I don’t know
116. Are you fascinated by natural energy systems such as chemistry, electricity, engines, physics or geology?
   A = No
   B = A little
   C = Somewhat
   D = Quite a bit
   E = A great deal
   F = I don’t know

117. Do you have a concern for nature and do things like recycling, camping, hiking or bird watching?
   A = No
   B = A little
   C = Some
   D = A lot
   E = A great deal
   F = I don’t know

118. Have you taken photographs of nature or written stories or done artwork?
   A = No
   B = A little
   C = Some
   D = A lot
   E = A great deal
   F = I don’t know

119. Is spending time with nature an important part of your life?
   A = Not really
   B = A little
   C = Somewhat
   D = Quite a bit
   E = Very much so
   F = I don’t know

You’re finished!!
MI Assessment Preferences Questionnaire

The aim of this survey is to find out your personal views in relation to assessment preferences. I am currently studying for a Doctorate in Healthcare in King's College London. As part of my study I am developing an Index of Assessment Preferences, which is based on multiple intelligences (MI) and learning styles. Howard Gardner (1983) describes eight intelligences in his theory of MI. These include linguistic, logical – mathematical, interpersonal, intrapersonal, spatial, kinesthetic, naturalistic and musical intelligence. Unlike learning styles, which express student preferences for learning in one way or another, multiple intelligences exist within each person in varying degrees.

By answering this survey you will provide me with information that may show a relationship between your multiple intelligences profile and your learning style preferences in relation to assessment methods. Your name and all information gathered both during and after the research study will be anonymised in accordance with the Data Protection Act (2003). The information that you provide will only be used for educational purposes by the researcher and the participants in the study. All of the data will be stored securely and will only be seen by the researcher.

This survey is 4 pages long and will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. Please answer all questions.

If you require further information or clarification regarding this questionnaire please contact me.

Ms. Linda Sheahan (Doctoral Student)
Department of Nursing
Waterford Institute of Technology
Cork Road Campus
Waterford

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.

Personal Identification Number

Consent

☐ I consent to take part in this study
☐ I understand I can withdraw from this study at any time

2. Assessment preferences

In this section you are given a number of choices in relation to different types of assessment. Please follow the instructions for each question.

Please rank in order of preference 1,2,3 where 1 is your highest preference and 3 is your lowest preference.

2.1 In relation to written assessments … Please rank in order of preference

I like written assessments that have a problem solving approach to demonstrate my learning
1,2,3

I like written assessments that encourage me to draw
1,2,3
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on my experiences from practice to demonstrate my learning

I like written assessments that include personal journals to demonstrate my learning 1,2,3

Please rank in order of preference 1,2,3,4 where 1 is your highest preference and 4 is your lowest preference.

2.2 In relation to practical assessments...

Please rank in order of preference

I like practical assessments as they allow me to demonstrate my knowledge 1,2,3,4

I like practical assessment as they allow me to demonstrate my skills 1,2,3,4

I like practical assessments as they allow me to demonstrate my attitude to the subject matter 1,2,3,4

I like practical assessments as they allow me to apply my knowledge to clinical practice 1,2,3,4

2.3 Each item below relates to other assessment methods that could be used to demonstrate your learning, with which you may agree or disagree.

Please tick the box which best describe your views.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessments</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Moderately agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Moderately disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>No opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like group presentations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like online assessments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like open book assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like continuous assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like peer assessments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to compose poetry to demonstrate my learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to compose songs to demonstrate my learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like role play to demonstrate my learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Each item below is a statement about examinations, with which you may agree or disagree. Please tick the box which best describe your views.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examinations</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Moderately agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Moderately disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>No opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like seen examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like unseen examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like examinations with essay questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like examinations with short answer questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like examinations with multiple choice questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like problem based examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like practical examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like oral examinations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like examinations that include presentations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like examinations that include multiple methods of assessment (for example, problem based questions combined with an MCQ examination)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. About yourself

As you are nearing the end of this survey I would like to ask you some information about yourself.

What programme of study are you currently undertaking?

☐ BSc General nursing
☐ BSc Psychiatric nursing
☐ BSc Intellectual disability nursing

Gender

☐ Male
☐ Female

What is your age?

☐ Under 20 years of age
☐ 20-29
☐ 30-39
☐ 40-49
☐ 50 years or older

Conclusion

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. The results of my study may be used to support academic work. If you would like to know the findings of my study please email me to request a synopsis at the email address provided.
Appendix 12 MITA Skills Sheet Rubric and Traditional Skills Sheet

Nebuliser therapy and peak flow measurement

**Question:** In this lesson I ask what is your understanding of nebulizer therapy and peak flow measurement and why is it important for you to learn this skill for clinical practice?

**Target:** Plan for interventions Novice to Expert on the skill nebulizer therapy and peak flow measurement and the students’ background information of same. This will be checked at the end of the one hour session.

**Expect:** The rubric below shows what I expect the group to learn in the session

- Research on the latest information in relation to nebuliser therapy and peak flow measurement.
- Perform the skill of peak flow measurement
- Perform the skill of nebuliser therapy
- Evidence of clear understanding for the reasons for peak flow measurement and nebuliser therapy
- Demonstrate how to dispose of used equipment safely
- Each team member shares specific findings at the end of the 1 hour session

**Move:** In pairs each student shares what they have learned in relation to nebuliser therapy and peak flow measurement and its impact for patient / client care.
Reflect: Each student reflects on their learning using Driscoll’s Model (2000) in relation to the clinical skill of nebuliser therapy and peak flow measurement.

What?
So what?
Now what?
Preparation for skill

Check doctors orders or the patient’s care plan
Drug chart
Gather equipment
Perform hand hygiene
Explain purpose of procedure and provide instructions to the patient for use of nebuliser
Ensure patient is sitting upright to allow for lung expansion
Check patient identification
A peak flow reading may be required prior to nebuliser therapy
Face cloth or towel
Mouthwash

Equipment

Prescription chart
Nebuliser mask and chamber
Solution for nebuliser

Continuation

Check expiry date of equipment
Open packaging and place equipment on a trolley
As per prescription, place correct drug in the chamber. Attach the mask to the chamber at one end and attach the oxygen tubing at the other end. Connect the tubing to the flow meter and turn to on to make sure a mist appears in the mask. Turn off oxygen
Place the mask securely over the face and secure the strapping.
If using mouthpiece nebuliser then seal lips over this part.
Turn the flow meter to 6 litres / minute
Explain to the patient that vaporisation may take up to 15 minutes to take place.
Leave a call bell with the patient.
Completion

When vaporisation is complete make sure the mask is left clean and dry for next use. Offer the patient a face cloth to clean and dry the face when finished. Offer a mouthwash if required. Leave the patient in a comfortable position. The nurse may need to have a peak flow reading done post procedure. Record the result in appropriate nursing documentation. Ensure drug is recorded. Perform hand hygiene.
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Appendix 13 MITA Evaluation Form

Evaluation of clinical skills teaching 2012 using MITA.

This evaluation offers an opportunity for you to provide information to the lecturer in order to help her improve the quality/effectiveness of teaching clinical skills using Multiple Intelligence Teaching Approach (MITA). Your considered response to each statement is appreciated.

Attached you will find statements about your lecturer. Below each statement is a list of numbers. Please show the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by circling one of the numbers that follows each statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Please use the following scale:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Strongly Disagree (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Disagree (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Neutral (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Agree (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Strongly Agree (SA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Was well prepared for the skills lecture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated me to want to understand the MITA approach to learning clinical skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was interested in helping me to understand clinical skills using MI approach</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everybody in the group was helped to understand the MI approach to teaching clinical skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answered all my questions when I did not understand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related the skills teaching to real life situations using the MITA approach</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gave clear explanations of MITA approaches to the learning and teaching of clinical skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held my attention</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented the information in a way that will help me learn and understand in the future</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most positive aspect of the skills teaching sessions was…


The least positive aspect of the skills teaching session was…


What recommendations would you make for the future for the teaching of clinical skills?


Any further comments?
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### Conference presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation type</th>
<th>Date (mm/yy)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation</td>
<td>05/2013</td>
<td>An exploratory trial exploring the use of MITA for teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students.</td>
<td>International Clinical Skills Conference</td>
<td>Prato, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>05/2013</td>
<td>More than one way to be smart.</td>
<td>International Clinical Skills Conference Won first prize</td>
<td>Prato, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>04/2013</td>
<td>More than one way to be smart.</td>
<td>Waterford Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Waterford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation</td>
<td>03/2013</td>
<td>An exploratory trial exploring the use of MITA for teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students.</td>
<td>Royal College of Nurses</td>
<td>Belfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation</td>
<td>02/2013</td>
<td>An exploratory trial exploring the use of MITA for teaching clinical skills to first year undergraduate nursing students.</td>
<td>Royal College of Surgeons</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation</td>
<td>11/2012</td>
<td>Teaching clinical skills to undergraduate nurses using a multiple intelligences teaching approach – an experimental study</td>
<td>Trinity College</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>06/2011</td>
<td>Unlocking your potential</td>
<td>King’s College</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>06/2011</td>
<td>More than one way to be smart. Won award for this poster.</td>
<td>King’s College</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>